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EVERY-OTHER-DAY
Threfc Dollars a Year. Single Copies Three Cents.

FOR MEN WHO CARE
About tlieir personal appearance,
and for women who care about that
twpe of men—we have an important,
we might say an intimate, message
today. At this shop you will dis
cover elegant, exclusive, up-to-theminute haberdashery, at economy
prices. Worth stepping to see.

Perswat

Appearance CS/YRoseCoPOCKLAND /*\AINL

THE ALL SPORT SHIRT
Made for the U. S. Navy of blanket material, with
hood, all wool, sizes small, medium and large.
Good for Hunting, Motoring, Working,
and all kinds of winter sports.
WARMEST SHIRT MADE
We have a limited amount, each....................... $3.25
U. S. Army Officers’ Dark Brown Dress Shoe
plain toe, rubber heel, 100'* leather, pair $4.25
Navy Shoes, black, pair.................... $4.00 and $4.35
U. S. Army Working Shoe, pair....................... $3.35
A few Girls’ Knicker Pants in Tweed, pair. . $3.75
Genuine Army and Navy Shirts, each............. $3.00
Heavy All Wool Underwear, double front and
back, each............................................................ $1.25
Army All Wool Long Pants, pair $2.75 and $3.25
Army O. D. Wool Breeches.............................. $3.50
Army Leather Jerkins........................................ $3.50
High Grade Honor Sweaters, V neck, brown $6.50
All kinds of Clothing and numerous other
articles at the same low prices.

SHAPIRO

BROS.

ARMY AND NAVY STORE
59 Tillson Avenue, Rockland. Opposite John Bird Co.
MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED
OPEN EVENINGS
Th-tf

It Starts There
Meat which you buy does not originate
in the packing houses.

Behind the packing houses and the
stock yards are the millions of acres of
land devoted to the raising of live stock
and food for this live stock.

How live stock reaches the market;
how it is purchased; how it is handled in
'its transformation into meat; and how
this highly perishable product gets into
the hands of retailers in every city and
village, make an interesting story.
The handling of by-products also fur
nishes some interesting facts.

Hides, for example, are not bought by
the ultimate consumer.
by manufacturers of

Glue is used
many articles.

Wool is of little use to the wearer of
clothes until it is worked up into mer
chantable articles.

Just how Swift & Company handles
meats and their attendant by-products is
told in the new

Swift & Company 1923 YearBook
A copy is yours for the asking.
Address: Swift ft Company,

Public Relations Dept.

u.

S. Yards,

-

-

-

Chicago

Swift & Company,
u. s. A.
A nation-wide organization

owned by more than
45,000 shareholders

TUESDAY. THURSDAY AND SATURDAY

Rockland, Maine, Thursday, February 15-, 1923.

The Courier-Gazette
THREE TIMES A WEEK
BY THE ROCKLAND PUBLISHING CO.

ALL THE HOME NEWS

Subscription $3 00 per year payable In ad
vance; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation and
very reasonable.
Communications upon topic.*, of general Inter
est are solicited.
Published every Tuesday, Thursday and Sat
urday mon.‘ng, from 469 Main Street, Rock
land, Maine.
Entered at the postoffiee ln Rockland for cir
culation at second-class postal rates.
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THE TIMES’ CHOICE

LENTEN RULES READ

COUNTY CHURCHES

Eight Miles of Valentine Party Bath Paper Favors Carleton Forty Day Period Began Yes Will Unite In Program of CoOn the Famous 7. A. M. Car
Resolve If the Kennebec Is
terday — Easter Falls On
-operation—-Pastors To Ex
To Be Bridged.
Out of Camden.
April 1st.
change Pulpits Sunday.

The Bath Times offers the following
Lent began yesterday and will con
The Knox County Ministerial Assocleditorial comment on the Kennebec tinue until the noon of March 31 as
tion, which met Monday at the First
Bridge proposition:
Easter this year falls on April 1. The Baptist Church in this city, adopted an
« *a a «
regulations governing the 40-day period xtensive program for co-operation
Just what fate will befall the project were read Sunday, yt all the masses
mong the churches of Knox County,
of bridging the Kennebec river cannot
in the Catholic churches as officially the object being to awaken interest in
be foretold.
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
At present there are four bills before sanctioned by Louis S. Walsh for all the activities of the churches and to
The Rockland Gazette was established In
the Maine Legislature. One the orig the churches of the dioceses. The reg
1846. In 1874 lhe Courier was established,
deepen spiritual life throughout the
inal bill, introduced by Senator Carle ulations follow:
and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882
ounty. A large number of the pastors
The Free Press was established in 1835, and
ton of Sagadahoc county, calls frtt a
In 1891 changed its name to the Tribune.
1. All the days of Lent, except Sun ot the county were present and enthu
bridge
to
be
located
at
a
jMiint
be

These papers eonsoliuated March 17, 1897.
tween the Maine Central Railroad prop- days, arc fast days. Tlie Lenten fast siastically approved the plan. It is ex
pected that almost every church in the
.«. .«. ••« •••
•«. •*. •••
gg
irty and the foot of Oak street, for its ends at noon Holy Saturday.
•».
•••
1. All between the ages of 21 and ounty will support the movement.
Bath approach. Another bill, intro
•••
Nothing is more simple than great- •••
Each church, while not setting aside
duced by Senator Wadsworth of Ken 59 are obliged to fast, except the sick
••• ness; indeed, to be simple is to be great. •••
nebec county, calls for a location at afid convalescent; women in delicate its own program, will engage in the
— —Emerson.
—
Richmond. Still a third bill, introduced health abd condition; those to whom general activities which are planned for
•••
••• ••• .*. ••• ••• .«. ••• ••• •••
••• .*•
•••
by Senator Elliot of Knox county, asks fasting would cause grave injury to all the churches. The united effort will
for a bridge to be located between the health, or would produce such illness begin with a Fellowship Sunday on
cl>. 25, when a general exchange of
south line of the Maine Central Rail or exhaustion as would interfere with
REPUBLICAN NOMINATIONS
road slip at Bath and "a point up their daily duties; and those whose pulpits by the pastors will take place.
stream where competent engineers may occupations are of a very laborious The following have been arranged beFor Mayor
Those who ■.veen the churches of Camden. Rockdetermine as the suitable place for and exhaustive nature.
EDWARD E. RANKIN
such a structure.” The fourth measure doubt whether they are excused or not )ort, Rockland. Thomaston, and Warn. and it is hoped 'that pastors In
Of Ward Two
provides for the selection of a com should consult their confessor.
mission to investigate the conditions
3. Those obliged to fast are allowed ther parts of the county will make an
and report to the next Legislature.
V(ard One
but one meal, either at noon or in the (Tort to arrange for an exchange.
Tite churches and the ministers who
Of these measures, the first is the evening.
Alderman—Charles L. Chase.
ill till the pulpits are given below:
Councilmen—Frank D. Healey, Wil
one which will receive the support of
4. During I.ent every Wednesday
Camden
Bath people, for it is certain that they and Friday and the second Saturday
liam Holbrook, Wilbur Bisbee.
Congregational—Rev. E. V. Allen,
Jo not want to see the Kennebec are days of ahstinancc. However by
Warden—E. B. Crockett.
bridged at Richmond, instead of Bath. special privilege of the Holy See, pastor of Rockland Methodist Church.
Ward Clerk—Frederick J. Hull.
Methodist—Rev. Miss Adams, EvanIt would seem that a large part of the working people and their families are
Ward Two
remainder of tho State would lake the obliged to abstain from meat only elist.
Alderman—Frank M. Ulmer.
Baptist—Rev. .1. M. Ratcliff, pastor of
same ground for. with a bridge at Ash Wednesday and Fridays. On all
Councilmen—Harold C. Simmons,
Richmond, the f tate would still have other days of abstinence those of the Rotkiand Universalist church.
Putnam P. Bicknell and Floyd L.
to maintain its terry service at Bath family who are obliged to fast may
Rockport
Shaw.
and would lose some of the revenge de eat meat at their principal meal;
Methodist—Rev. O. W. Stuart, pastor
Warden—
rived from people crossing the river, those not obliged to fast may eat
ittlelield Memorial church, Rockland.
Ward Clerk—Mrs. Doris Jordan.
s no doubt a percentage of them would meat at any of their meals.
Baptist—Rev. B. W. l’elley, pastor
Ward Three
ross on a brid ,c at Richmond, instead
lo maslon Methodist church.
i. The use of meat and fish at the
Alderman—Ralph W. Hanscom.
of at the ferry here, and thereby that same meal is no longer' forbidden.
Rockland
Councilmen—-Edward O’B. Gonia,
toll would be lest to the State. The
6. Those who are excused from
Littlefield Memorial—'Rev. J. M.
George A. Brewster and Miss Ethel
elminiation of the expense of maintain fasting or abstinence during Lent
einick, pastor Warren Baptist church.
1’ayson.
ing a ferry service at Bath has been
should practice self denial in some
First Baptist—Rev. R. H. Short, pasWarden—E. B. Hastings.
Ihe strongest argument used for seek>r Thomaston Baptist church.
other way.
,
Ward Clerk—Mrs. Annie Simmons.
ng support of the State for the project.
i. The usual Lenten devotions will
Methodist—Rev. T. M. Griffith, pastor
Ward Four
With the necessity of maintaining ferbe provided in all the churches of the f Camden Baptist church.
Aldernian—Maynard S. Marston. •
y service and I educed revenues, we
Congregational—Rev. B. P. Browne,
diocese, and the faithful should en
Councilmen—Harry II. Hanscom,
nnot see wherein tbe State would
pastor of First Baptist churoh, Rock
Carl E. Morse and Oliver F. Hills.
benefit by a bridge at Richmond. Then, deavor by earnest prayer, heartfelt con
land.
Warden—J. F. Cooper.
too. the State has built an expensive trition and the worthy receiving of the
Universalist—'Rev. H. I. Holt, pastor
Ward Clerkhighway from Portland to Rockland. Sacraments to profit by the special
of Camden Congregational church.
long the shore line, because people graces of the holy season.
Ward Five
8. The time for complying with the
Thomaston
like to travel that way. With a bridge
Alderman—Walter B. Knowlton.
Baptist—Rev. Andrew W. Young,
t Richmond, and part of the traffic precept of Paschal Communion ex
Councilmen—Ralph B. Loring. Bur
PARK THEATRE
diverted, the State would have to build tends as heretofore, from the first pastor of Rockport Baptist church.
leigh C. Nash and Hebert M. Waldron.
Methodist—Rev. W. 8. Rounds, pas
and maintain additional stretches of Sunday of Lent to Trinity Sunday
Warden—L. A. Wellman.
Laurette Taylor, who won thp hearts expensive highway.
tor of Rockland Congregational church.
Ward Clerk—Avaughn L. Ames.
of a million people with her famous
Warren
IN THE HOSPITAL
Wad Six
characterization of the delightful Peg
Baptist—Rev. A. F. Leigh, pastor of
So far as the i reject of Senator El
A.lderman—Ivan L. Trueworthy.
in J. Hartley Manners' play "Peg O’My
Councilmen—Samuel B. Aylward, Heart," will be seen today and Friday liot is concerned, it is one which Bath Showing How Good Cheer Can Be Rockport Methodist church.
The other' parts of the program aro
< uld certainly oppose for it is not
Ernest A. Gamage and Harold Coombs.
Brought To the Convalescent
at the Park.
to bo a series of articles contributed by
known where the “competent engineers”
Warden—Daniel Mclxmd.
As a stage phty. "Peg O’ My Heart"
the different pastors to local papers oil
might determine “the suitable place for Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
Ward Clerk—Edwin H. Maxey.
has had one of the most phenomenal
arious phases of religious life; a day
such a structure” might be. It might
Ward Seven
One never knows how many friends or special men’s meetings; and lay
runs in theatrical history. It has had
be so far “up stream” that Bath would
Alderman—William N. Benner, Jr.
6.608 performances in the United States
he has until he gets in trouble. Since men's teams, consisting ot singers and
Councilmen—William E. Brown, Don- alone. It has been played in England. be practically isolated from both auto
mobile and ra'lrcad travel. It might I have been laid up here in hospital I speakers, to hold services in the differ
old H. Farrand and Fred E. Harden.
Australia, New Zealand, South Africa
ent churches.
ovide for a site at Winslow’s ledges,
Warden—Walter S. Benner.
Ii.dia, Hawaii. Italy, Czecho-Slovakia sil far up the river that the Maine Cen have received many cards and letter®
Announcements in detail regarding
Ward Clerk—Earle Bartlett.
expressing sympathy even from as far these activities will be made later.
and Paris. The screen now puts it
tral trains might run across country to
within the range of enjoyment of peo- the vicinity of the so-called Harward as Portland, Ore. I enclose for your
A living church for the living Christ
1 le residing in communities not reached
COL. CUMMINGS’ FUNERAL
dock, and cross the river there. This leading one from C. D. S. G. which I in Knox County,” Is the slogan of the
by stage performances.
was the locatioi that engineers selected appreciate very much. One can have movement.
Matinee prices 28c, all seats; evening, as tbe most feasible, at least once in nothing but praise for the Knox Hos
There was a large attendance at the
28c balcony, 35c floor.
JEWISH WORLD CONGRESS
the past, and it was the fear of having pital. The kindness and attention of
funeral of Col. Frank B. Cummings.
If you want to be lifted out of this
the doctors and nurses is unsurpassed,
Overseas' veteran and a Chamber of every day world into a land of romance that location made the approach to
A world Congress to be attended by
bridge that the Bath public, and tlie and everything possible is done to alle
Commerce secretary, held in the Con excitement where daring situations arc Times, fought in Ihe neighborhood
viate the suffering of the patients.
delegates representing Jewish organi
gress Square Church Sunday after the spice ot life, don’t rfail to drop in at a score of years ago. It is this same
M. M. Brown.
zations in all couirtries will be held
noon. His long association with mili the Park Saturday and see "Saved by I'f ssibility that tbe Times, and other,
Knox Hospital, Feb. 8.
some time this year to promote plans
Radio,” featuring George Larkin and has apposed in the present movement,
lAs an example of the sort of cheer for the restoration of Palestine, it was
tary affairs of the State, covering 30
Jacqueline Logan
because they believe that the city ot ing missive that brings sunlight to the decided Tuesday by the United States
years, occasioned attendance of a large
Prepare to let a cold chill run up Path would be injured tf a bridge was person stretched on a hospital bed, The Synagogue of America, in annual ses
number of his comrades.
your spine, the jump off a forty foot put across the Kennebec at that point, Courier-Gazette takes the liberty of
sion.
Plans were announced for a
Col. Frank M. Hume, commander of cliff, the thrilling race between a hydro rather than benefited. When the pro putting into type the communication nation-wide campaign to raise a fund
aeroplane
and
a
sea
sled,
fights
galore,
the 103rd U. S. Inf.. Overseas, the reg
ject of putting a bridge there, years which Mr. Brown has brought to its of $500,000 to promote the work ot the
iment of which Col. Cummings was will make you exclaim, "Oh. Man, ago, was being threshed out citizens attention]: —
United Synagogue and affiliated orga
there
’
s
sure.no
dull
moments
in
that
second in command, Major James W.
got thoroughly ai oused and .were rtrftdy
Marion M. Brown—My dear friend: nizations Including the Rabbinlca As
Hanson of Belgrade. Major Spaulding picture.” The Lee kiddies in a rollick to iigh|, like the patriots of old, be Believe me I was grieved to learn sembly anti the Jewish Theological
Bisbee and Major William D. Ireland ing comedy makes a wonderful enter cause they coul 1 see great injury done through The Courier-Gazette that you Seminary. Dr. Elias L. Solomon, New
of this City, and Captain Donald C. tainment.—adv.
their city with traffic diverted to the bad lost part ot a leg, and were ill snug York, was re-elected president.
Metcalf of Augusta, field officers of the
extreme North end. Today, with so harbor at Knox Hospital. I assure you
The mark down sale at the C. M. much traffic by automobile, it would be that you have a host of friends who
regiment were bearers. The|Chamber
of Commerce, Maine State Sunday Blake Wall Paper Store is giving great as bad or worse than that. Therefore, will be anxious to hear from you as
FAVORITE
J 5-tf.
School Association. American Legion, bargains.—adv.
the Times must heartily oppose the often as possible. You will doubtless
Spanish War Veterans, Boy Scouts,
Richmond location and the bill to leave have a letter from Boze, who, I am im
Whatever your occupation may be and how
Portland Ad Club. Union Mutual Life
the location to “competent engineers.” clined to believe, is a kind-hearted and ever
crowded your hours with affairs, do not
The point which the Times has taken unselfish gentleman. I shall think of fail 1o secure at least a few minutes every day
Insurance Co., Retail Merchants As
for
refreshment
of your inner life with a bit
sociation. Rotary .Club, organizations
throughout this bridge controversy has you every day and would like very
of poetry.
—Charles Eliot Norton.
with which Colonel Cummings had
been mainly the matter of location, much to call and see you.
CENTURY CERTIFIED EDITION
fearing that such action might be tak
been affiliated in his busy life, were
Tilt awful storms we have had of
THE ROPEWALK
Tka Famoui Sheet MjiIo you set advaf.
en as would send railroad and other '.ate have used the Old Man rough, my
represented at the services which were
In that building, long and low,
tiled in all the leading magazines. Over
travel away from thc central part of steam pipes are out ot commission so
conducted by Rev. James F. Albion,
With its windows all a-row.
2200 eeleetions—send for catalogue.
Like the port-holes of a hulk,
the city, thereby entailing great- losses it is hard work for me . to talk as fast
the pastor. Burial was in the family
MAINE MUSIC CO, Rockland, Mu.
Human spiders spin and spin,
ind greater inconvenience to the people as I like to—but thank goodness I can
lot in Bangor.—Portland Express.
Backward down their threads so Ulin
of cur city. To be sure the bill of Sena keep the pencil going and intend to do
Dropping, each a hempen bulk.
tor Eliot carries with it a tolls proposi so as long as The Courier-Gazette will
At
the end. an open door;
tion, which would be highly objection print what I write. I am sending you a
Squares of sunshine on the floor
able to the pulilic and years behind the picture of a real whale that a friend
Light the long and dusky lane;
times. However, whether it is a free sent me from Sheepscot. That fellow
And the whirring of a wheel,
Dull and drowsy, makes me feel
bridge or a, toil bridge is a matter who said a whale didnt have any tin
All its Riokes arc In my brain.
which could be decided in favor of any on his back was doubtless thinking of
location select 1. The one thing to his house cat.
As thc spinners to the end
Downward go and rcascend.
have settled ai.d settled right is. that
You were blessed to have such a nit
Gleam thc long threads In thc sun;
if there is to be a I,ridge across the harbor under your lee as Knox Hospital
While within this brain of mine
Kennebec river it should be at Bath, at has proved to be. You will rememhet
Cobwetaf brighter and more fine
By thc busy wheel are spun.
such point as will not cost the city loss that I hoarded In that institution a few
of business and great inconvenience. weeks in the month ot February and if
Two fair maidens in a swing,
On ths point all Lath should he able to I had my way I would have stayed tht
Like white doves upon the wing,
First before my vision pass;
agree.
rest of the winter. That was the only
Laughing, as their gentle hands
lime I was down and out when I really
Closely clasp the twisted strands,
FINEST
At tlieir shadow on the grass.
enjoyed it. There were two boys witii
EMPIRE THEATRE
broken legs in the wand with me, tht
Then a booth of mountebanks,
hest-natured kids I ever saw. and thc
With its smell of tan and planks.
George Arllss will be seen in the pho the nurses—oil my! They were handAnd a girl poised high In air
toplay version of his famoui; stage suc seme as pictures and. full of play as
(In a cord, in spangled dress,
With a faded loveliness,
cess, "Disraeli” at the Empire today. kittens, but they were always right on
And a weary look of care.
: : From : :
Not only will patrons of the Empire their job. Always your friend,
Theatre have an opportunity of seeing
Then a homestead among farms,
C. D. 8. Godfrey,
Anu a woman with bare arms
the distinguished actor in his greatest
Waterman’® Beach, So. Thomaston.
Drawing water trom a well;
stage character, but they also will see
SUNNY SICILY
As ttie bucket mounts apace.
tlie various members of the all-star
Witii it mounts her own fair face,
EERMONETTE ON FAILURES
cast supporting Mr. Ariiss. It is sale
As at some magician’s spell.
to predict large audiences for "Disra
Then an old man in a tower,
Editor
of
Tlie
Courier-Gazette:
—
eli."
'Kinging loud the noontide hour,
A common occurrence is to excuse
While the ro|>c coils round aud round
Coming Friday, Gladys Walton in
Like a serpent at his feet.
“Second Hand Rose" and "Grand Lar ourselves in our failures. A man said tc
Ami again, in swift retreat
ceny.” a Goldwyn gem.
Nearly lifts him from the ground
me the other day, "Wc all have our
Saturday, Helene Chadwick Jn “Yel
(allures.
”
Truly
a
man
has
failures,
Then
within a prison-yard.
One-quarter of the purchase
low Men and Gold” will be the feature
Faces fixed, and stern, and hard.
but we, have no right to excuse our
attraction.—adv.
Laughter and indecent mirth ;
price of every package of Mac
Ah! it is the gaUows-4ree
selves when we come short ot the mark.
Breath of Christ ia n^charity,
A man's knowledge of his failures Is hit
aroni sold at the booth goes to
Blow, and sweep it from thc ear.h!
opportunity to overcome them. When
Then a school boy. with his ki;e
ward the Athletic Field.
To have your films promptly a Christian knows hts weak points it is (Gleaming
in a sky of light.
liis business to overcome them by 'the
And an eager, upward look ;
power of God. for His strength i.s made
Steeds pursuod through lane and field;
developed and printed
Fowlers with their snares concealed;
perftsl in our weakness. A loliste
And an angler by a brook.
fisherman when he notices his war
send or bring them to
weak in a certain place mends it—if
Ships rejoicing in thc breeze.
Wrecks that tl<Mt o’er unknown seas,
not. lie is sure in time to lose his trap
Anchors drugged through faithless sand;
if we fail to mend the weak places in
Sea-fog drifting overhead,
our lives we shall certainly fall in our
And, with lessening line and lead,
Sailors feeling for the land.
Christian experience. Let us striv
earnestly to fight the good light ot faith
All these scenes do I behold,
and lay hold on eternal life. I repeat
These, and many left untold.
In that building long and low:
man’s knowledge of his failures is his
While the wheel goes round and round,
opportunity to overcome them.
With a drowsy, dreamy sound,
(Rev.) John Taylor Holman.
Aud the spinners backward go.
Advent Christian Church, Port Clyde. I
ttenry W. loogeilew,

The 7 a. m. Car from Camden is an
institution. "It has contained practi
cally the same crowd every weekday
morning for four years. In the mis
cellaneous “cargo" are school teachers
and numerous office clerks some of
whom are employed in "Robbers Row”
and some of whom belong there. They
i.ever grow up. Wedding announce
ments have been made on this car, and
there have been all sorts of "showers,"
to say nothing of a Christmas tree.
One of the most unique events which
has ever taken place on this passage,
however, was yesterday morning's val
entine party, when everybody present
was presented with an appropriate re
membrance. A well known lime burner
was not forgotten, but very sad to re
late was not present. A very well
known Eastern Steamship manager re
ceived his share of valentines. Be
loved teachers were presented with
suitable valentines, mostly the-stand
ard variety. Bookkeepers and account
ants. auto nuts, shoe dealers and deparement store clerks were 'well reinen'berd. Brownie, the motorman, was
r.ot forgotten. One well known man
ager of a grain company was in such
a burry to attend this party that he
neglected part of his daily toilet (a
shave) and a collection was taken up
to help him out. He was especially re
quested to visit a tonsorial artist be
fore he returned home on the car, or
severe penalty wil be forthcoming.
School kids who boarded the car be
cause of the storm, thought they had
struck a kindergarten. No one was
slighted, not even the dignified Keep.
Some received a dozen valentines and
some only one, and while some of the
illustrations were of a rather exagger
ated nature, they did not shoot alto
gether wide of the mark. It was a
plain ease of pass the mustard and
throw the hammer. Rain checks good
for 'the next ca- were offered to any
person with a sensitive disposition.
But (folks who have been riding on that
car four years dont have sensitive dis
positions any more.

YOUR

SHEET MUSIC 15c

DI COLA MACARONI

MACARONI AND SPAGHETTI

Oi COLA MACARONI

CARVER’S

BOOK STORE

POEM

V
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Fersnnally appeared Frank S. Lyddie, who on
oath declares that he is pressman In tho office
of the Rockland Publish ine Co., and that of
the issue of Tho < nurier-CaWMc of Fob 13.
l*v23, there was printed a total of 6.123 copies.
Before me,
FRANK B MILLER,
Notary Public.

And Is Steadily Growing In Interest—All Sorts of Pitfalls Kennebec Bridge Measures Promise To Be the “Big Noise’
This Session—Other Interesting Matters.
Beguile the Patrons—Don’t Miss Any.

Ii PAYS TO OWN A drararajarafiraraizrar.
------------------------ ■*

Hupmobile

What has become of Hie battlesj improved water resources and paying
Every day in every way they are looking better and
There was lots of pep to the Com auspices the Food Fair is being given.
big on the legislative an annual rental therefor.
munity Food Fair last night, in spite of By the time he reached the booth of vhleh loomed so
better. There is more truth than poetry in this state
, ,
"While this measure has not tome in,
Ayer, Williams. Inc., bells were ringing,
s
W(.,.k
the fact that the attendance was neces horns were blowing and Bill's stento horizon first or January.' asks bam in. vi„w of this l(Hn„
ment, as the days get longer and longer, and we
sarily limited by 'the blizzard. Every rian voice was proclaiming the hail to Conner through the Lewiston Journal ,,f the session, it should lie mining
look ahead to the warm spring days getting nearer
BIBLE THOUGHT
“Not in years has a session ois'icd
long most any day. Just what Iho
body had u good time, and it didn’t re ll e chief.
• • * «
a itlt what seemed greater possibilities: Leg.slaluie will do with such a ie.- d\ •
and nearer.
I
quire a crowbar to pry nickels and
—FOR TODAY—
if if comes, is uncertain. Early in the
Charles M. Cook is doing his bit for
dimes from the patrons as they made the Finxl Fair by loaning his gas tanks \»r ructions in a legislative way than essimi it was said that there would bo
Bible Thoughts Tnen'orrced, will prove a
priceless heritage in after years.
HAVE YOU SEEN THEM YET?
the rounds of the Midway Pladsanae.
for inflating the toy balloons, and con did this. There were the water power no opposition; today little is heard
propositions,
both
those
of
the
Gov;.bout
it
and
the
general
opinion
is
that
tributing
his
services.
The storm kept away some of the
• • • •
If not, don’t miss the opportunity, while taking in
ernor and of private corporations, the it would stand a very g od chance of
THE ETERNAL GOODNESS:—O bandmen who live In other towns, but
Mr. Whitehouse, owner of the Eskimo Kennebec bridge; the matter of State gutting by, though most men hesitat<
give thanks unto the Lord, for he is in spite of its abbreviated numbers the
the food Fair
dogs, was credited with a very kind aid to private institutions, hinted at in to express a definite view until the bill
good: for his mercy endureth for ever.
organization furnished music that had anil courteous act yesterday when he the papers months before Gov. Baxter is in and they can have seen just what
—Psalm 107:1.
Drop in and look over the new models displayed on
the real snap and swing to it. Director took thq famous trio to Alaple street delivered his inaugural address, the it provides.
* • ♦ «
'ole committee report and a bunch of
our floor
Fish of Cantden was wielding the baton end exhibited tie m to Fred A. Thorn
"As things look today one would say
dike. who has- lately been seriously ill. ther things all of which looked like
The Republican ticket to be voted for
l ist night. The Girls' Glee Club, di Aside from members of the family, and crap builders.
that the only prospective row ahead of
'
•
in the municipal election of March 5.
REOS, HUPMOBILES, DORT’ SIXES and
rected by Miss Esther Stevenson, occu l.is attendants, the Eskimo dogs were
As yet the expected water power leg- tho Legislature which might prove
printed on another page, presents a
worthy
of
the
name,
is
the
Kennebec
slatjon
which
would
have
the
hacking
pied tin- platform the early part of the .Mi- Thorndike's lirst visitors, and he
OVERLAND—Open and Closed Models
f the Governor ha:; not appeared, iiver bridge proposition. Unless, all
group of citizens into whose hands the (veiling, and rendered a popular pro was immensely interested.
♦ • • •
though it has been daily expected. As full: is wrong that will be between Iwn
business affairs of the city may gram in artistic munner. No food fair
PLENTY OE USED CARS ON HAND
W. It. Ingalls of Portland is at the understood this bill would he in the private corporations which seek char
worthily be committed. No citizen will is infallible, and this one may have its
shortcomings. bu( it is certainly king Gift Shop todky In the interest of the form of a resolution submitting a con ters Tor bridging the river, rather than
venture to question the high character
C< lunibia Grafanulas which feature stitutional amendment to the voters. between the backers of those hills and
on music.
GEORGE
.vhich would give the State authority the friends of the Carleton bridge pro
and demonstrated ability of Edwartl 1..
Another interesting feature last nigh* that exhibit.
• • • «
to develop water storage facilities on gram, as it is called. Sentiment among
Rankin, the party's nominee for mayor. was a moving picture, entitled “The
1
The stormy weather this week has the rivers of Maine for the purpose of members is that while a bridge be
Ills experience in municipal affairs has Romance of the Raisin.” It was shown
19-21
by .1. C. Staton, assistant manager of operated in two ways, for while it has improving the water powers of such tween Bath a fid Woolwich is much t >
afforded him already acquaintance the Boston division office of the Sun- kept away many adult patrons it has water ways. It has been generally un be tlesim 1. the State has 3I: '« ady gone
with the departments through which Maid 'Raisin Growers of Fresno, Calif. meant either np school or one session derstood that there would be nothing in about as deep, financially, as it
in it to permit the Statu to engage in ought at that by taking over and op
Could attend.
the interests of the taxpayers are ad The film was 2000 feet long, and showed So that the students
« • • •
the manufacture and sale of electricity erating the ferry at a loss. Likewise
in
successive
steps
the
development
of
ministered; and the success achieved
wild lands into vineyards, the growing
Traveling salesmen, always good fei either for light, power or heat; that many doubt if $3,000,000 would pay the —- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ---------------------------- in his own business, liis life-long repu nt grapes, and ihe packing of raisins, lows, and always the life of a public would all have to be done by private bills for such a -strut-dire.
“They do not question the sincerity of
tation for honesty and his faithfulness In the San Joaquin Valley of Califor- event like the Food Fair, have added corporations taking advantage of the
those who make the estimates, but the
nia
are
raised
fif>
per
cent
of
'the
world's
I
much
zest
tlie
past
two
nights
with
to trust are elements of an equipment
wmakers are recalling that estimates;
supply of raisins, and the concern's ’heir singing in the Studley booth. Mr.
that the voter and taxpayer will be Fresno establishment is said to be the J Hindi's fin baritone was heard to ad
.• 'vti!;/ fall b‘! «v.- .1 tual rusts; that
A HOTEL CHANGE
when the Legisluture and the people
glad to see occupying the chief place
t dry fruit packing plant in the ’
I
G Isn’t this awful weather? Well, we can't help it,
were being urge.d to establish a State
Matron Miller. Ralph Boyd, Norman
of administration. It is because of the world.
Hampshire Landlord pier it was told that the $1,100,060 was
Kilby, Frank Duffney, and Ralph Flint New
warm
and
dry.
Hadn't
1
but
we
can
help
you
to
keep
In
this
connection
Mr.
Staton
noted
character of its nominations that the
going to acquire th«» desired property
• « • *
the fact that Miss Lucy Hatch, a native
and
complete
the
structure,
and
this
you
rather
soend
a
little
money
that
way
than
with
|
Leases
the
Rockland
—
For

Republican party can with confidence of Rockland. Me., now St* years of age.
"Takeoff your hat. you mutt." was the
Legislature is being asked to appropri
appeal to all voters. The election of was the first woman on the North undignified command of a group of
the doctor?
mer Manager Wheeler To ate $165,000 to complete the job. They
Mr. Rankin and his supporting board American continent to grow raisins on vociferously patriotic youngsters when
are fearful that before this bridge was
a
man
in
tlie
gallery
kept
covered
its
Shirts and Drawers ................................
89c, $1.00. $1.50
Assist Temporarily.
will guarantee economy in the conduct a marketable basis. Because of this the chorus sang the national anthem
completed the $3,000,000 would run shy.
Union Suits ................................................
she has national fame as the mother of
$1.50, $1.75, $2.50, $3.00
"The result is that very few expect
• • • •
of the city’s affairs. It is proper for the raisin industry. She is much inter
Flannel Shirts ...........................................
$1.75. $2.50, $3.00, $400
William E. Wiggin of Lancaster, N. any legislation looking to tin' State
Miss Maude Reilly, Red Cross nurse
..... 25c, 50ci 75c. $1.00
the burdened taxpayers to think upon ested in the development of city parks
Wool Stockings ........................................
H.. has leased Hotel Rockland for a bridging the river; that any wank of
is
at
her
booth
every
afternoon
and
j
Mittens and Gloves .................................. ................................ 25c, 50c, $1.00
this feature of the city's life and to he and young people's organizations, owns
period of ten years, and took posses this kind must come through a private
a vineyard and is a member of the Sun- evening, and would be much pleased to
Sweaters ......................................................
$1.00, $3.00, $7.50
* orporation. This proving correct, and
ready by their votes next month to
sion
this
morning.
Frank
E.
Wheeler,
talk
with
parents
tvho
wish
to
ask
Army Pants
...........................................
Maid Raisin Growers. It is very large
$308, $400
with two private organizations asking
take a wise action in the connection.
Golf Stockings ..........................................
ly through Iter efforts, and those of the questions concerning their children's a former manager of this Jiotel will be
50c. $1.00, $1.25, $200
r.ghts, there are prospects of a contest
associated
with
the
new
proprietor
in
health.
Miss
Reilly
tells
a
reporter
president, Wiley M. c.iffen. that the
Work Suite—tougher than tripe .....
.................................. $7.50
which may have n bearing upon the
One Mr. Squiggins of Massachusetts raisin industry has attained its jg-esent that when the physical insTicction of the capacity of efficiency man until date of t|ie final adjournment of the
Children's Overalls .................................
75c
the
middle
of
April,
when
he
resumes
Children’s Coveralls ................................
$125
recently sent to the state government proportions, ranking first in Califor schools avis being made at the Me his summer duties as manager of legislature, in vte list of incorporat
nia among the dried fruit industries Lain Building, it was discovered that
Children’s Shirts and Drawers ..........
ors of both companies, are names of
of Georgia a Confederate bond dated "Sun-Mail" now lias 14.00# growers
here were in need of glasses a num Rangeley Tavern.
Children’s Union Suits .......................... ...........................
. . $1.00. $1 50
men
who
have
been
in
this
sort
of
a
Mr.
Wiggin
is
a
hotel
man
of
long
1862, saying that he would like to get and is the largest co-operative organ."! her of children whose parents were un
Children’s Overcoats ..............................
tight before and if the two actually get 1
and
successful
experience.
He
has
the equivalent in cash as he "wanted ization in the world dealing with a food able to provide them. Citizens phil
Lad.es’ Silk Stockings—they are certainly beauties, and talk about
into a tangle, in the effort to secure
anthropically disposed can do much been in charge of the Lancaster House,
wearing, almost impossible to wear them out. Try a pair and be
j
to lix up the house so he might accom product.
1
barter
rights,
it
will
be
well
to
hoist
Lancaster, X. H., the past ten years,
Tite picture shown by Mr. Staton good witli small contributions.
Convinced.
the
storm
signals
and
watch
out
for
modate summer boarders." The At were very interesting and instructive
• • • •
and prior to that had been proprictoi
soualks."
torney General of Georgia obliged him Mr. Staton would probably disclaim
It was a source of much disappoint of Carrell Inn, Ossipee, X. H., the
♦ ♦ » ♦
Great
Falls
House,
Somersworth.
N.
ment
when
l
’
rof.
Braganza
and
Madam
being
an
orator,
but
his
incidental
re

by sending $800 in Confederate cur
More
Liquor Bills
marks were delivered in the maimer of Namsuit failed to keep their fortune H.. and the Sheridan House. Wolfboro,
It will be a crime fora person to buy
rency, which was precisely what the
ROCKLAND, MAINE
one. The picture was shown through telling engagement. In this emergency X’. H. Mr. Wjggin belongs to a number receive or have in his possession intox 
bond called for. Here is an oppor the efforts of the Payson Company, the committee counted itself fortunate of organizations, among them the Mys
icating H((uor. knowing that it is sold
He joined the
tunity for those foreign owners of Con which handles the product, and its pro- in securing the services of Madame tic Shrine and Elks.
in violation of law. if the act intro
federate bondR to cash in. We hear pi ietor, Henry H. Payson, was subse Ftliinski a French seeress from the latter organization 26 years ago, on the duced in the Senate Tuesday by Clark
Madame Fillinski same night that Mr. Wheeler became
quently busy distributing tempting north of Ireland.
of Lincoln becomes a law. ’ Senator of < ouspiracy shall be punished by im Granville introduced un act providing
periodically from those people that the samples.
possesses remarkable occult powers, a member.
( lark’s measure is additional to Chap prisonment for not more than three
• * « *
bonds have been “repudiated.” The
and tells some amazing things about
That Messrs. Wiggin and Wheeler ter 127 of the revised statutes relating years or by a line not ex, ceding $l,#nt>. for tlie expenditure of the first $2,500.000 of tlie bond issue for Ktaleaid-hlghthe
past
and
future
of
her
patrons.
have
been
lifelong
friends
is
not
sur

Food
Fair
Fancies
matter has even been brought up in
A third liquor bill introduced by way iu 1924.
to intoxicating liquors and reads thus:
• ♦ » *
prising when one stops to consider that
Some of the special gifts oil "flashes"
connection with the repayment of the
“Whoever buvs, re civ( s or has in his-1 Senator Clark is an act to amend the
Another road measure coming into
The dreams occasioned by eating the former worked for Mr. Wheeler’s
allied obligations. The states that is awarded Tuesday night were: Water the mince pie given out at »the Me- father, and that Mr. Wheeler began his possession in this State intoxicating irvbed statutes relating to bail. Tt
tlm House was introduced by Repre
set, Mrs. Alice Tupper; gold pencil
Lqupr, knowing that the same has been amendment provides that in at
sentative Dunbar of Orland and expe
sued the bonds were not part of the Mrs. S. H. Cables; wash tub, Mrs. W. Jomak Canning Co.'s booth are guaran hotel experience as bellboy for Mr.
far
violation
a
n
oeposib-d or sold in thia Stale in viola prnse<aitioii
dites highway and bridge construction
United States at the time, and there E. Colson: live Plymouth Rock rooster teed tv be pleasant. No nightmares in Wiggin.
tion of law. shall be deemed guilty of s(Mindeel who has failed to eon
work under legislative appropriations.
the delicious packages provided by
Mr. Wiggin’s advent means a new- an offense. Upon "onvkitinn thereof he ply will! tin terms of .any recog- I
is no reason why they should be paid Carroll Cole.
It was announced somet ime ago that
* • * •
Miss McIntosh.
family for Rockland, consisting of his . hall he punished by a fine of not less r.i'/.aia < s eiiiered into by him in such
tnj||jon j,,|]al. ))o„j jssuc f(H.
in United States currency. Let their
• • • «
wife, two daughters and a grandchild. than $10# nor mote than $VUl0 and in . i e shah not a,..ain
Friday night a number of line hand
admitted io |
)„. asked and the reeolve introowners follow the example of Mr. bags are to be given away at the
Mr. Wheeler has served two admini addition thereto, imprisonment not ex- e til in t.u a ea
Polo fans are liberally patronizing
or upo.i aria at on any | ,1m e,i |,y Representative Granville pro
Squiggins and send them in for re Hayes Co.’s booth. These people are the Food Fair, but will not feel in their strations as manager of Hotel Rock ( ceding 90 days'. And the conviction of ..pi.is issued therein, exe< pt by a jus- vide liial the Legislature may authordemption to the various state treas proving their spirit by contributing tc real clement until the floor is again land, five years the first time and one 'he person who sold or deposited aueli ihe of the court in which such prosecu iz> the issuing of bunds not exceeding
cleared and the red apple is placed on year the second.
tion is pending.
liquor need not be averred or prove 1."
S2n.ooo.onn in amount at any one time,
urers. Quite likely they would be paid the Athletic Field a quarter of the
It is a strong team to handle the
,
purchase price of every package of the spot.
Senator Clark Also introduced anoUii'eluding tile $10,000,000 authorized by
strictly in accordance with their terms macaroni sold.
line
hotel
built
a
number
of
years
ago
Highway Bond Issue
er drastic liquor bill. It is an amend« • « •
'
I be 43d amendment to tlie constitution.
»
«
«
«
by
M.
Frank
Donohue,
who
has
—in Confederate money.
n.ent to the revised statutes relating to
Ten millions mere of highway bonds These bonds .ire to be payable within
Captain Smith and wife of the Sal
The fortune tellers’ booth was |ios vation Army presented to the Food worked early and late to bring it to its conspiracies and provides that if one a: e provided for in a resolve pro|xising 41 years at a rate of interest not exor more persons conspire and agree to an .amendment to the constitution in <ceding live per cent a year jiayable
sibly the most popular spot in the hall Fair committee 10 jars of preserves present high standard.
History has demonstrated that it is
gether to sell intoxicating liquor in troduced in tlie House Tuesday by semi-annually and it Is provided that
Tuesday evening. There was a con and a baby's quilt. They wanted to
difficult to keep a good man down— stant waiting list of entrants.
R. U. Collins is prepared t< assist in Ihis State in violation of law to one Representative Granville of Parsons- tlie expenditure of the money is to be
help iu the movement lor the Athletic
even in slippery going—and much the
making income tax returns. 373 Main or more of the others, they arc guil'v of ih 1.1, Republican floor leader. In addi d'vided equitably among the several
Field.
nspiraoy. Every person convicted tion to this resolve Representative counties of the State. Of the moneys
Street.—20-tf ■
A group of traveling salesmen pro
same Is true of "a good thing," such as
I
vided harmony around tiie piano the
realized from the sale of the bonds not
the Food Fair, this week running its
Englishman's
Afternoon
Tea.
latter irart of Tuesday evening. They
more than 50 per cent shall be used for
successful course in Rockland.
In ■sang some spirituals, and some not
Writes sn Englishwoman: “The
building State highways, intra-state,
Frenchman dines with mellowness
spite of the well-nigh unparalleled pro quite so spiritual.
ii terstate and international bridges and
« * « •
and joy In living. The American thrills
the balance Is to lie expended in the
hibitive winter storms the programs of
E. M. Telman, guardian of the rear by doing something differently. The
building of State aid highways. ,
each day have gone forward consist
entrance, has one of the toughest jobs German expands tinder the influence
Representative Dunbar’s act, Which
ently and the crowds of people—we of tlie Fair. He is constantly besieges
i>' made an emergency measure, pro
of opera with ham snndwlches. The
wonder at it—have triumphantly swept by “kids" and others desiring free ad
vides that any town, to which under
English love of formalism makes tea
legislative enactment or resolve money
past the snow blockades and enjoyed mission and Eddie finds it hard to re
a regular institution, and then pro
fuse, especially the youngsters.
will become available for road and
themselves with midwinter zest.. This
* • * •
ceeds about it, except Its everyday ex
hl idge work at the beginning of the
shows how popular is the object
istence. Nor does this apply to any
The Willis Ayer-Bill Williams com
Its-aI yiar. may borrow money in antoward which the entertainment is di bination at the ice-cream bar 1,00th particular class. The cottage tea,
tn ipitioii of the aid coming to it from
tin State on July 1, enabling it to be
rected—the equipping of Rockland provides constant comedy, and also with its big loaf and its thick black
makes a maximum of sales.
gin work on or any time after April 15.
liquor. Is just as much of an Institu
witli an adequate sports field for the
* • • *
♦ ♦ * ♦
tion ns Is the cathedral tea. with a
use of its boys and girls. Let us not
When tin regular ice-cream dipper
The
hearing
on
Hie act to provide a
delicate blend from China and thin
now charter «for the erty of Rockland
relax our interest during the remain was unable to come Tuesday It. V
bread
and
butter.
There
Is
the
same
will take place before the Judiciary
ing days. The cause deserves every Stevenson stepped into the breach and warm and generous feeling about It
qua lifted as an export. When it comes
committee nevt Wednesday at 2 p. m.
dollar we can reasonably squeeze out to dippers, Bob is Ursa Major.
as in the crispness of the falling leaf
• • • «
for it.
and the pungent smell of its burning
LEGISLATIVE NOTICES
A balloon race was a feature of nnd the glow of its flames against the
Are there any old-time log cabins ex Tuesday night's show. Several of the blue mist of the darkening afternixm."
JOINT COMMITTEE ON
istent in Knox County? Are there liv gas lllled membranes lodged among
Pt.'RLIC UTILITIES AND WAYS & BRIDGES
the ceiling rafters, being later redeem
ing any of our old people who hud the ed by tlie long handled implements of
Made “Wise" Man Look Foolish.
The Joint (j^mniittue on Public Utilities and
Wa>.s A.- Briitges will give a public hearing at
A bold and self-assertive individual
distinction of being born in one of the Fuller-Brush Co But there was
tlie State House, in Augusta, on
those romantic domiciles? The Courier- no redeeming of the balloon which fell bounced Into u shaving saloon and,
TUESDAY, Feb. 2tt. at 2 P. M , hi the Hail
catching
s'gi
t
of
an
owl
in
a
corner
ot the House of Representatives,
victims
to
pins
wielded
by
heartless
Gazette would be glad to hear from its
An Act to provide for Building a Bridge across
mischief makers.
of the room exclaimed, with scorn,
the Kennebec River between tlie City of Bath
correspondents. The question is raised
* • • *
“Who stuffed lliat owl?" Then the
and tlie Town of Woolwich
through the appearance of the follow
Resolve: Amending Article IX. of the Con
Even Tuesday's double-jointed bliz
critic proceeded Io smite hip and
stitution increasing the Amount of Bonds to be
zard failed to keep the people away.
ing Massachusetts item:
thigh
the
taxidermist
who
had
stuffed
issued.
For 1 uflding .1 Bridge across the Kcn• • ♦ •
ntbev River between the City of Bath and the
Greenfield, Feb. 13.—Mrs. Clara. Hast
the owl: the owl was wrong here,
Town
of
Woolwii'li
It was astonishing how quiet Hie
ings died this evening at the home of
there nnd everywhere. During the
Volga Boatmen
JAMFkS M BDCKETT. OWEX K STORY,
her granddaughter, Mrs. L. E. Barn crowd became when the novelty chorus whole of this outburst the barber kept I
20 21
Bceretarics
All the world has been awaiting it—Victor Record 88663
ard, of Bernanlston road. She was and dance act of tho High School war on shaving. At the end, when thaj
born in a log cabin at Canton, N. Y., presented. The singing was easily
JUDICIARY
stranger was out of breath with his
The Committee on Judieiarv will give a nub
Sept. lit. 1829, daughter of Luther audible at the opposite end of ,thc big
hall,
and
tlie
act
was
encored
again
vehement
criticism,
the
owl
stepped
!
ile
hearing
iu
its
rooms at the Stale House, in
Mavd Cleslin, a pioneer settler in
REMARKABLE
TROTS
Augusta, on
from Ute perch and planted itself
Northern New York. She came here and again.
• • • •
WEDNESDAY. February 21. at 2 r. M. on
Bees Knees
The Virginians
somewhere else.
ut the age of 18 to work in a woolen
the following:
Five thousand N'eeco Sweet Co.'s
mill at Factory Hollow and there met
An Act to provide a new charter of the city
Peggy
Dear
The
Great
White
Way
Orchestra
of Rockland and to repeal chapter 482. private
her husband, Willard G. Hastings of wafers will be distributed by the St,
>
Victor Record 19000
and special laws of 188".
20-22
Bird Colorings.
Gill.
She leaves a son, Luther M. Clair & Allen Co. during the week.
WEDNBSPAY, February 21, at 2 p. in, on
A scientist, in discussing color In
• « * *
Hastings of Gill.
Ivy (Cling to Me)
Paul Whiteman and His Orchestra
Un
following:
Tlie snow-eovered patrons last night birds (reds, yellows and greens as due
An Act to amend section t Hi of chapter 4 of
I Gave You Up Just Before You Threw Me Down
tin revised statutes, pertaining to tlie right to
The one question of interest at Au were met by a courteous young man to pigments, and blues and whites as
kill dogs.
who carefully brushed the Hakes from
Paul
Whiteman
and
His
Orchestra
gusta is the Kennebec Bridge and next their clothing and then explained the due to air spaces in the feathers!,
Al Act relating to transferring inmates of the
Victor Record 19003
»
State ifaliuol tor Boys to the Kefonnatory for
says that a person who admires color
Tuesday's hearing in the house of rep value of the Fuller Co. brushes.
Men.
without some of the Intellectual
• * • «
Parade of the Wooden Soldiers Paul Whiteman and His Orchestra
The Co-operative Marketing Act.
resentatives is bound to see a great
Resolve authorizing Warren Prouty to bring
The Handsomest Man and Woman background gets little more enjoy
Mister Gallagher and Mister Shean
crowd “listening in.” The representn
suit against the State of Maine.
ment out of such things than an Idiot,
vute box is at the Central Maine Co.’
An Art to amend section 3 of chapter 9 of
Paul
Whiteman
and
His
Orchestra
live delegation Lliat is to be present booth.
tli • Public Laws <it 1919. establishing superior
playing with his jangling bits ct glass.
Victor Record 19007
court in Penobscot Comity.
• • « e
from Knox and Lincoln counties will
This is a little severe, but we must
An Act to amend section 14, chapter 137, re
Standard fox trots, new musical tricks and remarkable feature records; so
vised statutes, relating to probation.
The no-s.hool bell today bad several agree that both are limited to emo
take keen interest in the Carleton, bill
An Act to amend the eighteenth paragraph
and be ready to lend it all possible sup advantages, one of wliirli is to allow tional enjoyment only, and that to one
hard to choose you will want them all.
of section 43 of chapter 117 of the revised stat
several hundred pupils to see Miss Al
utes iu relation to the time of payments by
whose
mind
Is
stimulated,
such
color
port.
Registers of Deeds to County Treasurers.
dana Coleman, teacher of Grade SC,
associations enrich his experiences
An Act to incorporate the Auburn Water
take a ride Avith the Eskimo dogs,
District.
SONG
OF
MOMENT
manyfold.
February is half gone, W'e know starting from the Arcade at 1 o'clock.
An Act to Incorporate the Union Ferry Com
* • * »
pany in Casco Bay.
10-22 ,
just liow it feels.
Carolina in the Morning
American Quartet
TUESDAY, February 27, at 2 I’. M... on tlie
The name "Harlequin Bars" is
Work Without Proper Aim.
foHowInc
:
Toot, Toot, Tootsie, Goo’hye
Billy Murray and Ed Smaiie
, hanged for this week only to “Hot
I respect the man who knows dis
A11 Act to establish a Superior Court in, tho
Quoting from the language of the Ayer Bars." Delicious? Yep.
Victor Record I'700b
Comities of Knox and Waldo.
tinctly what be wishes. The greater
committees notire The Courier-Gazette
» • * •
An Act to amend .Section 11. Chapter 135. re
Everybody's whistling them!
stated last issue that the hearing on tin
vised statutes, relating to sureties iu criminal
Supt. H. C. Hull, whose thrilling ride part of all the mischief In the world
cases.
Kennebec Bridge matter would take behind the Eskimo dogs, was described arises from the fact that men do not
An Act to amend Section l
Chapter 115,
place "Thursday, Feb. 20." The coin- in the preceding issue of this paper, siifflciestly understand their own aims.
Revised Statutes, relating to liospital trus-tecs
mittee and iiewsjiaper were in error. starred last night as “barker" in front They have undertaken to build a
A11 Act giving to Attorneys at Law all Poweirf of Justices of* the Pwec >and Notaries Pub
The hearing will take place Feb. 20, all of the fortune teller's tent, which shows
lic
’
20-24
right, but the day is next Tuosday, not v hat association with dogs will do. tower, and spend no more labor on •.!?«
W T. GABDLNER, Sec.
<
foundation than would be necessary
next Thursday. Will those who are "Why worry."
to build a hut.—Goethe.
planning to make the trip kindly bear
* * • «
APPROPRIATIONS AND FINANCIAL AFFAIRS
ROCKLAND—GARDINER
this in mind. The hearing will be on
The Committee on Appropriations .iiid .FinanA. C. McLoon, who recently returned
'•iil
Affairs will give a public hearing at the
the Carleton resolves.
fn m Florida, made his lirst visit to the
THIRTY-THREE A MUSIC STORE
Chocolate cakes witli white floating
State House, in Auguvta on
Food Fair last nigirt, and was given the ai.d white cahrs with chocolate frost
FRIDAY. February 10, 1923, at 2 p. m , on
the following resolve:
Don't make a cake this week—buy v/eke-me bclitting the president of the ing. all of the best cooks' production,
Resolve iu favor of Knox County General
one at a bargain price at the Cafe at Rockland Community and School Im- are sold at a reasonable price nt the
liospital.
the Food Fair.—ddv.
picvement Association, under whose Cafe at the Food Fair.—adv.
PJ-20
THOMAS A. SAUNDERS, Sec.
j
k

M. SIMMONS

Y K

R’SL. I

WILLIS AVER

FEODOR CHALIAPIN’Sx
Song of the

SIX

THE BIG

FOX

HITS

THE

MAINE MUSIC COMPANY
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Every-Other-Day
A subscription paper circulated by S.
F. Wadsworth was generously respond
ed io, a total of $43 being contributed
for the purchase of a wheel chair for
U COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Mrs. Aubigne Darling*of 56 Graeestreet.
J Feb. 12-17—The Comiuuuity Food Fair a The chair was bought of the Stoning
to Arcade
Feb. 10—Rockland Lodge of Pertectlon meets ton Furniture Co.

Mrs. J. F. Cooper of Limerock street
is slowly recovering from a vigorous
attack of grippe.

The Stonington Furniture Co. of
Rockland has been organized to own,
lc<Lse or lent land, and to buy, sell,
rent or lease musical instruments, sup
plies, furniture, etc.; capital stock $50.OCO; common stock. $50,000; four shares
paid in; par value of shares $100; pres
ident Ixuiis Marcus <■:' Stonington;
treasurer. Sadie Marcus of Ito kland.
clerk.

The special feature for today and to
morrow *at Park Theatre is "Peg D’ My
Heart.” It had a tremendous run as
a play, an i is equally popular as a
picture.

t’alfc M We Cm

In Temple hall
Feb. in—Address on "Pity Government," bv
W. B Moore of Portland before Woman's Ed
ucatonal Club
Feb. 16 (7 l.’»|--Address on "Home Demon
stration.” t»y Miss Rosalind Jewett. 1’niversil.v
of Maine, auspices Woman’s Educational Club,
Methodist vestry.
Feb 19—Conuwunity Ball at the Arcade
Feb. 20 (2 p. nt I Kennyoec Bridge hearing
in Aligns.a.
Felb. 21—Monthly meeting of Baptist Men’s
League.
Feb. 21 — Elks ladles' night
Feb. 22—4'ountrv Club, ladles’ and gentle
men’s supper at 0 30, followed by auction.
Feb. 22—'Washington's Birixki.t
Feb. 25—Sunday afternoon concert by the
M igb Philharmonic Society at the CongregatioLr.l church
Feb 20—-Portland Automobile Show begins
March 2-—Partial eclipse of tne moon, '.eginniog H 13 p in
March 4 -Observance of State Sunday Scho< ’
Bay.
March !»—Municipal Election
March 7—Country Club, ladies' auction at
12.30, followed by auction.
^fitfeh 21-22—State conference, 1) A 1! .
Waterville
March 16—Country Chd», dance
March 16—Kockiand Lodge of Perfection and
Rockland Council Princes of Jerusalem, meet
in Temple hall.
March 17—St. Pal rick’s Day.
March 25—Palm Siindav.
March 26-30- Farmers’ Week, T’nlvcrsity of
Maine.
Marc’n 30 -^Country Club, ladies’ and gentle
men's supper at 0.30 followed by auction.
Marcti 30—Good Friday.
April 1—Faster Sunday.
April 13—Country Chib dance
April 19—Patriots' Bay.
April 20—Gen. Knox Chapter of Rose Croix
meets In Temple hall.
April 26—Country Club, ladies' luncheon a:
12 :.0, followed by auction
May 11 —Country Club dance
May 25—Country Club, ladies' and gentle
men’s supper at 6.20, followed by auction.

The Maine Central depot is accumu
lating a large assortment of freight for
the islands, undelivered because of the
ice embargo.

The *Rqekland Loan & Building Asso
ciation htts paid
per cent dividends
since 1907. Which is a pretty good rec
ord everybody will concede.
Charles A. Mitchell, who recently left
for Michigan to receive treatment in a
sanatorium, was taken ill with grippe
in Chicago, and has returned home.

Cyrus S. Pinkharn of Claremont
Rtreet was called home this week, by
the illneftfc of his wife, who is now con
valescing from a severe attack of
grippe.
Rev. Fr. Matthew W. Reilly, for
merly of this city, who lias returned
from a three months’ tour abroad, was
tendered a reception by the members of
his parish in ^outh Brewer Monday
night. A gift of money to Fr. Reilly
was one of the features.

A few winter Coats to be closed out
at a big sacrifice to make room for <»ur
spring stock, which is already on tiie
way. Davis Garment Shop, corner Main
end Elm streets. Rockland.
20-tf

BATH WINS FIRST

LISTEN

Mrs. Lizzie E. Williamson of Chest
nut street has had the telephone in
stalled in her home. The call is 129-1.

Mrs. Cephas Thomas has bought the
house a.t 37 Camden street, which was
the home of the late C. C. Cross. Event
ually Mrs. Thomas expects to occupy
it herself, but meantime it is leased to
Not many would have envied May other tenants.
nard Leach his job yesiei day, when be
w s riding on the wing of one of the
"I have been driving team around
Street Railway plows. The wings are I here for 40 years,” said George E.
used to level the shoulders of snow be ' I.add of the W. H. Glover Co.’s staff.
side the track and the weight of a man • yesterday, “and I never saw such an
is necessary to hold them down. Ev j uncomfortable winter as this, with its
ery once in a while would come a jolt - snow, cold and bluster.”
or a bump with athletic results for the
-----'
rider.
‘
Northend residents who are inclined
to murmur a bit because the fire alarm
(’ream fed goi 1 fish are something of bell does not ring, are informed by
a rarity, but Fred Cheyne of the Cen ((ity Electrician Pinkharn that the bell
tral Fire Station |>ossesses a pair. Ip does not strike be a use the church 'tow
the car mixup ;:i Thomaston Sunday er is out of plumb.
bis jar of fish sat on a seat beside a
i an of cream destined for a local ice
Mt. Battle Lodge, I. O. O. F., of
cream manufaci urer. When tlie smoke Camden comes down next Monday
of battle cleared away the fish were night to work Ui? second ’egree. Knox
Jound gravely swimming in a pond of Lodge will work the third degree. Sup
c»eam. Their condition is "as well as per will lx* served at C.30. Knox Lodge
can be expected.”
will have a drill meeting Sunday after
noon at 2 o’clock.
At 2.30 Friday afternoon in the Meth
odist vestry Rev. E. W. Webber, chap
The debate pn Maine’s primary law,
lain of the State Prison, will address by Mrs. Richard O. Eliot and Mrs.
the members of the \Y. C. T. V. and Charley A. Creighton, both of Thomas
friends on ‘‘Remaking Citizens.” Mrs. ton. Mrs. Blanche Ellsworth, Rockport,
Nettie Stuart and Miss Madeline Rog Mrs. Grace Armstrong, this city, will
ers will give humorous readings. There ;oke place Friday evening in the Meth
will be music and other features of in
odist vestry. Members of he Woman’s
terest. At clos? of program light re Educational Club are asked to be pre
freshments will be served. Public in pared to state their convictions after
vited.
the subject has been opened by the four
appointed.
Brief, snappy speeches
Howard & Brown, diploma makers, from many.
have just finished an order of 1000 di
plomas for the Merchant ami Bankers’
A young lady stenographer was pur
S’hooi in New York City and are now suing her duties in peace and solitude
filling -an order for a Chattanooga,
in an office near the head of Tillson
Tenn., institution. In the line of en
avenue yesterday afternoon, when the
grossing the firm is handling orders
stove blew up. The cover, a teakettle
jitH now for Butte, Mont., Rockland.
Mass., and Albany, N. Y. The scope and a lunch box went in three separate
of this firm’s work is so large as to I directions, but Cl------ , the stenog
rapher, followed one course, and that
astonish those not familiar with it.
Not only does ’h< concern furnish di was in the gerferal direction of the
plomas in every State of the Union and ceiling. Before she had fairly landed
every Province of Canada, but fills cr again one of the city teams mis-stayed
ib . s for South American schools and at the corner of Main street and Till
many countries in the Eastern Hemis son avenue, and struck one of the
phere, including China and Japan. All White Way poles, scattering the globe,
of which speaks volumes for the high which is alongside the stenographer’s
nearest window. Tlie remainder of the
type of workmanship.
afternoon fortunately was quite civil
ized.
R. U. Collins is prepared to assist in
making income tax returns. 375 Main
Chocolate cakes with white frosting
Street.—20-tf
and white cakes with chocolate frost
The mark down sale at the C. M. ing. all of the best cooks’ production,
P’ake Wall Paper Store is giving great Are sold at a reasonable price at the
Cafe at the Food Fair.—adv.
’xirgains.—adv.
15-tf.

TO THE

Thp Rockland poto team, homeless
this week, on account of the Food Fair,
is playing a series of three games In
At Our Booth
Rath, where the sport is being revived
after a lapse of 12 years. Tuesday
: : AT : :
night’s same resulted in victory for
Bath by a score of !< to 6. From sport
ing Editor Oliver’s graphic report in
the Bath Times the following is taken:
“Just as we have predicted for
Special Prices on Radio Sets
months, polo is a favorite indoor game
with Free Installation on for Bath sports. They showed it Tues
day night when, in spite of the storm,
Orders taken this week.
■they packed the Arcade rink and peo
ple were turned away. In the crowd of
spectators were many of the old Ala
meda fans, men who have seen the
best of polo players, and they were sat
isfied that Bath has a classy team.
Naturally they did not think the play- j
Ing surface large enough. They had in '
their mind’s eye the old Alameda rink
with its long length and great width!
where they had witnessed so many!
battles on the rollers. Take notice,
! however, that the 60x30 playing stir- |
face at the Arcade made the game fast, i
There was no loafing and never will he,
IT'S “LAWYER OTIS”
in a rink of that size.
“The clever lad on the floor Tuesday!
Former Rockland Editor Pass- night""’ as Bouchard the Bath first |

Cheerful Charlie says this is a
cheerful place 'to hay cheerful
neckwear without taking the
cheer out of your pocketbook.

SPECIAL

FOR SATURDAY

Try a BAKED CUSK, a CORNED HAKE, or HADDOCK STEAK,
Boiled, Stuffed and Baked, Chowder, any old way.
You can’t beat thezn.
Wonderful FRESH NATIVE CLAMS, NATIVE SCALLOPS and
.FINNAN BADDIES; also HALIBUT
OYSTERS—shocked and in shell
> DANDY SLACK SALTED FISH, 12c
NEW BLOATERS, 3 for 25c.
FANCY SMOKED HALIBUT
SKINNED HERRING, SALT MACKEREL 18c, SALMON,
T. & S. HERRING, EOX FISH, and COD BITS, 2 pounds for 25c

I 0 dozen Knitted Ties in en
tirely new coloring and de
signs, just in today. See
them in our south corner
window.

A Word About Him.

J. F. Gregory Sons Co.
We expect to be actually homesick
when the Whitehead whistle stops
blowing—if it does.

Twenty-live years ago today the bat
tleship Maine was blown up in Havana
harbor—an act which led to the Span
ish War.

Mrs. Rae Dane will serve as chair
man of refreshments tomorrow evening
at the Woman’s Educational dub
meeting.
The city fathers and city officials cut
loose from routine duties tomorrow
night, and arrayed in their best bib and
tucker will enjoy a farewell banquet
at the Thorndike Hotel.

A crew of huskies, armed with pickaxes and shovels removed the ice bar
ricade opposite the American Legion
building. The Bee Hive Cafe and
Peoples' Laundry are again open to
navigation.

C. E. Thompson of Portland, who
was with the Parker & Thornes Co. 11
years, reappears in the local territory
this week as salesman for the Reming
ton Cash Register, having been as
signed the counties of Knox, Lincoln,
Sagadahoc nnd Waldo. Mr. Thompson
is handling a good article, and the ter
ritory is sure to learn from him all its
merits.

Best Quality and Boneless

Delicious Native Fowl, just killed, all sizes .. .. .. .. .. . 35c
Also Roasting Chickens
Chuck and Rih Roasts from Fancy Stock, 12c to 25c lb.
_ _ _ _________ Corned Beef, 6c up_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

D
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Dr. TRUE’S
ELIXIR
THE TRUE FAMILY LAXATIVE
AND WORM EXRELLER

CELERY, CRANBERRIES, 20c quart
'

IF YOU NEED A LAXATIVE

YOU NEED

Delicious STRAWBERRIES, CAULIFLOWER, ENDIVE
RIPE TOMATOES, SPINACH, PEPPERS, NEW BUNCH BEETS,
NEW BUNCH CARROTS, ICEBERG AND BOSTON LETTUCE,
■ I

A SUCCESS FOR OVER 70 YEARS

Delicious Big Oranges, 4 for 25c, Navels or Floridas

An International Favorite

Don’t forget these DANDELION GREENS, 15c Pound

Remember—We Sell LA TOURAINE COFFEE, MAINE MAID
MINCEMEAT, DI COLA MACARONI, RAE LUCCA OIL,
ALL FANCY GROCERIES
WE

ARE AGENTS FOR

CAKES
isg

The Parent-Teacher As
sociation has charge of
the Cafe at the Food Fair
and is specializing in

MONARCH

CAKES

COFFEE, TEA AND CANNED GOODS

These will be sold in
halves or wh'ble at very
reasonable prices.
The
best cooks of the city pro. duced them.

Patronize the FOOD FAIR—It’s a Good Cause
' ’’l.. Iv

,

• •/.. I

ID I

QUALITY

n

Ensign Otis has tacked the abbrevition "esq.,” onto the stern of his name,
as the result of successfully passing a
most rigid examination before the
State Board of Examiners. Mr. Otis
was one of the eight who came through
tl.e ordeal eucccssfully, and he is now
a full fledged attorney, a bit undecided,
however, as to just w hat course he will
pursue, except that it will be to prac
tice law in Rockland.
The new attorney is a son of the late
Oliver Otis .whom he succeeded as ed
itor of the Rockland Opinion. He was
born iSept. 7, 1884, was class prophet
for 1903 Rockland High School, and
graduated from Bowdoin College in
1908. He was one of the editors of the
college magazine, and won the Haw
thorne prize for the best short story
written by an undergraduate. Among
hisxliversions during his college career
were service with the American Ice Co.
as timekeeper on the Kennebec River;
school teacher in Brunswick and em
ployment on a street railway in New
Hampshire.
After leaving college Mr. Otis took
up newspaper work in the Opinion of
fice. His efforts to break into politics
were handicapped somewhat by the
fact that he lived in the old,rock-ribbed
Ward 3, which turned a cold and un
sympathetic ear on his desire to be
come a member of the Common Coun
cil. Later he served for a while as cor
oner and as one of the trustees of
juvenile institution®. He is a past
warden of Limerock Lodge N. E. O. P..
has served as senior warden of Rock
land Lodge. F. & A. M., and has been
moderator of the Congregational |>arish.
The study of law appealed strongly
to him. and the rapid progress he made
coupled with a naturally keen mind,
promises duecess in his new profession.
JUDGE POWERS DEAD
Former Judge Frederick A. Powers of
Houlton, died at his home in St. Peters
burg yesterday. He invested heavily
in St. Petersburg. Fla., property and
had made his winter home there for
three years on account of his health.
He was a brother of the late Llew
ellyn Powers, governor of Maine from
1896 to 1900. Judge Powers for many
years was prominent in political circles
in this State. He was born in Pitts
field, Me., June 19. 1855. graduated from
Bowdoin College in 1875 and was ad
mitted to the bar the following year.
He engaged in practice with Governor
Powers and another brother,. John H.
Powers, until his appointment to Su
preme Court by Gov. Powers in 1900.
Previously he had served four years as
Attorney General of Maine. Judge
Powers resigned from the bench shortly
after his reappointment In 1907.

in him a real polo player. In Al Jolly
his partner, is another lad who knows'
tile game, and is quick as a cat, but tile
imlo halo Tuesday night went to the
Eath first rush for his floor work I
Fast? Many an old timer expressed
himself as wishing they could see the,
lad perform on a surface as large as
the old Alameda. They were unani
mous in predicting that he would oul-'
McGilvary McGilvary himself who was,
a very clever juggler of the red applt . j
Bouchard and Jolly are a pair of aces.
In Bill Shaughnessy Manager Pinault
has a dependable centpr who is always
tvorking. In the goal we introduce Al
Lovegreen. you’ll nil know Al soon for’
he will kick himself into fame.
“The Rockand team is good, but evi
dently missed the services of Kt.
Aubin, its crack first rush, who was
called home on account of illness in the
f imily. He is expected here Thursday
night when the two teams meet for tire
second game in the series. ’Bity’
Wright performed before a Bath crowd
for the first time In years and shows
he knows much more polo now than in
the Alameda days. He is a great
blocker and clever passer. He pays
strict attention to his end of the rink
nnd rarely ventures as far as the spot.
With St. Aubin the Rockland team
feels it can win Thursday night’s game
and also the third game on Saturday
night and return to the Lime city a
winner. Maybe, but they’ll have to
travel some for Bath has a polo team.”
The score:

SERVICE

CAKES

,
N
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ROASTS,
8c, 10c, 12c
CORNED BEEF, 8c, 10c, 12c
BONELESS CORNED BEEF,
16c, 18c, 20c
ROUND STEAK,
25c
BONELESS SIRLOIN
35c
BONELESS ROAST BEEF,
20c, 25c
STEW BEEF,
15c, 20c

PIGS LIVER, 2 lbs.,
BEEF LIVER, 2 lbs.,
TRIPE,
SHOULDERS,

25c
30c
SWEET PICKLED HAM, 40c

BACON

$2.75 per 500 ShecU
Postage 10 cculs additional
For each additional 1000 aheeta ord
ered al name time, add to the price
of first 1000, *4.00 and l« cent! pott
age for e»cb 1000.

$4-00 per 1000 Sheets

K;

50c
DAIRY BUTTER,
FANCY NATIVE FOWL, 38c
HOME MADE MINCE MEAT,
20c

HAMS

Whole or half, 30c
Sliced to Fry, 40c

GOOD LUCK FLOUR, bag,
85c
BORN
Studio- Rockland, Feb 11. to Mr. nd Mrs
II l-earl Studley, a son Vernon Ktith
Smith—.Rockland ,a« BrHt. Mnternity Home.
Feb 15 to Mr. and Mrs Frank A Smith <>:'
<'.iinbridge, Mass, a son Iblbert Tnfton
Orff-North Waldoboro, Fob 1. to Mr. owl
Mrs Iteuel Orff, a son, weight 10 pounds.

DIED
Robertson- Owl’s Head, Feb. 14, Mark A Rob
eitson, aged 1 month. 2l» days.
(.rant Rockport. Feb. 14, Albion M Grant,
aged 66 years, 11 month’s, 7 days Services
Friday ut 2 o'clock.
(iran-t—Rpckipoil, Feh. 13, Albion M. Graii
aged Gtt yen is
Heal 'Seaisinont. Feb. 4, Albel Heal, uged 74
years, 7 months.
Kofctons Seaismont. Fi b. 4, .1 Fred ItoUdns
nged <!l years, 9 months

rien c, Wright hb, Purcell g.
First Period
1 Bath—Bouchard,
4.00
2 Bath—Jolly.
7.00
3 Bath—Jolly,
3.10
4 Bath—Jolly,
.30
Second Period
1 Rockland—Therrien.
1.00
2 Kockiand—Therrien.
.03
3 Rockland—Skinner.
4.00
4 Buth—Shaughnessey,
.50
5 Bath—Bouchard.
2.10
6 Bath—Bouchard,
,02 i
Third Period
1 Rockland—Skinner.
.20
o Bath—Bouchard.
2.10
3 Bath—Jolly,
3.20
4 Rockland—Skinner.
1.10
5 Rock lan d—T h err ien.
7.00
Rushes, Bouchard 13, Yale 4. Stops,
Lovegreen 39, Purcell 44. Foul. Shaughnessey. Referee, Bob Welch. Timer,
O’Brien. Scorer, Oliver.

CARD OF THANKS

PA R K
Matinee, 2 P. M.
10c, 17c
Evenings 6:45, 8:30;
17c, 22c

Special Prices Thursday & Friday

TODAY AND FRIDAY
LAURETTE TAYLOR in

“PEG O' MY HEART”
The Picture You Have Been Waiting
For
Matinee, 17c, 28c. Evening, 28c, 35c.
Saturday
GEORGE LARKIN and
JAOUELINE LOGAN in

“SAVED BY RADIO”
LEE KIDS COMEDY
JAUNTS AND JOURNEYS

'
MRS. ELIZA ROGERS

PRINTED BUTTER
PAPER PRICES

For Pound elw
Pottage 15 cents iddltlOBti

25c
25c
15c
15c

We wish Io thank our neighbors and friends
for their kindness and sympathy, al. i floral of
brings during the Illness and passing on of our
Bath—Bouchard lr. Jolly 2r, Shaugh- step-mother,
Mrs. Elizabeth Lodder.
nessey c, Cusick hb. Ixivegreen g.
(Mrs. ( M Kves, Mrs L A. Starr. Mr. and
Mrs.
A
11
Sleotte
and family.
•
Kockiand—Yale lr, .Skinner 2i TherRockland. Feb. 12.

Chocolate cakes with white frosting
and white rakes with chocolate frost
ing, all of the best cooks’ production,
are sold at a reasonable price at the
Cafe at the Food Fair.—adv.

MONDAY
VIOLA DANA in

“Crinoline and Romance”
HEWS

COMEDY

•E M JP I R ES
Matinee 2 P. M. 10c, 17c
Evening, 6:15, 8:30, 10c, 22c
Special Feature & Prices Thursday

TODAY

George Arliss in
“DISRAELI”
Don’t M iss This
ANITA STEWART in
“SOWING THE WIND”
Admission: 17c, 28c. Children, 10c.

FRIDAY
GLADYS WALTON in
“SECOND HAND ROSE”
Companion Feature
“GRAND LARCENY”
A Goldwyn Gem
COMEDY FEATURE

SATURDAY
HELENE CHADWICK in
“YELLOW MEN AND GOLD”
COMEDY
TARZAN

IT WILL PLEASE THEM
All of your family will en
joy the Boston Sunday Globe.
Be sure of your copy by or
dering the paper regularly in
advance from your news
dealer or newsboy.
Order next Sunday's Bos
ton Globe in advance.
Have you read the Uncle
Dudley Editorial in today’s
Globe?

Don’t make a cake this week—buy
Telephone that item of news to The
one at a bargain price at the Cafe at Courier-Gazette, where thousands of
the Food Fair.—adv.
readers will see It.

MID-WINTER

PRICES

For Half Pound alie
Pottage 10 cents additional

JUST IN—50 REMNANTS FROM MILL

$2.50 per 500 Sheets

Order your Suit NOW and save money
Suits made any style from thees goods

Postage 10 oents additional
For each additional 1U00 aheeta orSered at same lime, add to the prio»
of first 1000, F3.50 and 10 ocuta pott
age for cacti 1000.

THE
COURIERGAZETTE.

$25.00 and $30.00
Suits made from Customers’ Goods— $13.03
A few uncalled for Suits—$15.00 to $25.00

C. A. HAMILTON
442 MAIN STREET—ROCKLAND. ME.

Rockland Maine

j

BEEF

The funeral services of Mrs. Eliza
Rogers, who had nearly reached the
age of 92 years, were held at the home
of her son. Capt. Samuel Rogers,
Amsbury street. Rev Eugene V. Allen
officiating.
Many
floral offerings
showed the veneration and esteem in
Wild rumors which were in circu which the deceased was held by a
lation last night and this morninfg large circle of friends. The bearers
concerning a conflagration in New’ were Walter Rogers, R. J. Simpson,
York city are not verified by the news Nestor Brown and S. Arthur Macotnber.
despatches.
The remains were placed In the receiv
ing tomb.
Mrs. Rogers was born In Lubec In
Left Him Thinking.
A British envoy arrived at a town 1831. From that town the family
In eastern Europe with a large sum in moved when she wa_s a young girl to
specie and drove to the bank with Hillsboro, N. B., where she made her
home until she came to Rockland 31
the boxes, sitting beside the driver. years ago. Her last Illness was of only
•‘It is a long time since I drove across a week's duration, nnd with her during
here,” said the driver as the wagon the greater part of that time was her
rumbled over it bridge, “but the mayor daughter, Mrs. Alvah F. Staples, who
has given your excellency permission came promptly from Boston upon!
to use It.” “Indeed!” replied tlie en learning of her sickness and helped
voy, highly flattered. “Aren't the brighten her last hours. Mrs. Rogers
public allowed to cross it?” “Not was a member of the Hillsboro Meth-j
they.” answered the driver.
“It’s odist church, a woman who not only|
believed in Christianity, hut practiced :
been closed as unsafe for years.”
it through her long life, in which were
i many deeds for which she will be|
j gratefully remembered. Her husband
I died 32 years ago. She is survived by
six children—Mrs. Lucy Robinson of
Hillsboro, John W. Rogers of Rockland,
Capt. Elisha Rogers of Boston, Capt.
Samuel Rogers, who is at Sailors’ Snug
Harbor; Mrs. Alvah F. Staples of Bos
ton and Mrs. William Graves of South
Thomaston. Mrs. Rogers also leaves
iEGULATION PIZE WITH NAMB
30 grandchildren, 40 great grandchild
AND ADDRESS IF MAKER AND
ren and four great-great grandchild
NET WEIGHT, IN ACCORDANCE
ren.

$4.50 per 1000 Sheet*

21c
25c
35c

* * « *

WITH FEDERAL LAW.

Best You Ever Ate
COME OVER AND SEE OUR GREEN GRASS
Florida has nothing on us

PORK ROAST,
PORK CHOPS,
PORK STEAX,

« State Ba, Examination-i

65c
Two for $1.00

A cold frame ift growing oats, sur
rounded by strawberries, oranges,
grape fruit, new bunch beets, carrots,
lettuce, and other green stuff in Cobb’s
display window is one of the cheerful
sights of the blustering weather of the
week. Roy thinks Florida has nothing
on him.

SIRLOIN ROAST BEEF ..... 35c. STEAK.. .. .. .. . 37c

PORK

HOUSE-SHERMAN
INC.

There has been but one case of in
toxication before Judge Miller since
the first of the year and the respondent
was an out of town man. When it is
taken into consideration that this court
has a jurisdiction in which there are
approximately 27,000 persons this is
not a half bad record.

FRESH NATIVE HADDOCK, CUSK AND HAKE

TELEPHONES 796—797

THE FOOD FAIR

Miss Idaniae Wotton attended the
Shriner’s dance in Bangor and the
Winter Carnival at the University of
Maine last week, being a guest in
Orono at the Kappa Stigma fraternity
house. Today she goes to Brunswick
to attend the Bowdoin Sophomore hop
as a guest at Theta Delta Chi house.

No better eating anywhere—nice and tender

THEGORNER GROCERY

RADIO

The heavy snow and ice got the bet
ter of the slates on the Public Library
roof yesterday and water came through
at a lively rate. A bucket and mop
brigade was promptly organized and
little damage done.

Legs 19c, Loins 23c, Chops 29c, Fores 17c, Flank 9c

Polo Makes Great Hit In Ship-!
yard City—St. Aubin Out!

of Rockland Lineup.

Much speculation is rife at the
N’crthend as to what developments
will follow the authentically reported
purchase of the large Blake Garage
building
by
the
Turner Center
Creamery. The current belief is that
an ice cream manufactory will be es
tablished there.

WILL HAVE FOR FRiDAV AND SATURDAY
MUTTON—Prettiest you ever saw

Page Three
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Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, February 15, 1923.
secrets from your partner," she said.
"1 always tell you everything."
"Give me till tonight,” pleaded Billy.
"I hate to talk about It uow. It's ugly.

Aimee and Billy started violently.
A small white Highland terrier, witli
Its four legs braced, was barking at
them excitedly, but not wholly with
disapproval.
Aimee felt Stricken as though by a
sudden paralysis. Behind the terrier
stood Lady Erythea. erect and rigid.
The glare In her eyes was the glare
of a destroying Gorgon.
CHAPTER XXII

receded some little distance, anil then
recalled him.
"Spencer!”
Billy returned. I.ady Erythea In
spected Idai through her lorgnette.
"Are you sure that tills is a wise
thing you aie doing?" she said slowly.
“You seem to me a somewhat superior
young man. 1 think you could do
much belter for yourself."
Billy twinkled yet more brightly.
"I should hate to disagree witli your
ladyship," lie said, "but I aui quite
sure I couldn't."
I.ud.v Erythea turned and walked
ii'Vjiy with a dazed air.
Billy passed through tlie gate Into
tlie lane, and made for the abbey al
Ids best speed. He hoped tliat Aimee
might lie waiting for him somewhere
witljiu cull, bat there was no sign ot
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tremely pale. There was every ex
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cuse for It. Lady Erythea's expres
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sion was enough to unnerve the stout
proof. Everybody using them has only kind words to say.
est heart.
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"And this," In a voice like tlie clash
Hfiat adJrest, pleasef
ing of a motor's gear-box, "in tlie face
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(tip)
of my express warning! You are dis
charged.” She took a step towards
Aimee. “And as for you—"
tl.er on he found another one, also
SYNOPSIS
Billy interposed Ids lurge figure be
showing the print of a tire.
crag jilis. r thought I'iI better hurry OUR GRANGE CORNER
tween
them.
It's
the
same.
And
not
the
Sphinx's
on amt tel! you. I'tn sure it was lip.”
CHAPTER I.—Disliking the prospect o)
"Madam,” he said, "if you have any
a iitunth's \ isit to her austere aunt, l-ady tire, by a mile"’ said Billy, knitting ills
■'Excellent! You art* a man Hint
Pleasant Valley Grange entertained
Erythea Lambe, at Jervauix abbey, and
comments to make, please make them
keeps Ills eyes open," exclaimed 111-' Limerock Pomona Saturday and there
her cousin. Alexander Lambe, Aimee. vi brow. "This one was steel-studded.”
to me. Or. better still—do not make
With growing perplexity he made a
vacious daughter of the Very Reverend
cjiector Arkwright.
Come, I’ankt— v , re a,bout 150 guests for tbe banquet.
Vis.ount Scroops, is in a rebellious mood
them at all."
close examination of tlie soil, and pres
leave the car
Polson, show U9 The meeting w« called to order at J.30
His voice was quiet and respectful.
ently discovered other traces. There
[lie w v"
1
m- wtta H. N. Brazier in the chair.
CHAPTER II.—She wanders into the
’
' '
j During the business session Mrs. Warpark, there encountering a strange youtl
But his chin was lifted remarkably
were
a
few
footprints
and,
faint
though
in trouble with a motorcycle. He laugh
1 in- three of them departed f°‘i ren Gardner Installed the I.tmerock Pohigh, and his lips compressed danger
they were, they bore some very marked
Ingly introduces himself as "Billy,” Anter
gether hurriedly in tlie direction of j Inona ottl-crs. She, was assisted on the
lean. The two cement the acquaintance characteristics.
ously.
tlie park liountlar.v.
, floor by Mrs. .Martha Kalloch and Miss
by a ride on the motorcycle, the, "Flying
I-aily Erythea struggled for breath
Billy stood up straight and gave a
Sphinx," and part. With Georgina Ber
l.tiily Eryllica stared after them I Hazel Mask as marshals, with Miss
ners, her cousin, Aimee sets out for Jer"Are you presuming," she said. In
liquid whistle. The furrows In his
with mingled anger anil anxiety. She | Marie Brown ns lady assistant. After
vaulx. On the way she decides that Geor
blow deepened. He carried his Inves
a strangled voice, "to dictate to me!"
gina shall impersonate her at Jervauix
waited for some time on Hie steps, Hie fifth degree, whl h was conferred
while she goes on a holiday. Georgma’t
tigations still farther atield, but to
Mr. William Spencer bowed.
Billy Stared Before Him Gloomily.
jiondeYing, and then went slowly in U|ion six candidates at the close of
horrified protest is unavailing.
the sti|iper hour, Pleasant Valley
ward tlie healthy common the soil was
“I hope—uiy Indy—that it will not
doors. lier eyes were troubled
Grai.ge. under the leaderahij) of the
CHAPTER III.-Happy in her new free
light, wind-blown sand that shifted By tonight we shall have either won or be necessary. Wliat I do presume Is
The three police, crossing the park, lecturer, .Mrs. Warren Gardner, pro
dom, Aimee again meets Billy." He tell:
with every fresh breeze. There were lost—but we’ll win! Will you trust to defend Miss—Snooks—against any
her his name Is Spencer, and she gives
left it by a wicket gale near tlie ceeded to entertain the guests with one
hers as Ainy Snooks, at presest "out of s
no tracks left. The seeker was at a me?"
reproaches whatever. This is her
sweet-briar clump. After a short con of the prettiest programs that has been
Job." Billy ofters to take her Into part
Aimee seated herself on the turf be afternoon off."
loss.
nershlp in selling the Spldnx. In a spirii
sultation
with poison, lnsjiector Ark given in Pleasant Valley Grange for
neath the sweetbriars.
of madcap adventure, she accepts. Tht
Billy stopped and reflected rapidly.
Aimee looked at them both—espe
wright
gave
an order. The three men many months. It opened with music
tv.o pre-eed to the town of Star.hoe, tak
“All right then," she said happily. cially at Lady Erythea. And foi once
“It came tills way, whatever it was."
mg separate lodgings in Ivy cottage.
spreading
out
in a wide seuil-eh He. I y Misses l.ucy and Marion Marsh and
he said. "But why on eartli did it— “Let's forget our troubles for a bit. the “sand." on which she laid so often
.diss Adelaide Cross. Eleven young
stalked tlie crag pits li> way of I lie
CHAPTER IV—That night Aimee visit!
ioo.-. marshaled hy Miss Marie Brown,
and how? Let's start from the begin Sit down—you look so tall, towering been complimented, deserted her. Ai
Georgina and learns that the deceptioi
lower-meadow.
Dill in white dresses, with long red
up there, tlmt I can hardly see you— mee turned suddenly and tied.
has not been discovered. By her dominant
ning.”
-irtomers from the shoulders, blue caps
personality she compels Georgina to con
He struck across country and, break and I'll tell my news. It's much more
Tlie terrier, under the impression
tinue tho subterfuge.
(To Be Continued)
! with gold and silver stars, marched to
ing through a hedge, came out into the interesting than yours. Do you know that it was ail an extremely interest
| the stage and took their places in a
CHAPTER V.—On a trial spin next day
blind lane where Jack the Climber’s that Alexander has got himself en ing game got up for his amusement,
j semi-cirde, in such perfect time and
on the Sphinx, with Billy, Aimee almost
HOPE
machine had crashed on tlie fateful gaged to my ilchr fat Georgie, and pursued her out of sight round the
| order it made a beautiful picture. They
collides with a carriage in which are he:
aunt, Georgina and Alexander. The pan
they're
idiotically
happy?
”
night; the spot where he had recov
greeting u
in song.
song. .u
Miss
Iziis
bushes, giving tongue excitedly.
Miss Ruth Dean of Lincolnville is gave ‘their
octr giecin,B
iss outs
escape unrecognized.
"Has he?" cried Billy, dropping be
ered the emeralds, and made acquaint
staving with lie. ..tint. Mrs. Hartley
Mass Ethel Qu.nn then deBilly kept his eyes fixed on the In
CHAPTER VI.—Georgina leans tha
Lady Erythea Inspected Him.
ance with Calamity Kate's resource side her. “Good for him ! Site’s a real truder.
N’-.tsli for a few weeks.
! 1«hted th<* audience with readings. Tho
Lord Scroope Is coming to visit Lady Ery
J. li. A.mis has Ic on in Connecticut •
number was a beautiful flag .servtrump of a girl, that. And the parson’s
fulness.
thea and. realizing what will happen 01
“If you require an explanation. Lady her. Thinking It likely she would hi
and New York on : business tri,..
! '. M‘ss
R°’^ ,an^ M,‘8S
his arrival, is in hopeless bewilderment.
The muddy lane still showed slight as white as they make them—he's a
in
the
neighborhood
of
tlie
garage,
in
Erythea," he said quietly, “I guess I
Walter Hewer. wNs recently a guest !
Iitrowa
tr‘bUte2u <h.#
traces, very much mixed up and tram fine fellow."
CHAPTER VII.—While Aimee Is secretl:
can give you one very briefly. 1 have hurried in that direction. He wa: of Mrs. Wilkin- in Rockport and Mrs«;‘«t,Ra-\'"('nd-An^r,8«"
visiting Georgina at Jervauix, the place li pled. of the place where the thieves’
J
“
Yes.
Georgie
will
exactly
suit
him.
in Camden.
Xo FIa?, Uke
Just asked Miss Snooks to marry uie." within sight from the park boundary W.. K.
burglarized. Aimee escapes.
K. Robbins
Roltbins in
Camden.
.
. the. Red. White and Blue”
machine Had fallen; the ruts were now j I shouldn't have, a bit.”
Mrs.
Ellen
Conant
is
al
the
home
of
•
‘
™
d
lh
“
b
>'
11
young
when
Monsieur
de
Jussac,
opproach
Lady Erythea was mentally stagCHAPTER VIII.—Georgina learns, witl
dried and hard. Billy also recognized J
“You!" exclaimed Billy.
abbey, saw hiti her daughter. Mrs. .1. 1). l’ease for a i adles- The guests were delighted with
much relief, that Aimee has got away.
jeered.
“You
ou have
liave asked her
lier—to ing the fence from the an
wliat were evidently the hoof marks of I
w
“
| the solos of Miss Virginia Brown, a litExactly. Aunt Erythea s loea to marry you?” »he said, staring at Billy, i and called him by name,
CHAPTER IX.—Police Inspector Pankt the Stanhoe police.
'“ *
,,
.
i,n-‘>le Miss of four years, daughter of
t
A
loYitntfor
’
c
mnrrvinor
nip
v
nil
n*
*
.
.
.....
that Alexander's marrying me. You’re
Mrs.
Eleanor
Payson
entertained
her
J
",
Billy
was
too
far
away
to
hear.
Tht
decides that the robbery is the work ol
And she lias done me the great
, ....
, ,,
Capt. and Mes. I.. L. Brown. Miss Ma
“A herd of steers wouldn’t have not very bright today, Billy. They’ll
"Jack the Climber" and "Calamity Kate,'
Vicomte whistled, without result. Ht son and wife Mr. and Mrs. Frank Pnj- rie ' Brown sang very sweetly, “Our
honor
to
consent."
noted thieves, who travel on a motorcy
made more mess." said Billy. “And have a funny tangle to straighten out,
son of Lincolnville Sunday.
cle.
Billy's grim expression relaxed into saw Billy disappear in tlie directioi
Banner,” which was illustrated by the
Panke found nothing after all, or he'd when the crash comes."
A few friends of Mr. and Mrs. V. G.
of
tlie
crag-pits.
De
Jussac
hesitated
young ladies with flags. Miss Madolyn
a very charming smile.
CHAPTER X-Billy, aware of hi
Pease
spent
an
evening
with
them
very
have— Well, I can't blow much, either.
"Gee! They will. We'll have to help
| Rogers pleased the audience with a
"partner's" nocturnal jaunts, is troubled
"I feel sure your ladyship will not uncertain whether to follow.
pleasantly,
with
cards,
refreshments,
I've been here twice since, but uever them somehow.”
He follows her, on the Sphinx, to Jer
"Our amazing chauffeur appears t< and many good wishes for Mrs. l’ease. recitation, and was recalled.
throw any obstacles in tlie wny of this
vaulx. He hears the commotion, at one
got wise to it till now.”
•Polly Prim" and Farmer Joe" gave
"Of course we shall. But I wonder humble romance,” he said gently. “We l>e in a liurry,” murmured Bertrand
suspects burglary, and follows two figure
w'flose birthday it wa
■ a musical dialogue which brought forth
He turned back down the lane to how we'll do It. And that's not all—
on a motorcycle who are apparently in s
He
took
out
a
cigarette,
and
stnoket
1 hie is e •• i.iiv - oo. t\e»k
))(.a[s of jaugilter And both Marie and
desperate hurry. Cornering the pair, Billy
ward (he highway, his eyes noting tlie the Vicomte has suddenly become be shall be very happy to liave our em
It reflectively. Bertrand was looklnt tin oli i us'-- am - one nt a ■«, > ar - Etta were
knocks out a man who attempts to shoo
ployer’s approval.”
were obliged
obliged to
to appedr
appedr a
a second
smallest details of the ground.
trothed, as lie calls it, to Alexander’s
him, picking up a package the fellow hai
being
filled.
En
d
Trask
and
Hartley
!
His employer gazed at him dumbly. a little puzzled and anxious. Final!}
time. Mrs. Myrtle Brown and Mrs.
dropped. He discovers the other fugitiv
"Here’s my track; pretty near sister—Cold Lambe.”
to he a woman. Stopping to aid her, sh<
, ,
Edith Benner presided at the piano
The announcement came as a shock. lie wandered slowly back towards tin Nash are culting.
"She’ll tone him down,” said Billy.
Miss .lary -li - r\t-> is ii-.ui.ii
< , (lur!ng tj,p evening. The young ladies
strikes him with a stone, rendering him washed out. And here's the other's.
abbey.
And
it
was
difficult
even
for
Lady
That cycle was a big Indian, by what
unconscious, and the pair escape.
Mrs. Albion Alton's for whom she is’
"Not a bit. He’ll tone her up,” re
As lie neared the main entrance tht caiing. She has been at home in | who so pleasingly did the Work on tha
little I saw of It. And likely it was plied Aimee confidently, “and a Jolly ( Erythea to" resist Billy's smile. As
stage were. Hazel ManK Loretta Curry,
CHAPTER XI.—Recovering, Billy dis
quack
of
a
motor
horn
was
heard
North Appleton for a few weeks caring !
covers the package he had picked up is s half crippled when it got away. And good thing, too. So there tliey all are. well attempt to resist a sunbeam. She
| Mary McKinney, Ethel Quinn, Loia
and
an
automobile
drove
up
rapidly
Jewel case, containing emeralds. P.ealiz
I
melted
Imperceptibly.
Her
faculties
for
her
mother,
who
has
been
very
ill.
here it got on tlie high road, and head I oughtn’t to have mentioned it to you,
Ross. Shirley Rollins, Maud Jordan,
ing they must be part of the loot fron
Schools close this week to reopen Etta Anderson. Marie Brown, Gertrude
Billy, despite the It contained the stolid Inspector I’ankt
ed straight on past Jervauix again. Billy—I know how it depresses you. | were bemused.
Jervauix, he starts for the abbey. On th
way he meets Aimee. with the police li That's mighty queer. I always reck
| smile, looked so extraordinarily digni from Stanhoe. Beside him sat a sliti after the annual -spring vacation in Aylwardand Madolyn Rogers. The above
It’s horrible—all this sentiment."
pursuit. In a secure hiding place, a cavt
fied that Lady Erythea almost felt an and active-looking man in a graj April. The Tq; lor girls who teach the young ladies paid a high compliment
among the crag pits. Aimee tells him tht oned they'd have gone the other way.
Corner and North Hop'' schools will go to A. S. Bartlett, worthy master ot
Billy stared before him gloomily, and impulse to apologize to lier chaufi'eur. tweed overcoat.
whole story. He urges that she make
Something must have turned them."
to their home in South Hope.
was silent.
frank confession to her father, but on re
De
Jussac,
raising
his
eyebrows
Pleasant Valley Grange-in song. The
She
made
un
effort
to
recover
lier
He passed along the wider lane in
The day gissiop.ut.Hope Grange was words were written hy a member of
flection both realize Alraee's good num<
“Isn't it!” insisted Aimee.
drew
near
unobtrusively,
The
tnan
k
has been compromised by her two nights
austerity.,
set
ahead
last
week,
bn
.icc.ttim
of
so
the
direction
of
Jervauix,
his
eyes
"Sickening1" said Billy, bitterly.
I th£ grange. A. S. Bartlett, Jr. and
atay at Ivy cottage.
"You have asked this girl to marry I (weeds got out and siejiped briskly Uf much sickness in town.
scanning the ground and the ditch. A
' Earle Bartlett were the handy men fcr
Aimee glanced at him and, looking
Has any one found a violet or pansy ' the evening. looking after the lights
CHAPTER XII.—Assuring Aimee he little distance short of the gate
you—after aft acquaintance of lour to Mr. Tarheaux, who was stundins
away, stirred the grass with the point
has a plan to save her. Billy leaves her In
blossom
\'t'.'
The
snow
drojts
s
>
in
ut
tlie
steps.
and curtain The girls are planning
the cave and, proceeding to Jervauix. re through which Billy had wheeled the of his shoe. There was a long pause. days?” she said acidly.' “Is that—an
“You liave a chauffeur here," said to be the most popular in this par: of another entertainment in the near
stores the emeralds to the astounded Spldnx when dodging the police, he
American custom?"
“
What
was
it
you
were
saying
;
the
country.
Lady Erythea.
tlie man in tweeds quietly, "who calls
future.
..
.
Billy’s smile intensified.
stooped quickly and picked up a scrap about things?” said Aimee.
CHAPTER XIII.—Rejecting any re of metal. It was the broken end of an
“I haven’t much experience, my himself William Spencer.”
“
1
told
you,
”
replied
Billy,
“
that
bej
NORTH WALDOBORO
ward. after explaining how the emeralds
"Yes, sir," said Mr. Tarbeaux.
CLARRY HILL
came Into his possession, Billy accepts the exhaust silencer.
fore tomorrow it will either be a com lady,” lie said, “hut I think it's a
Bertrand de Jussac moved away
position of chauffeur to Lady Erythea,
British
custom,
too
—
sometimes."
“
I
was
right!"
ejaculated
Billy.
Ormon
Ludwig
of
Orff
’
s
Corner
was
plete
crash
—
or
all
clear.
”
seeing in the situation a promise of a way
With two such recent examples at with the air of one retreating from a a caller here Saturday.
Mrs. C. K. Jackson is spending a
"Here they crashed again—or the en
out of the embroglio.
Aimee nodded.
band,
her ladyship felt unable to con situation with which he had no con
Mrs. Fred Calderwood and Miss Mar week in Rockland, the guest of her
gine
gave
out
for
good.
And
they
CHAPTER XIV—Realizing what her
“I see. That means, in the first case,
cern. He lit a cigarette as lie went, jorie Burgees, after spending a few sister, Mrs. Belle Thorndike. Eva Rob
father's visit to Jervauix would mean. ! came tbe very way I did myself. And that I’ll be exploded—broken—done tradict him. She looked at him stead
Aimee goes secretly to her home, disables
lly, wondering why she felt no resent but once on the far side of the rhodo weeks in Massachuesetts. have returned bins is keeping house for her during
the family auto, thus preventing has jour one of the two was lame—dead lame. for—”
- I her absence.
ment. There was something so re dendrons, Monsieur de Jussac begat home.
ney, and induces a parlormaid to let her I One sure tiling—they couldn't have got
"No!” said Billy, sharply.
Mrs. Hazel Ross and Mr. Simmons
Rev. George I}. Davis and family
to move with uncommon swiftness.
hike her place at Jervauix.
markably
disarming
about
Billy.
far that night. And if they weren’t able
“It does, though. But in the second,
spent Thursday with Mr. and Mrs. Ran of Rockland called on relatives here
“
Is
he
on
the
premises
at
the
mo

CHAPTER XV.—Alexander recognizes to ride the thing, what did they do if things go better—I shall just be
“What you tell me, Spencer," she
last Sunday.
dall Teague.
f
ment?” said the visitor.
Aimee as the woman on the motorcycle
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Smith of Warren
back at Scroope, In a sort of mild dis said at last, “places a new aspect oa
Mr. and Mrs. D. O. Stahl are in
which ran into the Lambe carriage, de with it?”
“
I
do
not
know,
sir,
”
replied
Mr
spent last Sunday with bis grandpar
nouncing her as "Calamity Kate.” Geor
He hurried to the far end of the grace—stood in the corner. That’s the case. It Is, I suppose, within your
Camden for a few days.
gina divulges Aimee's identity. Hearing
discretion to engage yourself to a Tarheaux witli cold reserve, eyeing
Mrs. L. II. Oliver and Mrs. Virgil ents. Mr. and Mrs. George Jameson.
her story, Alexander consents to keep the field, where the last of tlie tracks had nothing much. I’m used to it And
tlie police cur. “If you wish to set Morse were visitors in Waldoboro
E. H. Clarry slaughtered a hog last
secret.
failed. He hesitated, and glanced to there you are! Well, the curtain’s soon young woman if you wish to do so
her ladyship—"
Thursday tliat weighed 425 pounds.
Thursday.
The
situation
In
which
I
found
you
wards
the
distant
crag-pits.
going to ring down. Our partner
CHAPTER XVI.—Alexander finds him
Marion Smith is working for Mr.
“I do. Inform her at once, If you
W. L. Teague made a business trip
led me to suspect mere irresponsible
self very much in love with Georgina.
“Wliat should I have done myself— ship—"
Page on the lumber lot he purchased
please,
that
the
police
are
here.
”
to
Warren
Wednesday.
philandering—a tiling most stringent
Billy turned to her quickly.
CHAPTER XVII —The approaching vis- , if I hadn’t known the ground?” he
Mr. Tarbeaux went Indoors, Jeavinq
A. G. Wales of Portland was af G. of F. C. Millay.
4t of Alexander's sister. Lady Diana (who, thought. “I'll try here first."
Mrs. Charles Rivers of Branch Mills
“Is finished,” continued Aimee quiet ly forbidden within the precincts of the visitor on the step. It was some B. Walter’s last week.
of course, knows Aimee) brings Conner- j
Less than a hundred yards to the ly, looking out across tlie park. “I Jervauix. Admitting the seriousness little time before Lady Erythea lier
nation to the two girls.
Mrs. Nellie Winchenbaeh and daugh was here recently'buying shag cats.
of your Intentions.” she continued
Mrs. Annie Miller visited relatives
CHAPTER XVIII.-Another visitor to ' right was a' clump of brushwood, shan’t be able to ride the Sphinx for
self catue to the entrance, grim and ter Alice and Mrs. Maude Mank visit in North Warren Thursday.
ed the former's parents, Mr and Mrs.
Jervauix is the Vicomte de Jussac, Di- J growing alone, a little oasis on the you, Billy. Pm sorry about that. It with returning indignation. “I am still forbidding, ear-trumpet in hand.
Glenwood Ross has gone to North
ana's suitor. Diana recognizes Aimee and bare field.
unable to consider your behavior dec
W. I'. Teague, last Wednesday.
would have been fun.”
threatens to denounce her.
“I ant Detective-Inspector Ark Mrs. Fred Flanders of Winslow’s Carolina where he expects employ
orous.”
Billy caught his breath.
The bushes masked a narrow clay
wright, from Scotland Yard," said tlie Mills called on her aunt, Mrs. Cather ment in a blacksmith shop.
CHAPTER XIX. - Interested in the
“I was very careful to choose a
“You mean," he said slowly, "that I
Siiring is surely coming—the seed
visitor. “I wish to see your chauf ine Walter, Sunday.
I-amhe collection of armor, De Jussac, i pit, twenty feet deep, that had been
place
just
outside
the
park
boundary,
during the night, tries on a suit. Diana, i delved in times past to bring up the shan’t see you again?"
feur, my lady—William Spencer.”
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Starrett of War books and chicken catalogues have be
investigating an alleged ghostly appari- I heavy marl subsoil and spread it over
my
lady,
”
said
Billy
gravely,
“
and
1
“I mean that. How can you? Our
“Fob what purpose?” said lier lady ren spend Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. gun to arrive.
tion. meets him. He declares his love,
was obliged to make use of tlie small
and is accepted. Aimee finds them to tlie sandy field. It was now complete little holiday is over, Billy.”
ship,
examining him Icily through her Frank Teague.
gether and binds Diana to secrecy con ly cloaked with brambles. Billy pulled
His fingers closed on the turf on amount of free time at my disposal." lorgnette.
Mrs. Frank Sprague spent Friday
SEARSMONT
cerning her affairs
Lady
Erythea
drew
a
long
breath.
them apart, and saw something gleam either side of him, and dug deep.
“Tliat will transpire as soon as 1 with Mr. a\id Mrs. William Flanders.
“
I
am
making
unprecedented
allow

Roland Genthner of Winslow’s Mills
“I understand. It's up to me. ToJ. Fred Robbins
Begun in January 25th issue, Back ing dimly at tlie bottom of tlie pit.
liave seen him," said Arkwright a
was a Sunday caller at George Eugley’s.
The death of J. Fred Bobbins took
It was the buckled frame of a big morrow—we don’t even know each ances for you. Spencer,” she said, little sharply.
numbers can be supplied.
“since 1 cannot forget how far 1 am
place at their home on February 4
tw in Indian motorcycle.
other.”
A face peered down cautiously
after a long illness. His age was 61
With a whoop of triumph Billy
He let go the turf, and caught her, indebted to you for the recovery of from a second-floor window. It was
(Continued)
years and 9 months. He Is. survived
my emeralds. If I was under a mis
clambered down the steep side of tlie hands.
CHAPTER XXI
tlie face of Aimee, very white ami
by his wife and two sons, Frank and
apprehension as to your conduct just
pit and disappeared through the bram
“Aimee!”
scared. Site drew back quickly be
Robert, who live in Massachusetts, and
now. It was natural. I will say no
bles. He remained below some time.
“Billy!”
A New Partnership.
hind tlie window curtains, one hand
one daughter Eva Lasse-n and three
Before either of them knew how It more. But I gather from tills event clutching and kneading them tightly
"It rains all Hie time in this coun
When at last he emerged and stood
brothers, ail of this town.
that you will be leaving my service In
try,” said Billy, discontentedly, "except on tlie brink, Billy’s face was rather happened, he had her in ills arms.-'
ns she listened.
•>
Abel Heal
“
I
can't
let
you
go
!
”
said
Billy
wildJ
any
case,
so
I
will
mere
’
y
give
you
a
when you want it to."
pale, and his eyes troubled.
The death of Abel Heal, occurred at
“Does this mean.” said lier ladyship
week
’
s
notice
—
if
you
are
willing
to
He addressed the remark to the dry
‘‘Great Caesar's ghost!" he said. ly. "You're the darling of the world.
h!s home February 4. Mr. Heal has
witli distinct hostility, “tlmt you pro
been in poor health for a number of
and unresponsive soil. Billy’s attitude “Who’d liave expected this? Now—if , The loveliest, brightest thing tliat ever stay so Ion
pose to arrest my chauffeur? If not.
Yes, I guess I shall lie quitting
years, but was as well as vtSual, at Ihe
at the moment was unusual. He was I can jiick up the other track, I'll have breathed. -Aimee—do you think—you
what do you mean? He is tlie man
time being able to do.the chores, and
rather soon,” said Billy, “but I'll lie
could try and loYe me?"
close to the footpath along which he tlie game in my hands!"
who restored the emeralds to me,
ate three hearty meals that day. He
“Love you?” said Ahnee, trembling. very glad to serve your ladyshijt In
hud wheeled the Sphinx, after the en
lie hurried in tlie direction of the
when tlie police failed to achieve any
was found deed in lied about 41 P. M.
the meantime, and I hope I'll give sat
counter with the motorcycle thieves on distant crag-pits, then suddenly pulled "Who could help loving you. BlUy!”
thing whatever, and I liave complete
He leaves a wife and one son Everett.
isfactlon.
But,
may
I
take
it
tliat
you
He
held
her
tight
andkissed
lier.
the night of the burglary.
up short and glanced at his wristconfidence in him. If that really is
His age was 74 years and 7 months.
“I was so frightened—” said Aimee, won't put It across—-tliat you will not
That event was now many days old, watch.
The Boys’ and Girls’ Club held their
your intention, it is my opinion you
in a stifled voice.
say anything to—Anty?"
yet no rain had fallen in the meantime
“Aimee!" he exclaimed.
first meeting in Victor Grange hall
are nhout to make fools of your
"Frightened—!" He held her tighter.
“I liuve nothing more to say in the selves.”
and here and there the truck of the
He had an appointment with Aimee
Monday.
“That you’d be frightened—”
matter whatever.” replied her lady
Sphinx’s tires was faintly visible in nt five, and an urgent one. It- was alInspector Arkwright looked botli
“Me!”
X ship abruptly. “But you must under
the dried mud—to anyone who had un- ( ready past the hour. Billy set off at
surprised and irritated.
SOUTH SOMERVILLE
usually good eyes.
a run. and In ten minutes reached the “—of being sentimental," panted stand that the conduct of botli of you
“I am here with full authority, m.v
w\ll have to be rigidly circumspect
"If they’ve got a Scotland Yard [ rendezvous. Aimee was there already, Aimee.
B. W. Bartlett visited his son Erlady," he said abruptly, "and my task
Billy felt stunned.
sharji down here now," reflected Billy,1 In a rough serge walking-cloak and a
anil correct.”
ville in West Jefferson- Sunday.
is to clear this matter up. Out of
“If you knew what I've been,
"and he goes over the ground, it's just ■ Snooks hut trimmed with calico vioBilly twinkled.
Merle Day is working for Alton
consideration for you, I liave come
“IVe shall be careful to give your
posslble he might see what that fool lets. In spite of the costume shtf through,” he said a little hoarsely,
Weilman, in West Washington-cutting
here
quite
openly,
and
what
m.v
in

luspector at Stanhoe never tumbled to. I looked vividly lovely.
“this past week—trying not to let you ladyslilp no grounds for complaint,”
wood.
tentions are I must ut the moment
Archie Hibbert of Washington was a
he said.
That there were two motorcycles, and i
“Mr. Chauffeur,” said Aimee. severe- see it!”
keep to myself.”
Sunday caller at Sam Bartletts'
He kissed her again—more than
not one, at the place where Jack the ly, “I don't know if you think I want
Ludy EryUtea hail a vague impres
"It Is Spencer's afternoon off, I be
A. A. Bartlett was In Augusta two
(Timber got ditched. If they were to to waste my afternoon oft like tills. once. Then be sat back. Ills head In sion that Billy wns laughing at her. It
days last week, where he attended the
a whirl. There was tlie longest jiatise whs stratlger still that slie did not lieve," said Lady Erythea coldly. “I
track up the Sphinx now It would be You're late.”
Legislature in the interest of State
do not tliink he is on tlie premises.”
mighty awkward. They’d soon con
“I'm sorry,” panted Billy. "Came as yet; a silence that seemed intermi seem -to feel any resentment.
roads in this town.
Tlie
Inspector
wns
plainly
taken
nect her with Aimee and me. But I quick ns I could."
nable.
“You may go!" she said, with a ges
Cod Liver Oil, Rum
aback by his recejition. His lips tight
guess It's an outside chance."
They were recalled to earth by a ture of dismissal, t
“What are you looking excited
Watch for tha “Jack
Tlie slight impression of a tire mark, about?” she said, eyeing him suspi staccato noise.
and Honey
Billy siilnted'-aiid walked away. ened to a thin line. Just then a po
Rabbit” on tha
a little to the right of tlie path, caught ciously.
“Yap! Yap! Yap! Yap! Yipe- She watched ids tali figure till it had liceman on a bicycle came riding rap
Build up a reserve power to
idly along the drive. It was Constable
road. They art
his eye. It had passed over a soft
"Oh—just seeing you,’’ blurted Billy. yipe!”
Polson.
withstand cold and exposure.
mole hill, and was clearly defined.
increasing.
SOLD EVERYWHERE
’Tliat isn’t true. I’ve never seen you
"Beg pardon, sir,” lie said, dis
Billy paused, and inspected it with a look excited before. You’ve found out
Those in a run down condition
-H"H III I IF 11 l-l-l-l-l I I I 111 I 1
mounting and saluting the insjiectnr,
new interest. The fashion of his something. What Is it?"
are most susceptible to colds and
“liave you found tlie man you are
countenance changed; he went down
Billy paused.
sickness.
••
IOGENES Looked For an •
looking for here?"
on hands anil knees, and looked very
“It’s true. I have found out some L
1) Honest Man. If He Had I'
BAKING POWDER
Pleasant Io lake and harmless.
“Why?” said Arkwright abruptly.
closely indeed.
thing," he said quietly, “but there's
"Well, sir, I know him by sight, of
Been Vise Enough to ;;
, FOR SALE BY
"Snakes!” exclaimed Billy. He rose, more to do, and I haven’t quite all tbe "
you use /ess
A. C. JONES
cojjbsc,” said I'oison in a lower vo'fc
Advertise
He Could
and quartered tlie ground carefully for cards in my bands. It’s the most amaz
C. W. SHELDON,
Rockland
—“the- cliattfleur. 1 mean—null ns I
a considerable distance in either di ing stunt yet. I’ll tell you about it L Have Sat Still and Waited For L
WHITNEY
&
BRACKETT.
Thom
’
tn
5 Talbot Ave.
Those small yds ill Tlie Courier; J Honest Men to Come to Him. J ’ Gazette are read by every body. That came qff ll: > Ktonlioe road awhile ago,
BOY-NTON'S PHARMACY Camden
rection. Tlie ground was too hard to tlie moment I’ve got it set."
I
saw
s'Stm-'.HK'v
like
him
crossing
tbe
Rockland, Maine
And at all other Good Drug Stores
show any continuous track. But mole
Aimee looked at him wistfully.
is why they are so' popular and
forty-acte field and going towards tlie
4011 II III I IIIIIHI1HW effective.
IG-t May 3
hills were plentiful, and some way fur“I don't think you ought to have anj
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Owl’s Head Man Visits Arling Must Be Renewed Before First
ton Cemetery and the Maine
of April—Read the Condi
Memorial.
tions.
Editor ot The Courier-Gozettee:—
Aft I promised .the Courier-Gazette
readers to describe my trip to Arling
ton Cemetery I will endeavor to ful
fill my promise. Taking the electric
train at 12th street for Arlington, I am
carried over the long bridge across the
beautiful Potomac River.
At the stop In' front of the main en
trance to Arlington Cemetery I alight
from the train and enter by the Fort
Myer gate. The first section contains
the graves of officers of the Civil War
and earlier conflicts.
Section after
section of the grounds Is dotted with
plain white headstones with the number and name only as “6629—U. S. N.,”
and beneath this number the name of
state from which the soldier came as
"N. Y.” or "Me.,” etc.
From here 1 iwostip" "Meigs avenue"
and it is amazing to note the number
of brave men who gave their lives for
their country. From the "Meigs ave
nue" section 1 pass on to the Arlington
House, built in 1802, which was oc
cupied by George; Washington, Parke
Custis and Robert E. Lee. From the
portico a wonderful view of the Po
tomac and of the city of Washington
Is beheld. On the south side of the
house is the Temple of Fame. This
bears the names of Washington,
Lincoln, Grant. Farragut and several
others. Jn the hall of the Arlington
House I stopped ahd re-read the Get
tysburg Address, which is lettered in
bronze and whose sentences take on a
different aspect amid these surround
ings.
I now walk out to the Monument of
the Unknown Dead which marks the
common resting place of 2,111 unident
ified soldiers who died on the battle
fields of the Civil War. 1 copied the
inscription from the stone.
It fol
lows:.—
"Beneath this stone repose the hones
of two thousand, one hundred and
eleven unknown soldiers gathered af
ter the war, from the fields of Bull
Run and the Route to the Rappahanock.
Their remains could not be
identified, but their names and deaths,
recorded in the archives of their coun
try and Its grateful citizens honor
them as of the noble army of martyrs.
May they Rest in Peace.
Sept. A. D. 1866."
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GILCHREST
WORKS

4. Mi-6-Na, that's the name of the
best prescription ever written for in
digestion or stomach distress. Guar
anteed by all druggists.—adv.

/

f Augusta, AjT.OOa. m. J7.30a.m., 1’.10fj.ru.
’ Bmgor A§7.0J a in. 17.30a. in., fl.10p.m.
Btth A|7.00 a. ra., t7.30 a ra.. 11.IO p ra.15 .”>0 p. m.
,
Boston. A §7 00 a. nr, t7.30a.tn, fl.lOp.n.
Brunswick A|7.00 a. ra., 17.30 a. i:i.« jl.10
p. in . tf» 30 p. in.,
Lewiston. A$7.00a. m. i7.30a.ni., tl 10 p m.
New York 11 10 p. m.
Portland Ag 7.00 a. tn , 17. Ml a. in., tl.IO p tn.,
15.30 p ir..
Waterville A17.00 a m.,17.30a.m. 1*.10p.m.
Woolwich. |7.00 a.m.. 17.30 a. in., 11.1 Op. in..
15.30 p. tu.
1 Daily, except Sunday
§ Sunday only.
A Passengers provide own ferriage between Wool
wich and Bath.
•
D. C. DOUGLASS.
M. L. HARRIS.
9-24-22 V. P. & Gen’l Mgr. Gen’l Passenger AgL

Licenses to-sell milk in the State ex
pire April 1, 1923. All milk dealers,
under Chapter 37, Section 5, of the Re
vised Statutes, whose license after that
date for which renewal applications
have not been made, and who are still
selling milk, will be doing so unlaw
fully and at their own risk. Milk in
spectors are continually being called
upon to assist in filling and approving
these applications.
In order that all licenses may be re
newed hefore April 1st, applications for
renewal are being mailed to all dealers
Feb. 15 or as soon after this as possi
ble. A supply of application blanks
will be sent to each milk inspector In
due time. This will allow sufficient
time to have all applications in the'
i’tate Dairy Inspectors’ office beforp thp
expiration of the 1922 licenses.
It will be noted that most of the
questions on the old application have
been eliminated. In place of these
questions the license is issued subject
to the accompanying conditions. It is
planned by the Dairy Division to visit
each licensed dealer some time during
the year in order to assist as it can in
obtaining satisfactory methods ot proouction and handling of -milk and
cream, to offer suggestions, and where
necessary to require-that the conditions
of the license be complied with. Vio
lators of these requirements will be
liable to the revocation of their license.
It is hoped that local milk inspectors
ran accompany the State inspector op
these visits thereby working together
more efficiently.
The State department issues to deal
ers no license unless the application
has been signed by the milk inspector
of the town where the product is sold
if there is one. It is recommended that
to comply with the duties of the local
inspectors as established by Section 13
of Chapter 37, requiring inspectors
shall keep a record of parties selling
milk and .cream within 'their Jurisdic
tion, that a list be compiled from the
applications signed by the inspector.
There has been conislderable confusion
in the past as to who is a dealer. Sec
tion 5 of Chapter 37 very clearly states
that "Any person—who shall sell or
deliver milk or cream as a business to
—any person—hotel, restaurant, board
ing house or public place, shall be con
sidered a milk dealer” with the excep
tion of "milk or cream delivered to a
creamery, butter or cheese factory." It
is considered that the terms "as a busi
ness” includes all persona selling to a
tegular customer whether in quart
quantities or more and whether deliv
ered or not, inspectors are requested
to notify the inspectors of all violations
ot these provisions.

Another monument of interest marks
the resting place of the designer of the
city of Washington. Inscribed on a
bronze tablet thus: "Pierre Charles
L'Enfant, engineer, artist and soldier,
who under the direction of George
Washington designed the plan for the
Federal City. Born in France Aug. 2.
* e e e
1755 and died while on a visit there on
June 14, 1825 and Interred there. ReCondition* of License
interred in Arlington April 28, 1909."
Licenses to sell milk or cream in the
I now pass through the garden down State of Maine are issued subject to the
across a valley and begin my climb to following conditions:
the top of a hill where looms the won
Cows: No milk or cream shall be
derful white marble amphitheater pro sold from a known reactor to the tu
vided by Congress as an enduring berculin test, o.' that show disease of
memorial of the heroic dead. The any kind.
*
building, which is turfed and open to
The udder and the flanks of all milch
the sky "has a seating capacity for sev cows shall be kept clean.
eral thousand persons. It is In the
Stables: Barns shall be light, well
form of a complete circle, and to gaze ventilated and clean. Floors, walls and
upon its wonderful architecture one ceilings shall be tight and free from
would think at first It was a wonder dirt.
ful temple. On the west side of cornice
Manure shall be removed from the
is the following lettering: “DULCE barn and disposed of in such a way as
ET DECORUM EST PRO PATRIA not to be a source of danger to the
MORI Arlington Memorial Cemetery. milk, either as a breeding place for
Anno Domini MCMXV.” On the di- files or otherwise.
dect east side of amphitheater is the
Milk-Room: A milk room shall be
grave of the Unknown Soldier, a pure provided that is kept clean, light and
white tomb. It is not inscribed as yet. well screened; no other materials shall
but I am told a bronze plate is to be be kept therein nor shall it be used for
placed on it soon. I next pass to the any other purpose than the handling
west side where stands the mast from of milk.
the Battleship Maine; also two bronzeThe milk roam shall be free from
cannon and one of her anchors. The contaminating surroundings.
mast stands on a granite pedestal re
Utensils: Bottles, cans and all milk
presenting a turret on the sides of this ing utensils shall be sterilized each
pedestal is lettered the names of the time before using, with boiling waAer or
Maine’s crew Who perished. On the steam.
’
stock of anchor is a bronze tablet read
Handling Milk: All persons handling
ing: "U. S. S. Maine, blown up Feb. milk shall have their hands and clothe!
15, 1898. Here lies the remaine of 163 clean at time of milking.
men of the' Maine's crew. Brought
No milk sold shall be handled by
from Havana. Cuba. Re-interred at persons having a communicable disease
Arlington Dec. 28, 1899.” On the gra such as typhoid fever, scarlet fever or
nite pedestal supporting the mast is diphtheria.
carved, "Erected in memory of the of
No milk shall be strained in the tieficers and men who lost their lives in up; it shall be cooled immediately after
the destruction of U. S. S. Maine at being milked and stored at a tempera*
lure not over 55 deg.
Havana, CUBA.
No bloody, stringy or unnatural milk
February fifteenth, MDCCCXCVIII.”
This completes my visit to this shall be sold.
Forrest A. Barbour.
revered place, where rich and poor,
State Dairy Inspector.
high and low, all meet beneath the
common sod.
My next visit will be to Mount Ver
SOMERVILLE
non, George Washingtons’ old home.
Regards to all The Courier-Gazette
Mrs. B. D. Brown, Miss Sylvia Brown
readers,
and Miss Ethel Bailey were recent vis
James A. Collins,
932 Nbrth Carolina Avenue, S. E., itors of Mrs. Caro E. Turner.
Maurice York of Wlndsorvilie was a
Washington, D. C.
recent business caller in town.
Miss Florence Dodge of China was a
WASHINGTON
recent guest of Miss Sylvia M. Brown.
Dexter Turner of Palermo, C. D. Tur
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Hibbert and ner of Windsor, Mr. Rollins of Cooper’s
little son and Alvin Howes were the Mills, and R. W. Clifford of China were
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Hibbert recent visitors of F. A. Turner.
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. N. W. Brown of Weeks’
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Overlook went to Mills visited at B. D. Brown’s Sunday.
Union Monday on a combined business
Miss Marie Turner was a Sunday
and pleasure trip.
guest of Ida and Charlotte Colby.
Rev. E. J. Webber of Union, the pas
Colby Bros, are lumbering on tho
tor supply of- the People’s M. E. Church Wing lot, so called in China.
of this place, preached another very
C. F. Brown is 111.
able sermon here Sunday afternoon.
His theme was "Self Satisfaction." Mr.
NATIONAL SURETY COMPANY.
Webber is a very convincing and inter
New Yer*. N. V.
esting speaker and any who do not
ASSETS, DECEMBER 31ST. 1922
hear him are missing a rare treat. He Rea! Estate ................................... $
18,299 70
is not only a very pleasing and able Mortgage Loans ............................
91,296 27
speaker but an excellent singer. Ev Mtrtgage Luana .......................... 2 60(1,060 Op
and Bonds ....................... 21,014,706 01
erybody should make an effort to hear Stocks
Stocks and Bunds Appreciation.
876,942 85
him next Sunday afternoon.
Cash In Office and Bank..........
1,651,636 41
3,599,736 52
Willard Ware was quite badly hurt felse Balances ............ 1.........
49.396 28
Saturday while sliding down the roof Rills Receivable .........................
Interest and Rents
...............
233,813 40
of a flat-roofed shed. He struck his All olher Assets .........................
1,414,202 21
head on tbe ice cutting a gash in his
Cross Assets ............................. 331,452.023 26
scalp.
Deduct Items not admitted........
769 676 83
A large gathering of frienda and
I
------------------ !
members assembled at Masonic Hall
Admitted Assets ........................ 330.682.346 43
LIABILITIES. DECEMBER 31ST, 1922
at Washington and -witnessed the in
Net I npatd Losses ...................... 3 4,616,395 48
stallation ceremonies of Fond-du-Lac Lnearned Premiums ....................... 9,751,14930
Chapter, O. E. S„ Friday evening. The All oilier Liabilities .......................
1.861,63707
following office -s .were installed in a Cash Capital ................................. 10,000.000 00
Surplus over all Liabilities........
4,453,164 58
very able manner by past matron Edith
A Overlock, assisted by B. K. Ware,
Total Liabilities and Surplus. 330.682,346 43
20 Til-26
grand marshal, and Nellie Crocker,
grand chaplain: worthy matron, Nellie
Lincoln; worthy patron, Willard E.
Overlook: associate matron, Emma
Enslln; conductress, Augus’a Cramer:
associate conductress, Francis Crooker;
MONUMENTAL
secretary. Edith A. Overlock; treasurer,
George W. Cramer; Adah. Ida Hatch;
Ruth, Vlnnie Bowes; Martha, Marion
Mitchell; warder, Nellie Crooker: sen
Successor to A. F. Burton
tinel, Odell BoWes. After the installa
tion ceremonies all repaired to the ban
quet hall and did Justice to one of those GRANITE AND MARBLE
suppers that the Eastern Star ladies
CEMETERY WORK
know so well how to provide.
Main Street

THOMASTON. MAINE
10-tf

CENTRAL RAILROAD'

Eastern Standara Time
Twains Lemve Rockland row

SERVICE TEMPORARILY SUSPENDED
OWING TO ICE CONDITIONS

Qjou can buy

Eastern Steamship Lines, Inc.
BANGOR

LINE—WINTER

SCHEDULE

STEAMSHIP BELFAST

Leave Rockland Mondays and Thursdays at
6 00 P. M for Doat^m.
Return-Leave Boston Tuesdays and Friday*
at 5 00 p. M Leave Rockland Wednesdays and
Saturdays at 5 00 A. M.; Camden 5 45 A. M.J
Belfast 7 15 A M.: Bucksport 9 00 A M;
due Winterport 9.30 A M
Return—-Leave Winterport Mondays and
Thursdays at 10 00 A M. for Boston and way
landings, due the following morning about
7.00 A. M

Tire Qualify
at a Low Price

A

MT. DESERT

BLOEHILL LINES

BAR HARBOR LINE

Leave Rockland Wednesdays at 5 A. M for
North Haven Htoninglon, Southwest Harbor,
Northeast Harbor, Seal Harbor, due Bar Har
bor 11 A. M.
Return—Leave Bar Hurbor Thursdays at 8 0t
A. M for Rockland and way landings.

The Diamond people, builders of the famous
Diamond Cord, make a tire for lightweight

BLUE HILL LINE

cars known as the Double Diamond. A quality

Leave Rockland Saturdays at 5 A. M for
Dark Harbor, Bggemoggln, South Brooksville
Surgentvllle, Deer Isle, Brooklin, South Bluehill, due Bluehlll 11.45 A M
Return—Leave Biuehill Mondays a.t 9.00 A.
M. for Rockland and way landings
Al Boston connection Is made via the Met
ropolitan Line express freight steamers for
New York and points South and West.

tire through and through, as only Diamond

knows how to make—At a Price Astonishingly
Low!

We can vouch for the service and de

MAINE STEAMSHIP LINE
Portland-New York Freight Sendee

pendability of this sturdy tire because we saw

Direct Freight Service between Portland and
New York Is resumed from the New Butte
Pier, Portland. Me.
Through rates and direct track conneotlooa
with Maine Central and Grand Trunk Rail
roads
F. S SHERMAN, Supt , Rockland, Maine.
R S SHERMAN, Agent. Rockland. Maine

what Double Diamonds did on the road last
year.

Give us a telephone ring and we’ll tell

you what a Double Diamond costs.

Vinaihaven & Rockland
Steamboat Co.
KNOX COUNTY MOTOR SALES CO.

The direct route between

ROCKLAND, MAINE

ROCKLAND. VINALHAVEN, NORTH HAVEN*
STONINGTON AND SWAN’S ISLAND

CAMDEN AUTO SALES CO.
CAMDEN, MAINE
TeL 333

WINTER ARRANGEMENT
(Subject to change without notice)
IN EFFECT 5.30 A. M. MONDAY, JAN. 8, 1923

Ferd Sales & Service

Leaves Swan's Island dally except Sunday!
at 5 30 A. M. for Stonington, North Haven,
Vinaihaven and Kockland
Returning leaves Rockland at 1.30 P M., for
Vinaihaven. North Haven, Stonington, and
Swan’s Island.
W. S WHITE,
General Manager.
Rockland, Maine, .lan’y 6. 1928.

IDiamond
Wes

Professional & Business Cards
Drs. T. L. & Ruth McBeath

Osteopathic Physicians

DOUBLE

38 UNION STREET. ROCKLAND, MAINE
HOURS: 9:00 A. M. TO 4:00 P. M.
EVENINGS S. SUNDAYS BY APPOINTMENT

Telephone 136

DIAMOND

E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
Office VINAL BLOCK. THOMASTON
Offlc, Hour,: I to 3 and 7 to 9 P. M
Residence until 9 A. M. and by Appointment
Tnlashsncs: Residence. 41-4: Office 149

H. V. .TWEEDIE, M. D.
vis of Augusta and Mrs. Ernest Demmons of Rockport. He also leaves five
grandchildren. Funeral services will be
Mr. and Mrs. John Newman returned
held Saturday afterjicjpn at 2 o’clock at
Monday from a busintss trip to New his late residence, Rev. A. F. Leigh of
the Methodist church officiating. In
York.
The regular meeting of Harbor Light terment will be in Sea View cemetery.
Chapter, O. E. S.. will be held Tuesday
evening, Feb. 20. A picnic supper will
Men’s Outing Flannel Nightshirts
be served at 6.30.
31.50, this sale 98c.
The Dumahqua Society was very
Men’s Heavy Leather High Top
pleasantly entertained Monday evening
Rubbers, 33.98, this sale price, 33.25.
at the home of Mrs. Paj line Oole.
The W. R. Corps w/ celebrate Lin
Men’s Heavy Fleece Lined Under
coln's and IVashingtty
ashingtty t, birthdays Fri
r rt- wear, all sizes. Regular price 31. this
the/
A. R. hall with sale. 75c.
day evening at the
Just arrived. Lino Floor Oilcloth,
exercisf which were postappropriate exerci
poned from Tue^ y evening on ac- short lengths, regular price 65c, this
storn.. Supper will be sale. 35c
count of th storiV
served after the entertainment, and a
Ladies’ Heavy Outing Flannel Night
good time is anticipated.
dresses. 31.50. this sate, 98c.
The Twentieth Century Ciub will be
Full.line Children's Gingham Dresses,
entertained Friday afternoon at the all sizes, half price.
home of Mrs. E. O. Patterson, Amsbury
Boys' and Girls’ Fancy Golf Hose,
Hill.
regular 81, sale price 79c.
... *
Children's Fleece Underwear. Reg
Albion M. Grant
ular 65c value, sale price. 49c.
Boys' Union Suits, Heavy Fleece
Albion M. Grant, aged 66 years, died
suddenly Tuesday night at his home Lined, regular 31.25 value, now 89c.
Ladies’ Long Woolen Golf Gloves,
cn Mechanic street. Mr. Grant had
lteen suffering for some time witli asth regular $1, sale price, 49c.
Ladies’ and Children’s New Spring
ma and heart trouble but was at his
place of business Tuesday, leaving early Hats. Trimmed, direct from New York.
in ihe afternoon for his home. He has Get our prices.
Men’s Heavy Sweaters, 34 value, this
teen a resident of Rockport about
twenty years where he has been en sale 32.75.
36-ineh Outing Flannel, regular 26c
gaged in the shoe rpairing business.
He was a well known citiz-n, kind value, sale price 18c.
Men's Caps, regular value $3 and 32,
hearted and respected, devoted to his
home and family. He leaves besides sale price. 31 and 31.48.
Men’s All-Wool Hose, 75c value, 59c.
ills wife, four sons and two daughtrs.
Chester A., Percy L„ Elijah I and Earl GEORGE R. DEERING CO.. Rockport.
P., all of Rockport; Mrs. Kenneth Jar
19-21

ROCKPORT

“ TJ'AITH builds a bridge from this world to
A the next” — the final tribute to those who
passed over is in the hands of loving friends.
In that time of greatest sorrow, you receive
from the funeral director assistance requiring
high professional skill and the use of facilities
and equipment far more varied and complete
than you may have previously realized.

Yet the spiritual necessities of this hour tran
scend the technical. His deepest concern is to
give to each detail that touch of thoughtfulness
v.hich makes every act an additional
expression of your faith, respect
and love.
Reproduced by permission of The Cincinnati Coffin Com
pany from a copyrighted message which appeared in The
Saturday Evening Post of July t, /jai.

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.
Undertakers Sines 1849
Nig!.* Telephone 781-W ROCKLAND. Do Telephone 450.

Cothie Cross. Svmbol cf Faith. Gothic Border.
Utssctr
eln-en Copyrighted 1922 C. C. Co.

A HEAVY DECLINE
Shown Last Year In the
World’s
Shipbuilding —
America’s Drop Greatest.

tion was less than 5 per cent, of the
whole. The gross tons of output for
these years compared with the British
production was s follows, Lloyd’s Reg
ister states:
Great Britain
United
States

and Ireland

1,932,000
... 276,000
1913
1,620,000
...4,075,000
1919
Nearly 2,000,060 tons less of merchant 1920
2,055,000
...2,476,000
1.538.000
.. 1,006,000
vessels were launched by the shipyards 1921
1,031,000
... 119,000
of the world in 1922 than in 1921, says 1922
British yards, it will be noticed, last
a statement just issued hy Lloyd's Reg
ister of Shipping. This sharp decline, year produced about 900,000 tons less
than in the year before the war and
the statement adds, brought the pro their share of the world’s output is still
duction figures for last year to almost below the pre-war figure, although a
900,000 tons below the figure for the gain was shown last year over tbe pre
vious year in this respect. In 1913, the
last pre-war year, 1913.
British production was 58 per cent, of
Last year's decrease was sharpest in the world total. In 1919 it was only 22
American yards in comparison with the per cent.; but in 1920 it rose to 35 per
total for the preceding year, tihe decline
cent. It remained at the latter figure
being 887,000 gross tons, as against in 3921; but last year it increased to 42
507,000 tons for Great Britain and Ire per cent.
land, and 4SO.OOO tons for all other mar
The output of other than British or
itime countries. Lloyd’s Register gives American yards represents a much
the following table showing the com greater percentage of the whole now
parison beween the two years, the fig than it did before the war. In 1913 the
ures representing gross tons:
preportion of the total output produced
1922
1921
by the smaller maritime nations was 33
United States............ 119,138 1,006,413 per cent. In 1919 it was only 20 per
Great Britain and
cent., but ill 1920 it rose to 22.7 per
Ireland ................. 1,031.081 1,538,052 cent., in 1921 to 41.4 per cent., and last
Other countries......... 1,316,865 1.797.214 year to 53.4 per cent. This gain was
almost entirely due to tlie activities of
World total ........ 2,467,084 4,341,679 the German shipyards. And while Ger
The progressive decline of American many in 1913 launched nearly 1,500,000
shipbuilding is illustrated by the fact tons iesst'hanOreatBrltajndid.last year
that while American yards launched she was within 500,000 tons of the Brit
532 tons less than the British yards in ish total, and her output was much
1921, the margin was widened to 911,000 greater than that of any other mari
tons last year. In 1921, the shipyards time nation and nearly live times the
of this country launched 790.000 tons American total.
World construction of tankers showed
less than other countries excluding
Britain, but last year the gap was In a sharp decline last year, launchings of
this class of vessels aggregating nearly
creased to nearly 1,200,000 tons.
700.000 tons less than for the previous
• • * •
year. The British total showed a slight
The volume of world shipbuilding as gain, but the American production was
a whole, Lloyds Register points out, greatly reduced.
was last year only about a third of that
of the record year, 1919, since which
time there has been a steady decrease.
The world total for the last pre-war year
and the four post-war years has been
as follows in gross tons:
A RELIABLE
1913 .......................................... 3,332,000
1919 .......................................... 7.144,000
COMMISSION HOUSE
1920 .......................................... 5,861,000
*1921 .......................................... 4,341,000
1922 .......................................... 2.467,000

DRESSED

CALVES

Germany Forges Ahead
While practically every maritime
LIVE AND DRESSED
country in the world during the past
year, as compared with the previous
one, Germany continued to forge ahead,
POULTRY
her production being second only to
that of British yards. Launchings in
Gemany during 1922 were 525,829 gross
EGGS, APPLES, ETC
tons, as against 509,604 tons in 1921.
The output for both years is above the
pre-war figure of 465,000 tons and rep
resents a total of more than a million
PROMPT RETURNS
tons of new German vessels. Nearly
25 per cent of last year’s total produc
tion is represented by the German out
put alone. And in addition the ship
yard:; of Danzig during the year
T.
WHEELER CO.
launched 49,435 tons. In 1913 the Ger
man output was only about 15 per cent,
of the total for the world.
93*101 Clinton Street
in 1913 American shipyards produced
only 8 pel-cent of the world total; but
in 1919 57 per cent of the aggregate
BOSTON
output was produced in this country, or
tee-sf-Tb
more than Great Britain and all other
nations combined. In 1920 American
ENGRAVED CARDS-Call at Una office and
yards' work represented 40 per cent, of
the total; but in 1921 there was a drop examine styles. It you already hare a plaid
bring It In aud let ua print you cards la latest
of 23 per cent, and last year's produc size. THE COL’BIEB GAZKTTK.

H.

Diseases of the Eye;
Refractions, Etc.
407
Hour,. 9 to
Retidence, 21
Office

MAIN STREET
12 A. M.; I to 5 P. M.
Fulton Street. Tel. 391-J
Telephone 493-W

W. A. JOHNSTON. REG. PHC.

JOHNSTON’S DRUGSTORE
COMPLEE
DRUG
AND
SUNDRY
LINE.
SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
PRESCRIPTIONS.
KODAKS.
DE
VELOPING.
PRINTING
ANO
EN
LARGING.

370 Main St.. Rockland. Me.
THE SILSBY HOSPITAL
E. B. SILSBY, Surgeon
—and—
X-RAY OPERATOR
SUMMER STREET, ROCKLAND
Telephons 123

GEORGE W. FOSTER

Dealer in Pianos
Fine Tuning
75 Cedar Street. Tel. 572-M.
ARTHUR L. ORNE

Insurance
Successor to A. J. Erskine

A Co.

417 MAIN ST. - • ROCKLAND. ME.

FRANK H. INGRAHAM

Attorney at Lav
SPECIALTY: PROBATE PRACTICE
431 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
Telephone*—Office 468. House 603-W

EDWARD K. GOULD

Attorney at Law
COR. TILLSON AVE. and MAIN FT.

L R. CAMPBELL

-Attorney at Law
Specisl Attention to Probate Matters
375 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND. ME.

A. C. MOORE

Piano Tuner
With the Maine Musio Company
Estate of Ellen F. Ayer

NOTICE
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on
the sixteenth day of January, 1923, he was duly
rp|M luted administrator, with the will annexed,
of the estate of Ellen F. Ayer, late of Rockland
In the County of Knox, deceased, and on Jan
uary lGtli, 1923, was qualified to All said trust
by giving bond as the iaw directs.
AT persons having demands against the es
tate. are desired to present the same for set
tlement, and all indebted thereto are required
to make payment immediately to
RICHARD A RHODES,
Port la ud, Maine.
February 5, 1923
Feb 8 15-22

Alt He Could Say for Them.
Two fatnoUH actors, novices at the
game, were playing golf.
They wers
gradually but surely reducing the turf
to on approximation of a plowed field.
Finally their caddies felt tliat the/
could stand it no longer. One turned
to tlie other witli: "Hid you say them
two are actors, Jim?” “Yes, Jo," ad
mitted tlie second, anguish and apology
struggling in Ids voice. "Well," said
the first, "all I can say is they mlfbt
make good scene shifters."

' (. .very-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, February 15, 1923.
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THOMASTON
Mr. and Mrs. Russel! Gray expect to
leave for New York Monday where
they will have a bnoth at the New York
motor boat show'.
There will be a basketball game in
Watts hall Saturday evening—Rock
land boys and girls vs. Thomaston hoys
and girls.
Mrs. Earl S. Wilson of Camden was
in town Wednesday.
Mrs. Julia Miller and Mrs. Laura
Sleeper of Waltham, Mass., were in
town recently enroute to Tenant’s Har
bor.
Owing to the illness of Mrs. Jennie
Harvey Peroival the dancing class and
assembly were omitted this week.
Word has been received here of the
death in Beaufort. S. C., of Mrs. Frank
Robinson Fales. formerly of Thomaston,
and the oldest daughter of the late Hon.
Edward Robinson. If she had lived
until April she would have been 101.
The Beta Alpha enjoyed a social
evening and accomplished much work
at the home of Miss Helen Carr on
Monday evening. Valentines were the
source of much merriment and re
freshments were served.
On account of the storm the schools'
held a half session Tuesday.
Bowdoin Grafton left this morning
for Boston where he will spend sev
eral days.
A. D. Davis is passing a few days
in Portland.
Lawrence Sawyer is at home from
Rates College.
The class parts of Thomaston High
School have heen assigned as follows:
Valedictory, Lorinda Orne: salutatory.
Constance Bowes; first oration. How
ard Beattie; second oration. Evelyn
Kalloeh.
Aliss Constance Bowes is visiting
friends in Portland.

Change of Management Sale—Com
mencing Saturday, Feh. 17. at Pills
bury’s Dry Goods Co.. Thomaston.
See hand bills—Adv.

A few winter Conts to be dosed out
at a big sacrifice to make room for our
spring stock, which is already on the
way. Davis Garment Shop, corner Main
ar.d Elm streets, Rockland.
20-tf

A BIRTHDAY PARTY
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
As has been the custom for some
years, the friends of Mrs. Oscar Blum
and friends of our late daughter. Alice
J. Hodgkins, met at our home Feb. 12,
to celebrate the birthday of Mrs. Blunt
—and it was a grand success. They
came eight in number, of Thomaston's
prominent young women, each laden
with something to eat—baked beans,
sour krout. birthday cakes, ice cream;
and one can imagine the kind of a
time we all had. gathered around the
supper table. Mrs. Blunt was remem
bered with gifts and cards, a large
basket of fruit, a box of beautiful
flowers from the Gen. Knox Chapter.
D. A. R. These friends have the love
of Mr. and Mrs. Blunt for their many
kind acts, both now and in former
years. Those present were Mrs. Lutie
Nelson, Mrs. Hattie Hastings, Mrs.Jennie Harrington. Mrs. Gertrude Studley.
Mrs. Lizzie French (Rockland), Mrs.
Mary Bunker. Mrs. Blanche Vose, Mrs.
I-illa Ames.
Oscar Blunt.
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HAMBOKE’S MEDITATIONS

JOIt

c—
A 6EMT MAN
yiJTiPDY

PLEASE REMEMBER

T

6ITTIN'

HOWS

LONG

a

AH

PESE

Deposits

MYSTERY

in Everybody's Column
Advertisements in this column not tn exceed
;hree lines Inserted once tor 25 cents, & times
tor rffi <eats
Additionr.I Huts 5 cents each
for c»».e time, 10 cents 3 tinias. Six'tfrordA inah
». line
....
T

ME

MIS

times, but law',

HAT Dividends are declared by this bank in

March and September of each year.

AX

May McAvoy

T'

Lost andFound

4

LOST—Bob tailed tiger cat. four white paws,
white under neck. FRKUEUIUK WALTfc, 165
Broadway. Tel. 392-M •
15-tf

7)

Wanted

made on or before the

WANTED—Position as stenographer. graduate
•f Bryant & tttrattntt. School. No experience.
, U xs.>Mc ST |, | ?. .
j.

FIRST DAY OF MARCH
Will draw interest from that date for the full

"Who IS that important-looking
! stranger?”
■'He styles himself the advance
I guard of prosperity. lie Is here to
j address tlie business men of our
i town.”
“The hotel proprietor doesn't seem
to believe he's the advance guard of
| prosperity. He lias just refused to
’ cash tiie stranger's check.”

dividend period

THOMASTON SAVINGS BANK
Thomaston, Maine
LEVI SEAVEY. President.

WANTED—Young woman jvani.s jHMlUnn ai
•tiographer or bookkeeper. Address •’X,” care
t -COURIER-GAZETTE.
20*22
WANTED—New milch cow.
HOOKHR ST.
Thomaston, lie. Tel. 185-2.
20*22
WANTED Girl for kitchen work at Newcas
tle House Addrm FRANK JACOBS, Newcas
tle. Me Box 51.
20-22
WANTED—"Experienced -wood cholqier. C 11.
COLMAN. Warreu Maine. R F. (». 1, Box 113.
20*22
WANTED- Girl for housework, middle aged
woman preferred, would take younger girl.
BURLEIGH MANK, Warren. Me R No. 1

A BIT SKEPTICAL

J. WALTER* STROFT. Treasurer

SAFE DEPOSIT VAULT IN CONNECTION WITH THE BANK
CopyngM.

' in The Young Diana." adapted for the
WALDOBORO
I silver sheet by Albert Capellani and
-----i Robert Vignola from Marie Corelli’s
A. E" Boggs wasin Portland last [ popular novel. Miss Davies will pe
week.
I supported by Forrest Stanley. Macklyn
L. A.W. Clark of Damariscotta Mills : Arbuckle and Pedro De Cordova. Evwas in town Friday.
, ery one will wish to see the young star
Mrs. E. R. Hunnewell of New York is I who hos made .-uch a great success in
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. 1. G. ; “When Knighthood was in Flower."
I{rp,l,
, "The Young Drana" will be shown SatF. A. Hovev was in Portland Friday ■ urday night.
and Saturday.
j One of the most impressive installaArthur Tee! of Rangor was in town , tlens ever held ir. town took place
Thursday.
j Thursday night when the oflicers of
Thaddeus Orne of Boothhay was in King Solomon's Lodge F. & A. Al.,
were installed by D. D. G. AI. George
town Wednesday.
At a meeting of thc classified towns . Cowen assisted by William G. Igtbe
of Waldoboro. Jefferson Bremen and j as marshal and Fred G. Simmons as
Nobleboro held in the library Saturday . eh ..plain. The .i stallation was attendaftRrnnon, Rev. II. I.. Shenff of Exeter ■ • o by about 150 members and guests,
was elected superintendent of schools. 1 The following officers were installed for
Mr. Shreif is well known in this vicinity j the ensuing year: Thomas E. Leavitt.
having preache) in the Congregational VV. AI.; T. C. Ashworth. S. VV.; Fred L.
(hurch in Newcastle for several years. Burns. J. VV.: I. Gardner Reed, treas
He will move here the first of March urer: Clinton E. Matthews, secretary:
and at that time will take up the duties Harlow I. Genthr.er, S. D.: Ralph P.
Stahl. J. D.; Fred S. Simmons, chapnf his new posfi'On.
Alden Gleason of Framingham. Mass., i lain; William (J. Labe, marshal; Stacy
IE. Castner, 8. S.; Herbert Al.
is in town.
At the races <n the ice Saturday af Schwartz, J. S.; Clarence VV. Eugley,
ternoon Main Time and Jimmie Odi I tvlei. At the close of thc installation
The bail Mrs. Thurlow’s ice cream and cake
winners.
i.rr.e were cas
'viather prevented many horses from I were served.
The Woman's Club was entertained
neighboring towns taking part. Another
race will be arra-'gedin the near future. by the president. Mrs. Mary C. Hovey.
Mrs. Ella Achorn entertained the Su Tuesday afternoon. Mrs. Lovell consannah Wesley society Monday night. t'ihuted a most interesting paper se
The Susannah members always have lecting subjects from the “Survey,” the
enjoyable meetings but this one was truth of which she brought home to
unusually pleasant. Mrs. Achopi served her hearers in her usual pleasing manlunch during the evening to which Miss rer. Mrs. Ida Stahl read an article
Jessie Keene contributed a birthday from the Woman’s Home Companion
cake gleaming with candies. This was entitled. "Madam, What Is Your Mar
in honor of Miss Julia Kaler’s birthday ket Value?” This dealt with the ques
and came entirely in the nature of a tion of woman in politics, showing of
surprise to all concerned. Seventeen Itow much real money value her pres
members were present and enjoyed ev ence means, either in the home or in
the world outside. The next meeting
ery moment of the evening.
Thc delightful picture, “The Dictator," will take the form of a social afternoon.
-iven las: work in the Star Theatre will Mrs. Stahl will entertain nnd will be
be followed this week by one fully as assisted by Mrs. Brummitt and Mrs.
I leasing. Marion Davies will be seen Mavo.

McC>u(«

Syndicate

No Help Yet.
“Did you telephone the plumber that
the hot water pipes are leaking?”
“Yes. m.v dear."
“What did he say?'
"He said he'd put us on his waiting
list.”

.

Lions.
t.ittie Mary (watching cutis play) —
Mamma, will they he men when they
grow up?
Mamma—No; what makes you think
that?

Little Mary—I heard uncle yesler
day say lo papa, "You were some lion
when you were young."

The Help Problem.

Cralison—So you can'! get along
with the <ook. eh? Why don't you
treat her as an equal?
Hls Wife—1 tried to. hut she
warned tne that I wa^ getting too
familiar.
A Roundabout Way.
Missus—Why du you always ask me
to sing when Mr. Smathers comes
here?
.Mister—Well, yon see, I don't like
that fellow; yet I don't feel like tell
ing him outright to go.
Struck the Right Combination.
Edith—So you are going to marry
for love, are you? Don’t you think
thut Is foolish?
Maud—Oh. no. You see I liad sense
enough to lall in love with a million
aire.

Significant Gesture.
“You have some large, heavy paper
weights on your desk."
“Yes." said the editor of tlie Cliiggersvllle Clarion. “Rv laying my hand
caressingly on one of these weights I
have frequently cooled down un irate
subscriber who came in here with the
intention of using me for a floor mop.”
Up Against It.
"Smith," said the visiting artist, “If
you can’t make your studies und land
scapes sell, why don't you try working
in tlie nude a little while?"
“I'm right on the verge of ir.” said
Smith dolefully. “I don't think Ibis
last suit of mine will stand much
more wear I"

Fot Sale
Charming May McAvoy, the popular
"movie” star was born in New York
City and was educated in the public
schools of that city. She started her
screen career in 1918 and since that
time has been seen in some of the
leading pictures. Miss McAvoy is four
feet, eleven inches tall, has blue eyes
and light brown hair.
-------- O---------

THE RIGHT THING
at the
RIGHT TIME

By MARY MARSHALL DUFFEE
WHEN

TO

TELEPHONE

Accommodation.
It is a bad plan that admits of no
“Do you expect Hint hill you have
modification.—Publius Syrus.
Just introduced to become a lav.?"
“No," answered Senator Sorghum.
T X THESE days almost every sort
"If 1 thought it liad a chance I 1 T of invitation comes to us over the
No Sale.
What was that man cursing about wouldn't have Introduced it. it was telephone. A few years ago it would
I .lust met coming out of your offlee? one of those occasions on which it have heen regarded as in bad form
He liad a book he was offering only seems perfectly safe to oblige a to ask friends to dinner in this way
:o our best people, and 1 suppose he friend."
and a hostess would not have invited
.vas revising my place ou the list.
her friends to a card party over the
(elephone, but now in most sets and
Too Busy to Grumble.
in most localities this sort of thing is
First Business Man—1 bear your
permitted.
tew manager's a hustler.
However, there are objection, to
Second Business Mnn—Yes, thank
tlie telephone invitation at any time
'oodness. He hasn’t got time to gruntThere is always the chance that it
de.—London Answers.
will not he correctly understood and
little misunderstandings have been
R. V. Colling-is prepared to assist in
known fo result from the misunder
making income tax returns. 375 Main
stood telephone invitation.
Street.—20-tf
Then there is some difficulty in having practically no time to decide
CAMDEN
whether or not it is really possible
LOOKS SERIOUS
to accept an Invitation.
Another
"Me brudder wanted me to see if
tentative engagement may be pending.
you’d be engaged dis evening?"
A few winter Coats to he closed out
The busyt mother sometimes has first
CASH GROCERY
TELEPHONE 316
“What a funny way for hlmt to
nt a big sacrifice to make room for our
to find out whether or no? she can
spring stock, which is already on the
propose
41 OCEAN STREET
get some one to whom she can en
way. Davis Garment Shop, corner Main
trust hpr children when she is gone.
a cd Elm streets, Rockland,
20-tl'
Musings of a Motor Cop.
MAIL AND TELEPHONE ORDERS CAREFULLY FILLED
Sweet Hortense lias gone too far
The man has to see whether he can
ln debt, ’tia plainly seen
he sure not to have to work that
WARREN
AT HASKELL'S
While she's paying fnr her car
night. And it is not always agreeable
She can't buy gasoline
Al. Sheldon has concluded his work
to have to explain these difficulties,
at the Georges River Power house and|
or to sa.v, “I will see whether I can
Not Worthy to Be Mentioned.
will be succeeded by Charles Saunders. —;-----uncxppctPilly)— come and will let you know in half
Ilubby (enterini
Mias Celinda Spear spenpart^f, Extra Largg Qrape Fruk each
au hour or tomorrow morning
10c
Wlint are you doing?
last week with her niece,
Whereas when one has a written in
Wifey
—
Writing
nty
memoirs!
60c
nard Creamer.
Extra Large Oranges, dozen
vitation, although the answer should
Hubby (startled)—Wlint! Your me
Maurice Kalloeh of North Warren
Shorten i Eating Apples, 7 for.................................................................. 25c
Ite prompt and unconditional, still
mnirs!
lias entered the employ of Al.
& Son.
Wifey—Don't lie alarmed; there- llieje is time to think tlie matter over,
Best All Round Flour, per bag.............................................. 95c
In business tlie telephone often is
Mrs. Newell Eugley is ill.
nothing at all about you!
used when it would be far better to
Howard Norwood is substituting
- Fresh Killed Chickens, 5 to 6 lbs. average, per pound .'. . 38c
filling carrier at the woolen mill.
|
.
iisend a written message. So it is that
A Candidate for Art.
Leonard Gammon ha.« resigned as i Smoked ohoulders, any size, per pound.................................. 14c
"What makes you think your boy some concerns will not take an order
T,ichar*ttHy»VfeeinhOe
' Newly Corned Beef, per pound......................................... 8c
Josh might be a motion picture actor?" for certain kinds of work unless It is
"Well," replied Farmer Corntossel, written. For tlie written request or
The Ladies' circle of tbe Baptist | Stew Beef or Pot Roasts, per pound........................................ 15c
ehurch will meet in the Montgomery| p^rL. R„ao,Q nnl,nfJ
??r. Chnnc nm.nrl
?Sr
"Josh must be good for something, order is a guarantee, a pledge between
looms on Thursday afternoon at 2 i rorK IXOaStS, pOUna................... LLQ, V>nops, pouna......................ZJC
and he has tried 'most everything the two parties concerned. If there
is any disagreement concerning the
o'clock, supper wm be served at 6 p. | Fresh Pork Liver, pound............ 10c; 3 pounds................... 25c
else."
m. It Is expected that Mrs. J. M.
nature of rhe order the written letter
Remick wil! entertain, following sup
stands as a good way to settle the
Pure Lard
Sliced Bacon, pound................. .... 38c ’
Three Things to Remember.
per, with a reading.
question, while with the telephone
..........
25c
1
Hamburg Steak, 2 pounds ....
pound 16c
Think of three things; whence yon message there is not even the satis
A few winter Coats to he closed out
mine, where you are going, and to faction of having a third person as
at a big sacrifice to make room for our
whom you must account.—Franklin.
Fresh Eggs, per dozen......................................................
witness to the transaction.
.pring stock, which is already on the

FOR SALE I.unilipr from which thp booths
thc Food Fair were built Apply to A. IV.
CRKfiORY
l».|f
FOfi SALZ—Correspondence Law Course of
Amtrlran Extension t'nirersip, worth $200,
sell for $.'il. Transferable to tuner with
.mis io complete course A. 1‘. ICICHARP
n\. ;»0 Main Si , .Rockland >
17-22
FOR SALE New bungalow at the ('reek ou
Main street. Thomaston Also fully equipped
hoe repairing shop and dwelling with garago
en Green street. Thomaston. Wil! sell the shop
ith or without tools Easy Terms. CHAS. E.
NIEMI. Green St.. Thomaston, Me 14*Th-2O
FOR SALE—Hou.se aud lot at 45 Grove St .
formerly occupied by D. L. McCartey. Inquire
of (’ M HARRINGTON
15 tf
FOR SALE -Farm in Warren three mil's
from Thomaston. S3 acres, new barn, good IV.
>ry house, farm all stocked, 3 cows, 1 heifer.
I pair horses. 50 hens, 1,000 cord wood and
some lumber KNOX REAL ESTATE CO., 2‘«‘»
.Main St Tel 3TC-M.
15-tf
FOR SALE- 4 upright second hand pianos
STUDLEY S FURNITURE STOKE, 283 .Main
Street, Rockland.
|«-tf
FOR SALE—A horse. InqUire at UKOPLE’H
iAUNDR^ Limeroek Street.
5-tf

FRANK O. HASKELL

f

Cash Prices for FRIDAY, SATURDAY, MONDAY

way Davis Garment Shop, corner Main
: nd Elm streets, Rockland.
20-tf
Change of Management Sale—Com
mencing Saturday, Feb. 17. at Pills
bury's Dry Goods Co., Thomaston.
See hand hills—Adv.

ST. GEORGE
Change of Management Sale—Com
mencing Saturday. Feb. 17. at Pills
bury’s Dry Goods Co., Thomaston
See hand bills—Adv.

SOUTH WARREN
Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Wood attended
the play last Friday night in Glover
hall, Warren.
Capt. James Creighton of Thomas
ton, who has been at 8. H. Creightons
for a few days, has gone to New Jersey
to join his wife who is visiting thenson there.
Mrs. Linwood Beal, who has been
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. John
Spear, for two weeks, left Friday morn
ing for her home in Phillips.
Chesley Lord of Wells Depot is visit
ing his uncle. Charles Libby.
At the meeting of Good Will Grange
Thursday night the resolution in regard
10 the tax on gasoline was discussed.
The speakers were L. R. Bucklin. S. U.
Norwood, L. B. Wood. O. A. Copeland.
Willard Hahn. John McDonald, T. W.
Marshal! and Herbert Kenniston.
Good Will Grange officers were in
stalled Thursday evening by Past Mas
ter O. A. Copeland. Worthy Master
i'red Fernald, und Ceres. Evic Ferliald. were unable to be present on ac
count of sickness and will be installed
later. At the close of the installation
a box of chocolates was presented to
brother Copeland by Estlied Newbert
lirolhei Copeland by Esther Newbert.
lie surprised l»ut lie certainly was this
time. Visitors were present from Maple
Grange, Warren Grange. Seven Tree
Grange, and White Oak Grange. A
baked bean supper was served.
Chocolate cakes with while frosting
artd white calces with chocolate frost
ing, all of the best cooks' production,
ere sold at a reasonable price at the
Cafe at the Food Fair.—adv.

Fancy Creamery Butter, per pound...........................

.... 60c

Granulated Meal, 10 pounds...................................................... 25c
Whole Head Rice, 4 pounds................................................... 25c
California Pea Beans, quart............. 15c; peck.............. $1.00
Yellow Eye Beans, quart............... 25c; peck................ $1.80

Log Cabin Maple Syrup, can....................................................50c
Pancake Flour, package............ 18c; 3 packages.............. 50c
Graham Flour, 5 pound packages, each................................25c
Large Packages Rolled Oats, each..........................................50c
2 pound Boxes Ribbon Candy, each....................................... 35c
Peanut Butter Kisses, per pound............................................ 20c

Snow Ball
Pop Corn
4 pkgs. 25c
Cape Cod
Cranberries
quart 20c
No. 9
Wash Boilers
each $2.50
Potatoes
peck 30c
bushel $1.15

3 packages
Anchor Dates
25c

Baker’s Chocolate
Cake l 5c

Sun-Maid
Raisins

Bulk Cocoa
3 lbs. 25c

I 5 oz. pkgs. 18c
3 for 50c

Cream Tartar
Compound
pound 20c
10 lb. cans $ 1.80
N. O. Molasses
gallon 60c

Seeded or Seedless

Oysters
jar 40c

Finnan Haddie
lb. I 5c

Pure Cider Vinegar
gallon 40c

Boneless Herring
pound 25c

Corn Flakes
4 pkgs. 25c

Bloaters
each 5c

SAME PRICES ON OTHER GOODS AS LAST WEEK
INCORPORATED 1870

THOMASTON SAVINGS BANK
OF THOMASTON, MAINE
LEVI SEAVEY, President
J. WALTER STROUT, Traasttrer
Deposits Start On Interest tha First of Each Month
118-tf

The Store Where You Save Money
Everything advertised in our adver Large Grape Fruit, 3 for ...................
tisement of Jan. 18 remains the same Extra Large Oranges, dozen ...........
low prices except the articles below Fancy Eating Apples, 8 for ...............
Cape Cod Cranberries, quart ...........
which changed slightly in price:

Pot Roast, lb. ....................... 15e and 18c
Chuck Roast, lb..................... ................. 12c
Round Steak, lb................... ..................22c
Top Round Steak, lb......... ............... 30c
Eoncless Corned Beef, lb. ......... 12e, 15c
Newly Corned Beef, 4 lbs. ............... 25c
Hamburg Steak, nice and lean, 2
pounds ................................................... 25c
Pig's Liver, fresh, 3 lbs...........................25c
Fat Salt Pork, lb...................................... 17c
Pork Roast, very lean, lb.....................19c
Pork Chops, middle cuts, lb............... 21c
Swift's Premium Ham, sliced to fry
lb................................................................. 35c
Smoked Shoulders, lb............................. 14c
Smoked Hams, weighing from 10 to
14 pounds each, skinned, nice, lb.... 18c
Boneless Cottage Hams, lb.............
C
Compound Lard, lb................................. 13c
Swift’s Jewel Compound Lard, none
better, lb................................................ 16c
Swift’s Jewel Compound, 8 lb. palls,
each ..................................................... $1.30
Swift’s Pure Lard, lb............................ 16c
Fresh Killed Chickens, lb................. 30c

Milk, fresh, sweet, per quart ............. 8c
Strictly Fresh Nearby Farmer Eggs,
dozen ........................
47c
Country Butter, lb................................... 45c
Creamery Butter, new, fresh, made in
Maine, lb................................................ 58c

Galvanized Iron Wash Tubs, No. 1 55c
Galvanized Iron Tub, No. A, each....40c
. 5 gallon Oil Can, galvanized Iron, full
of oil, the whole thing only....... $1.75
Galvanized Iron Coal Hod large size 50c

Pop Corn, every kernel pops, 4’/2
pounds ................................................... 25c
New Korn Kakes, 5 lb. box . .......... 38c
Candy of all kinds, 2 lbs.......................35c
New Bloaters, large size, fine quality,
7 for
25c |
Pink Salmon, 2 cans ............................ 25c I
Royal Baking Powder,large can ... 38c |
medium can ......................... r............. 20c I
New Seeded Raisins, pkg..................... 15c
New Prunes, lb. ........................................ 15c
Hawaiian Sliced Pineapple, large
can ...............
30c ]
Bulk Rolled Oats, 6 lbs......................... 25c
Granulated Meal, 8 lbs...........................25c
Large Spanish Onions, 4 lbs............... 25c

We have bought an odd lot of For
mosa Oolong Tea (we tried it and it Is
very good) while it lasts 4 lbs..........$1.00
(Will refund money if not satisfactory)

Before you buy your weekly supply
of groceries be sure and look over our
advertisement of Jan. 18, and save
money by trading with us.
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FOR SALE—Xew unit second hand bolters,

10 io Co b p. Horizontal and nprigtit. Rub
ble for portable mills, factories, boat shops,
bolsters, etc. I. L SX’OW f'll , City
3-irFOR SALE—1910 Appeison Touring; excel
lent condition throughout
Price |35». A C.
JONES. 5 Talboi Avenue, Rockland.
Thoce
57S-R

To Let
TO LET -Furnished rooms and hoard at 17
WATER STREET. Call at side door
19-21
TO LET Garage and storage MARTHA F.
TITUS, 9 Water Street.
19-21
TO LET—Four furnished rooms, convenient
kitchen, at 27 Pacific Si. Inquire of I,.
5 It EWER. 39 Park Street.
17-rf
TO LET—Apartment, six roomn and bath
iir.pletely furnished, at 78 MASONIC ST
Call 413 or inquire at above address. Rent
reasonable
16-tf
TO LET—A little item of a five room fur
iirsh^d apartment. .Mum be seen to he ap
preciated Apply to R. U COLLINS, 375 Main
Street, Rockland. Maine.
15-tf
TO LET Furnished room at lo PLEASANT
STREET
155*ff
TO LET -Furnished house on Mechanic
<treet—on car line. R. K. SNOW. Tel 490 or

148-tf

TO LET—5 room tenement; good location,
r. CHASE, 45 Middle St. Tel 665-2.

_____ __ ____________________________145-tf

TO LET—Nine-rootu tenement; good localon
L. F. CUASE, *5 Middle Street. Tel
165-2.
128-tf

TO LET—STORAGE—For furniture, stoves,
ihd musical instrument!! or anything that re
;uires a dry, clean room. Terras reasonable
< K. Five 221 Main St.. Rockland
45tf

Miscellaneous

$1000 GETS FARM—20 cattle. 123 peren.
KM.ooo feet timber, 1000 cords wood, 100 cords
pulpwood; sawmill and. village a mjle; thou
‘alk school; good markets; machine-worked
illage has grown 400 bushels pdlatoek to acre,
•uls 50 tons hay ample pasture; 50 apple trees;
•oott 10-rooin house, running water; 16-cow
am. stable. Age forcing sale, low price $4000,
hordes. 20 <-.ittie, hogs, poultry, lull implements,
ruin, separator, furniture. Jiay, potatoes, corn,
min. vegetables, Included if taken soon, only
$iooo needed. De’alls page 150 Ulus. Catalog
''elected Fa mis 33 States Copy Free. STROUT
FARM AGENCY. 2K4 DC. Warer St. Augusta,
d.
20-It
PUBLIC ANNOUNCEMENT Mrs John T
3erry of this city will represent the agency of
he “Universal” Guaranteed Brand of Food
Flavors and Extracts. No better products on
he market. All parties wishing those products
•an call in person at 15 Grace Street, or phpne
158
Goods will be delivered if necessary.
’HARLES U RUSS. Mfgr.. 602 Main St., Rock
and, Me.
15-25
FI R E MEN
AND
BRAKEKEN—Beginners
;i50-$250 monthly, no strike (which position?,
-Vrite RAILWAY, care Courier-Gazette 15*20
PORTLAND PEOPLE can find each issue of
Hie Courier-Gazette on sale at the CENTRAL
NEWS
(X) . 604 ('ongress St. This will con
1123, by McCline Newspaper Syndicate.)
.enience many who want to get the paper regtlarly.
13-tf
PALMER ENGINES- 32 different models, 2
o 75 H. P One to six cylinders. Heavy duty,
Medium duty and high speed types Also scessories and parts
Send for catalogue.
’ALMER BROS., 39 Por.tkina Pier, Portland.
Me.
12-37
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods at
he Rockland Hair Store. 336 Main St Mail
.rders solicited HELEN C RHODES lBtf
•CHRONICLES OF KNOX COUNTY,” a very
iandy 106 page book compiled by R. B. Fillnore, gives ;ho official history of the county
md a page or so is devoted to each of the
owns and two plantations Sent by mail to
ny address on receipt of 50c. Address R. B
PILLMORE. 80 Main Street Thomaston.

1424/

THE INDEPENDENT (Skowhegan) Reporter
a oc tale at J. F CARVER S. Rocklarfd

Yellow Eye Beans, very fancy, from
Vermont, just received, quart. . 20c
Aunt Jemima Pancake Flour, pkg.... 15c
Large Package Quaker Rolled Oats 25c
Baker’s Chocolate, cake...................... 15c
Bulk Cocoa, 4 lbs...................................... 25c
Finnan Haddie, lb................................. 12c
Pure Cider Vinegar, gallon ..................35c

Granulated Sugar is higher.

Lux, 2 pkgs................................................ 15c
Rinso, pkg...........5c; 22 pkgs........... $1fl0

25c
60c
25c
15c

19*21

WANTED—Chambermaid at WINDSOR HO
17-tf
TEL. City. Tel 134-W.
WANTED—Waitress, at the Bee Hive Cafe,
Linicrti.-k street.
8-tf
WANTED—35 shaggy cats and kittens, male
and female. Highest prices oaid. JOHN 8
RANLETT, Rockville. Me Tel. 352-14. 15if
WANTED—Small farm; describe buildings
location and price. RALPH MILLER, KO Schoot
tree;, Gardner, Mass.
12*23

«5-tf

Eggs and Chicks

A

LAST REF
UGE.

Hla Wife: Nev
er mind. If you
should lose every
thing you will
still have me.
D’Edbr o q u e:
That’s so. I never
thought of It. I
can put every
thing
In
your
name and
the creditors.
The Public School.
Tlie public school is more than tha

Intellectual expression ot democracy
It is the hope, tlie strength, the beauty
of democracy; its way, and truth,
and life.—Dallas Late Sharp In Har
per's Magazine.

FOR SALE—Orders t«ke:i for IHy-olii chicks
Pure bred 8. (' 11. I lteds; .Id in .State ete
aline contest 192(1. Egas for liatrhiiiK VV A
RlPbKY. ttoekland. Tel. 7.94-VV
Slf

We

KJ*
ytoi are i\r^ed
qf

Adding ^mionery*
JHE COUCJER

G«cr,t

S0CXU.NU

MAItK

French Proverb.
Those small ads in The CourierTo the living we owe some consid Gazette are read by every body. That
eration, to the dead we owe only the is why they are so popular and
effective.
truth.

:
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Every-OtKer-Day
sides. The old grandfather’s clock at
tracted much favorable comment with
Its heart pierced by the arrow on the
pendulum and original decorations.
L
There were 125 guests present who
In iddltlon to personal notes rerordlnf de united in expressing their pleasure
partures and arrivals, the department especially over a perfect evening.

KnSocialCircles

THE COMPANY WINS

R

Cards received by Fred R Spear yes- 1
terday announce thc arrival of Mr. and
Mrs. E. K. Leighton at Gibraltor last
The cantata rehearsal of the Itubin- Monday.
atein Chorus announced to take tho
Mrs. Myrtle E. Judkins of Union lias
place of the regular meeting tomorrow
has been postponed one week because been the guest of Mrs. Frank B. Miller
of the Food Fair. It will be held the past week.
rCLEPHOME

...................................................

770

promptly at 2.30 on Friday, Feb. 23, at
the residence of Mrs. W. O. Fuller.
Mrs. Huth Sanborn, whose skill Is well
known, will handle the baton so un
fortunately relinquished for the time
by Mrs. Faith Berry. Interest is ex- j
pressed in a lively hope that tho re
hearsals may proceed with regularity
and full attendance.
Miss Edith
Clarke Patterson of Camden will sing
the soprano solo part at the final per
formance of the cantata and correspondcnce Is progressing with several
artist baritones to be recital and can
tata soloists for thc Anal spring meet
ing of the club the latter part of
April.

Miss Mildred Carver celebrated her
11th birthday at her home, 52 Cedar
street, Wednesday from 4 to G p. ni.
The guests were Dorothy Magune,
Kathleen Seavey. Clara Dennison.
Elizabeth Griffin, Harriet Beaton. Lucille Egan. Myrtle Grover. Madeline
Lord, Lavcssia Richards, Helen Flan
ders, Baby Sylvia Webster. Virginia
Carver, Elizabeth Reed and Master
Charles Carver. The tables were deco
rated in valentine colors, red and white, i
with a pretty birthday cake in the
center.
Refreshments were served.
Many games were played and music
was enjoyed. The young hostess re
ceived many nice gifts.

The second in the series of dances
given by tlie Y. P. C. U. of the Utiiversalist church was held Saturday
evening at the Copper Kettle Porch.
The feature of these dances are the
social fox-trots, with the pastor, Rev.
John M. Ratcliff, acting as prompter.
Delightful music was furnished by
Emma Hartley's Orchestra.

Miriam Sewing Circle will meet with
Mrs. W. E. Stearns, 20C Park street.
Friday afternoon.

Roy Gregory of East Boston is in the
city, called by thc serious illness of liis
mother, Mrs. Irene Gregory.

The most confusing statement which
Mrs. Eeon J. White who has been il! Is made again and again by would-be
at her home with grippe the past 10 style experts returning from abroad is
•tiiat in regard to the length of the
days is again able to sit up.
skirts. When one sees statements in
Motion picture fans will be interested reliable fashion papers of interviews
to know that Bebe Daniels has been with American buyers to tlie effect
discharged from thc Roosevelt Hospi that the long skirt is finished in Paris
tal. New York, following an operation and that French model makers arc re
verting to short skirts, a feeling al
for appendicitis.
most of despair comes over the intelli
Civil Engineer O. H. Tripp, who as gent fashion writer. How such an
been in Knox Hospital for several impression ever originated it Is dif
weeks, expects to receive bis discharge ficult to tell, for Paris dressmakers
from that institution tomorrow, having have steadily and logically continued
to increase the length of the skirts
benefited by his rest and treatment.
both for street and house wear since
the fashion turned from tho knee
Vernon Stiles, prominent concert and
length skirts of three seasons ago.
operatic tenor, whose wife Eugenia,
was granted a divorce in the Supreme Since they have gradually increased
the length of ail skirts; but they have
Judicial court at Auburn two weeks
never gone to extremes, and ithis
ego, was married again in New York
policy they are still pursuing.
In
last week. His second wife, whose
street skirts, tlicy have increased tlie
name is not known here, is a prominent
society woman belonging to a wealthy length from an average of 12 in. from
the ground to 6 or 8 in.; but never
New York family. It was said she was
charmed by his fine voice when he have they shown 'Street skirts that are
sang in New York, and a romance longer than this. In house dresses, the
sprang up as a result.
Mr. Stiles' ankle length and longer have been and
still are Indorsed by every leading
whereabouts is not known to Mrs.
model maker in Paris.
George E. Ramsdell of Lewiston, who
has charge ot Dorothy Stiles, his
TENANT’S HARBOR
daughter

Change of Management Sale—Com
Mrs. Isabel Frost Floyd of Trucks
ville, Penn., arrived Tuesday night, mencing Saturday, Fell. 17, at Pills
and is making a visit of iindefinitc bury's Dry Goods Co., Thomaston.
See hand bills—Adv.
length with relatives.

MICKIE SAYS

Law Court Hands Down De-( J VOU) VO '-too v\YE
POSEJ
* (SEE £OSU, \ vOOY, S
cision Against I rustee In -AWS WKA Ej'SM Wt
©OOM. PAU9 'CAE.W- <Soe%eR\P~ ]
Foster Bankruptcy Case.

D

dealtea Information nf social bappenlncs, par
ties, musicals, etc. Notes sent by mail or
Ulepbona "ill be gladly received.

Page Seven

0
Are you missing the Radio
Concerts broadcasted from
600 stations in the U. S.
Listen at our booth at the
Food Fair. Sets—

W M Cx VOkS-<
UE!
Clerk of Courts Griffin yesterday re- | ? “(O LOOK- UVJ© -f\A' "VMW&SKj
,OE riV.' UE'XV'E.WD®" 'EVU'-AA
ceived a rescript in the ease of Ensign
jVtis, trustee iu bankruptcy vs. the
VOXYf
MBS- ,
| Springfield Fire & Marine Insurance
I Co. Tlie decision was drawn by Justice
i Philbrook, and is a victory for the i:i! surance company, the exceptions of the
j trustee being overruled Tlie decision
follows;
....

On Feb. 17,-11120, tne defendant is
sued a policy of insurance upon the
property owned by one Foster. The
| policy was tiiat known in form as the
I Maine standard policy. Thi- am unit
of the insurance was $400. Tiie prop
erty was totally destroyed l,y lire. Af
ter proof of loss was filed witii tin
ton.pany, .and txforc the company hail
l aid Foster, two creditors of Foster
brought suit, and in each suit the com
pany was named as trustee. Thest
suits were entered in the Court to
which they were returnable, tlie de- I
fendant was defaulted In each case, and !
The City Government holds a special in each ease the insurance company
meeting nixt Monday night for the was adjudged to he trut lee. Trustee |
purpose of listening to the annual re executors were issued, and upon de- '
ports of the city officials.
mend the insurance company paid to,
thc two creditors the entire amount due
R. U. Collins is prepared to assist in trom if by reason of the policy of in
making income tax returns. 375 Main surance.
Street.—20-tf
More 'than four months after tintrustee performances were begun, Fos j-nnally at Ihc time when the rights of
ter went into bankruptcy and tlie plain- the bankrupt pissed to his ‘trustee.
TURN ME OVER
i'ff was appointed trustee. The trustee Under the circumstances of 'this ease.
then lirought tins suit lo compel the Foster could not prevail in this suit,
defendant to pay him the amount of hence liis trustee cannot and tlie de
tlie insurance. The case was tried be cision < I the presiding justice of the
fore a single justice (Dunn) without court below is sustained.
jury, but reserving right of exceptions;
Littlefield fur plaintiff; Pike for de- i
thc Justice ruled that the plaintiff was fc ndent.
not entitled to recover, and exceptions
wen allowed, which exceptions bring
FRIENDSHIP
the case before us.
Revised Statutes, Chapter 91, section
Change of Management Sale—Com
T6, provides tiiat Judgment against any
person as (rustee discharges him from mencing Saturday. Feb. 17. ut Pills
all demands by the principal defendant, bury's Dry. Goods Co., Thomaston.
or liis executors or administrators for Sec hand bills—Adv.
all goods, effects and credits paid, de
Tbe mark down saie at tho C. M.
livered or accounted for by the trustees
thereon; and if he is afterwards sued Itlake Wall Paper Store is giving great
15-tf.
for the same by the defendant, or liis bargains.—adv.
ixeclitors or administrators, such jmlg- !
ment and dis|>osal of the goods, effects I
and credits as above stated, being
proved, shall be a bar to tlie action for
the amount so paid or del'vered by him.
The principal defendant in a trustee
suit has a legal interest in the adjudi
The Reliable and Satisfactory
cation of an alleged trustee’s liability
Psychic and Spiritual
to lie charged, and in a subsequent suit
brought by such principal defendant lie
is estopped by the previous judgment,
followed by a delivery or payment by
Can be consulted every Tuesday and
The \>Sale
the trustee of the goods, effects and
Wednesday from 10 A. M. to 8 P. M.
credits for whic-h he is charged.
have eaten somethin/
29 PARK STREET
A trustee in bankruptcy can recover
only such property as the bankrupt APPOINTMENTS BY PHONE, 799W
Ihat dtafree/
"
could have controlled and colic ted per136«tf

$65.00 up

HOUSE-SHERMAN
INC.

DONSON
MEDIUM

I mu^t

with, me

Mrs. Arthur Smith lias returned
from Portland, after a fortnight's visit
with friends.

Monday evening at Odd Fellows' hall
was marked by one of the most delight
ful socials tiiat the T. & E. Club have
yet given. Supper was served at 6.30
and thc members of the Club witb
hearts decorating their caps, and their
hearts on their sleeves, acted as wait
ers. The place cards were big red
hearts, and a lot of fun was had by the
different guests, frying to Hnd tlieir
own heart. The menu follows. Baked
leans, sliced ham, cabbage and fruit
salad, rolls, apple pie with whipped
cream, cake, and coffee. The floor was
immediately cleared, and Marsh's Or
chestra furnished music for the danc
ing which followed. forty-two couples
were present, with special guests from
Camden. One matched dance consisted
of mending broken hearts, and caused
a whole lot of fun. Cupid found u heart
for every man. The Liberty waltzes
were worked overtime, but were just as
popular at the end as in thc beginning.
Thc hall was decorated with heurts and
streamers of white and red. The guesis
voted it the best time yet.

Iff**-'!

A Quarter Century
Of Service

Mrs. Clara Johnson is spending the
week in the New York niilllneiy mar
kets.

Joseph H. Wiggin who manages tlie
Kittredge Pharmacy, received a post
card yesterday which made hts mouth
-water. It was sent by William W.
Spear, who is in Phoenix, Arizona. Mr.
Spear tells of the ripening of oranges,
grapefruit and olives, and the picture
on the reverse side of the postcard en
dorses Ills statement. But what partic
ularly caught Mr. Wiggin’s fancy was
fnat Mr. Spear had just had green peas
for dinner. "Just think of that!" ex
claimed Mr. Wiggin. looking out of the
back window regretfully at a ifl-foot
snow batik.
Ml

Capt and Mrs. Walter G. Tibbetts of
Alameda. Calif., who formerly resided
in this city, arc on a South American
lour which is expected to occupy six or
eight months.
Mrs. S. B. Singleton of Waldoboro
lias been spending a few days with her
sister, Mrs. A. J. Bates at 85 Masonic
street.
A Valentine liarty of tlie nili degree
of enjoyment took place in Odd Fel
lows hull Tuesday evening. The hall
was beautifully decorated a la Valen
tine, with hearts and eupids every
where. The handsome ofiico suite of
Drs. Spear and Fogg and tlie Me
Allister law offices were used as rest
and smoking rooms.
Tables for
auction were set up and thoroughly
enjoyed in fhe larger rooms. Thc
hostesses were Mrs. B. C. Perry. Jr.,
Mrs. N. A. Fogg and Miss Carrie
Fields. Refreshments were served by
Evelyn Ptrry. Vera Studley, Vivian
Hall and Aretta. Knowlton, clad in lit
tle white aprons, with hearts on sleeves
and hair. The young waitresses were
assisted and directed hy Mrs. M. B.
Wotton and Mrs. Mary Wiggin Spear,
The Valentine feature of the evening
was stressed not only in tlie deco
rations, hut iu the dunces. Tlie heart
dunce wag. especially pretty and ill tlie
prize dances honors were awarded to
the following: Miss Esther Stevenson
and Arnold Rogers; Mrs. Fred Linekln
and W C. Ladd; Mrs. Elizabeth Otis
and S. T. Kiipbalt and Mrs. C. O
Pgrry »nd
N. A. Fogg. Music wa
furnished by Marston's six-piece or
chestra and wus particularly enjoyed
Frequenters of Odd Fellows hail
would scarcely have recognized it in its
dainty garb of red and white. The
chandeliers were covered with red
crepe find streamers ran to a11

ARCADE, ROCKLAND

FEB. 1217
DOORS OPEN—AFTERNOON, 1:30. EVENING, 7:00.
PRICES—AFTERNOON, 15c. EVENING, 25c—No Tax.

BETTER THAN EVER BEFORE—MORE GIFTSMORE MUSIC
CAKES AT THE ICE CREAM BOOTH
OF EVENTS

PROGRAM

THURSDAY AFTERNOON
loo loaves “Starlight” Bread and sonic extra special flashes
are to he given away. Ladies arc urged to conic early and get
envelopes. Watch out {or the Black Cats today.
HIGH SCHOOL ORCHESTRA______________

THURSDAY EVENING
SMOKED PEARL MINSTRELS
R. II. S. BOYS’ GLEE CLUB
ROCKLAND CONCERT BAND
ioo lull size packages of Force and 200 trial packages ol Scott
Co. lea and special premiums will be given out. Come early.

FRIDAY AFTERNOON
TINS IS POSTUM DAY—Hundreds of packages of Instant
Po.stum, Post Toasties aud Grape Nuts will he given away.
Novelty Dancing at 3, o’clock.
ROCKLAND HIGH SCHOOL ORCHESTRA
FRIDAY EVENING
100 full pound cans of “Three Crow” Coffee and 100 full
size packages of Post Toasties will he given lo thc first 200 ladies
entering. Special gifts, too.—R. II. S. Chorus and Rockland
Concert Band.

SATURDAY AFTERNOON
Samples to the ladies—R. II. S. Orchestra.

SATURDAY EVENING
Grand Confetti Carnival.—Dancing 9.30.

MONDAY, FEBRUARY

19

Community Ball. Novelty Prize Dances, 7.30-9.00, Beautiful
Balloon Dance, Contest results announced. Biggest Dance of
the season—All come.

There will be no confusion at thc entrance—Envelopes will
be given at lhe door and awards Can be obtained at booth named
inside envelope. Season tickets from students $2.00, afternoons
15 cents; evenings 25 cents. Eor the Athletic Field.

SPECIAL

FEATURES

MUSEUM OF MYSTERY AND OCCULT SCIENCE
Prof. C. Braganza—Oriental American Mystic and Crystal
Gazer—One of America’s Foremost Life Readers and Advisers.
Madam M. Melbourne of Philadelphia—Trance Medium
and Clairvoyant—lias heen thc Mecca of Philadelphians in all
walks of life for years.
Madam Naumsuit—famous Palmist, who has read thous
ands in and around Boston.

. .
DON’T MISS THEM
Eskimo Dogs—full northern equipment—will drive through
streets—Lecturer from MacMillan Expedition,
Wonderful Glass Blowers.
Smoked Pearl Minstrels.
Novelty Dancing Friday afternoon and Saturday evening.

“If a mini write ti better book
or preach a better sermon
or build a better mouse-trap
Tho lie live in tlie depths of the forest
Thc world will beat a path lo his door.'’

THOUSANDS OE PREMIUMS
Great Electrical display—livery available booth space taken
1—Restful Ice Cream Pavillion—Cake and Mrs. Thurlow’s lees—
Confetti Carnival Saturday night.

—EMERSON.
25 years ago a small druggist—in a small
town—discovered a new way—an “external"
way—to treat colds. So Vicks was born.
And for a quarter of a century, in ever in
creasing numbers, the world has beaten a path
to its door.
Until today more than 17 million jars go
out yearly to serve the people of this land.

BIG

COMMUNITY

BALL

MONDAY EVENING
Novelty Dancing 7.30-9.00.
BALLOON DANCE
EOR THE ATHLETIC FIELD

<—-

Representative Miller B. Hobbs of
Hope was in the city yesterday to sec
hls wife, who is a patient af Knox Hos
pital slowly recovering .from ail opera
tion of a fortnight ago.

COMMUNITY FOOD FAIR

PRINTS IN DRESSES

Avoid Influenza—Grip—Pneumonia
How To Apply Vicks to Help Avoid These Infections
How To Use Vicks In Case You Are Attacked
EEP, grippy colds—frequently
leading into pneumonia—have
been unusually prevalent this
winter. Some authorities insist that
they are a form of influenza, not so vir
ulent as the influenza during the first
epidemic, though they arc worse than
ordinary colds.

D

Vicks As A Proventativo

Most medical authorities now agree tiiat
these troubles arc germ diseases—common
ly spread by breathing in the germs, ir
the system is in good shape—the mem
brane of the air passages in a healthy con
dition—these germs do not ordinarily
breed.
Keep a little Vicks rubbed up tho nos
trils at all times, particularly when ex
posed to crowds. At night melt Vicks in
a spoon and Inhale the vapors, or better
still, use Vicks in a teakettle as directed
below. This treatment helps to keep the
air passages in good condition.
The Danger Is From Pneumonia

Tlie chief danger lies in the develop
ment of pneumonia.
What is needed
therefore is somethin'g to decrease the
congestion of the lungs. For this purpose
there is nothing like a rubefacient or coun
ter-irritant. as witness the use of blisters,
poultices and plasters for many gen
erations.
This
irritant
reddens
the
skin—draws the blood from the con
gested parts to the surface; the circula
tion is improved; there is a sensation of
warmtli and lhe possibility of pneumonia is
greatly lessened.

A "Quick" Rubefacient Needed

The value of tills counter-irritant effect
is greatly increased if it is produced
quiekly. Nearly every family lias its fa
vorite method—onion poultices, turpentine
stupes, mustard plasters and poultices uf
various kinds—all are good.
A very simple method is to apply tlffyvjs
wrung out in Hot water, as hot as the-pdi
tieiit cau stand. This not only reddens thc

skin quickly, but also opens tlie poles so
tiiat more Vicks can be absorbed. Some,
however, prefer to use an ordinary mus
tard plaster, as the reddening effect lasts
longer.
Get Skin Thoroughly Red •
Whatever method is used, the applica
tion should ite applied over the throat anil
chest until (lie skin is thoroughly reddened
In very deep colds, the sides and especi
ally the back from the middle of the
shoulder blades to a point just above the
waist, sliould also lie treated.
The patient should be given a good
purgative and, if convenient, a hot mus
tard fotobath for ten minutes—one table
spoon of mustard to a gallon of water.
Then Massage With Vicks
After the skin is thoroughly reddened, it
sliould be dried lightly and immediately tlie
patient should be given a brisk massage
with Vicks all over the parts.
Continue
this for live minutes.
This increases the
counter-irritant effect. Then apply Vicks
thickly over all thc parts; tiiat is, spread
it on as you would a poultice—about oneSixteenth of an incli thick or -inori—and
cover with two thicknesses of hot flannel
clot Iis.

Tlie second action of Virks, is external—
liy absorption through and stimulation of
the skin.

Repeat Treatment

When the vapors begin to lose tlieir
strength, fresh Vicks should lie applied
over the throat and chest. This to keep up
the continuous supply of vapors.
When
Ihe redness of the skin dies out. all
the Vicks remaining should be wiped
off anil tlie entire treatment repeated.
That is, the hot wet towels or mustard
plasters should lie used until the skin
is again thoroughly reddened, then mas
sage with Virks, spread on thickly and
cover witii hot flannels, just as pre
viously done.
Steam and Vapor Method
Sometimes when I lie patient is badly
clinked up, tlie vapors from the application
on the chest are not sufficient to make tlie
breathing easier.
I11 these cases drop a
tablespoonful of Vicks into a kettle of
boiling water aud allow tlie patient to in
hale the warm steam and vapors combined
for about 10 minutes.
Do this several
times a day if needed. Keep the waiter
boiling and put in additional Vicks when
ever the vapors decrease.
Put a sheet
over the patient aryl the tea-kettle, making
a kind of a tent.Take no chances with these grippy colds.
Remember, Vicks must be used freely to be
effective—and always call a doctor.

Vicks' Double Action
I lius applied Vicks lias a double action.
First, Vicks is so made that the body heat
gradually releases the ingredients in the
form of vapors. The more Vicks applied,
the stronger will be thc va
pors and the longer these
vapors will lust.
The night
Over
Million ars
Clothing sliould always be
loose around tlie neck and
tlie bed clothes arranged ill
Ilie form of a funnel. These
vapors being lighter than air.
rise up from the chest and.
if thc bed clothing is prop
erly arranged, pass by the
nose and mouth 'anil are thus
inhaled with each breath.
'-'arrytnj[_U)4). medication dithe DIRECT
x. rWctl.v thr(High tlie air passsages to the lungs.
ABSORBED
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Used Yearly

VapoRub
treatment

as a liniment

IN HALID
as a vigor

Drapery Departments Over
flowing With Patterns—
Must Be Kept Simple.

with no lilting
\ flared sleeve
lar, and ribbon
simple design.

t xcept at the shoulder,
round or standing col
lie at neck comirfcte the
Dry Goods Economist.

UNION

E. Cuinining.M of South Paris Is in
Tlie demand for prints in dresses is town superintending work at Hills’
l.lossoming with thc spring styles, ami Mills dam for the Central Maine Power
Co.
exceeding in extent and influence all
Mrs. Alice Williams and Mrs. Cora
previous requin meiits for Ibis kind of Burns called on friends ut tin* Com
mon Saturday.
fabric.
The boys and gjrls are having flue
Not only is tlie simple bouse dress,
tlie | torch aud garden frock, made of times skiing.
Alonzo B. Davis held an auction at
print; hut the hat is trimmed with it,
and the formal frock, the sports dress, II. L. Robbins’ store Friday of last
Ihe bathing suit, the beaeli wrap, tlie week and will hold another on Friday
kerchief all appear in some sort of afternoon and evening, Feb. 1C. This
printed stuff, whether it lie cotton, lin seems to be sort of a rummage sale.
en or silk. Each one flaunts in turn a All those who have articles they do
pattern grotesque or flowery, a design not care for and want to dispose of.
savoring of Egypt, Holland, Persia. In send them in or send word to Mr. Davis
and he gets them together for a pub
dia, China, England or Tahiti.
Of the first importance from a style lic auction.
E. F. Merrifield of Sanford has been
viewpoint is the India cotton print.
Garment manufacturers are using tiles- in town the past week and purchased a
prints for entire dresses and for little car load of apples.
aekets to be worn with crepe skirts or
dosses. Already some drapery depart
Change of Management Sale—Com
ments in metropolitan stores have her n mencing Saturday, Feh. 17, at Pills
pri tty well sold out through customers' bury's Dry Goods Co., Thomaston.
interest in these prints for dress pur See hand bills—Adv.
poses.
Especially interesting is tlie business
TRIFLES
done by retail drapery departments in
sellinig tlieir goods for dresses.
All drupery departments are elioek
I For The Fourier Gazette I
lull of patterns, especially florals of Ihe V he Irbies rlimigo flu? destinies.of men’
• huraeter tiiat will fill these dress de A word, a ballot, or a sorahh o« lieu;
A look, a tone, each acling as a goad.
mands. The material, whether silk or Igivc spurred us onward lo ihc higher road
cotton, is of less consequence than tlie Have urged us forward to do-belter things,
pattern. The conventional chintz de T< take our place with n<rt>lee aucb aa king'.
Anu these same things have turned our footsteps
sign that approaches nearest 1o tiie
back
sprigged muslin effect is not the most When we have traversed half life’s beaten track
desirable; rather the odd, the unusual,
is no trifle—'but of such ’tis made,
and often the near or far eastern sug Lite
And constant service leaves tlie texture frayed,.
gestion in motiff and coloring.
Until a stitch is dropped; lhe fabric worn
A trimming feature can sometimes SOon shows a rent where just, a thread whs torn
had the worn s|m>L been at oo-ce repaired
be developed from the design of tH«- And
How much of labor and uf ze.tl were spared!
print itself. If striped, it will lend it Tho spider spins, nnd toiling many a day
self to handings: or if there are flower The careless hiind the structure aweepe away.
motifs they could lie out out and ap Aud so we toil: aud then some heedless hand
plied iu the form of medallions. A lit Destroys the edifice for long years planned
tle imagination will serve here os in But still we labor, ;iskh»g for more grace
tint wc may win lhe S'otl set for the race:
oilier dire'lion .
Discouraged somNlmcs. bill ch’Ii dawning day
In addition to tlie fashion motive D
our ghwim wlfli sunshine’s brightest ray,
i'O'k of prints, ti cre is also tlie element And If the «k»y he dark the falMi and trfist Is
ours
! nf ease iu making garments of this inn That somewhere sunlight cheers the drooping
In bit, a |ioint which plays right into
flowers.
the hands of tile drapery min. By its
And
if
the rain has followed in the wake
i colorful character the print dress must IH leaden
clouds, wc know it liclpe to make
ta' kept very simple. Tiie one-piece Tiie grass grow green w ithin the meanest clod,
And
life
and
beauty soring from all flic sod.
! or (liem'isc style of fro it is ideal for it
Ko with our trials: they crc«ite a will
Tills type slips on over the head, has To
look for sunshine on each rugged hill.
just a tie-sash, short sleeves 01 no And wc will see it: tho’ sometimes ’tls laic,
sieeves at all, and merely a piping of Near sunset, when it seems the gate
Heaven is opened and there gleams
solid color or a plain bhnding hy way Of
The opale5-.eent brightof our dreams.
of trimming. Thc little jackets also nro
Bernard Aubrey Uiitnan

sample, cut straight or slightly flared,

'

Appleton, Fob. ii.
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the court that he had something to say
before sentence was passed against his
client; that he would show "the parti
san manner your Honor has shown in
And Its Four Sons, Bom On a Farm, Who Unaided this case."
The Judge instantly cried out, “Ar
rest Mr. Teller!"
Made Their Way To High Places In Financial Circles
The sheriff, who knew the game,
failed to obey the order. The court
room was on its feet at once. Nearly
(By Benjamin F. Smith of Warrenton Park)
i. II carried revolvers, as was customary
tlie face, "Tomorrow, at one o'clock, I in those days. Some of the judge's
[Continued from Preceding Issue ]
friends surrounded him and got him to
will put my men to work again."
THE COLORADO COLD MINE
"General Porter,” 1 replied, “you will the side of the room. They put him
XIII.
find me there to receive you.’ Then he through a window and into a carriage
waiting outside. He was driven down
During one period of the Civil War, departed.
the mountains to Denver that night,
For
some
time
it
had
been
noised
Major-General Pope and his army
about town among the miners that ind the next morning put into a coach
■were seriously menaced by Rebel for there was to be a clash between Porter going East to the States. He never re
ces. and Mb |or-General' Fitz-Jahn and Smith, that Porter was trying to turned to Colorado.
Porter, thus defeated in his conniv
Porter, who had a large army under get Smith’s mine, and that a contest oi
ance with the judge, was now left to
right
would
take
place
the
next
day.
his command, was ordered to advance
Consequently when Porter arrived with his own resources. The smoke contin
by forced marches to General Pope’s eight men. each had a pair of revolvers ued to come up through the cilimneysupport. Porter failed to obey orders, strapped to his belt. He ordered two life shaft, observed by all who looked
at the top of the hill. Porter and his
in that he made slow, daily advances miners to go down the ladders with
men could make no headway in trying
their
tools,
and
the
eight
men
with
re

to Pope's relief. In the meantime the
volvers followed. Then Porter was let to descend through his shaft into the
latter was attacked'by Rebel forces, down in the bucket.
mine.
He then resorted to his skill in mil
and cut to pieces with a loss of over
I was at the bottom when he arrived.
itary engineering, and began to con
ten thousand men. This was at the bat He ordered the two miners to go to
struct a building on top of the hill, ditle of Chaneellorsville. Porter was work, but I stopped them. I said 1
ectly over the entrance to his shaft.
court-martialed, and would have been would settle that matter with Porter,
When this was completed, he built an
shot if it had not been known that and at once grabbed him by the collar.
immense fan inside it. in the shape of
President Lincoln would not sign the Throwing him back against the walls
t wheel, sixteen feet in diameter. Titer,
ceatli warrant. He was, however, dis of the tunnel, reeking with mud and
he put eight men in the building, who
missed from the army in disgrace.
were to stay the day and night. They
Pcrter had friends in New York who
verc to operate the fan, which required
’■ ere interested in mining claims in
four men at a shift to turn it. The top
the district where I was located. One
of the shaft was covered up. with a
of those friends, whom I knew engaged
trapdoor to let i:m in and get down the
him to go out to the Colorado mines
ladders. By means of a fine from the
and look after their interests, and gave
fan tunning many feet down into the
him a letter of introduction to me. In
shaft, he intended that when the wheel
due time Porter arrived at the mines,
was turned rapidly, the- smoke would
and promptly called upon me with his
be forced back on me in the tunnel be
letter of introduction.
low.
I knew of his discharge from the
I r.ow remained day and night with
army, but treated him like a gentle
my men in the mine to insure a vig
man. He told me about the mining
ilant and constant watch, and take no
property he had come to look after. It
chances of being caught unprepared,
proved to be located on the top of a
’.'hen Porter's men turned the wheel,
hill about two hundred feet high, ad
the smoke would come down and al
joining the mining claims of the
most suffocate us. But if we lay on the |
Gregory Extension quartz mine.
I
bottom of the tunnel, most of the smoke
happened to own eight hundred feet
hi ng above our heads, and we could
of another quartz mine on Briggs Lode,
btealhe with some ease.
about one hundred feet distant, and
Then we would let tiie lire go down,
parallel with the quartz vein Porter
but we were always ready to start it
bad come to look after. I was working
up again whenever we heard any sound
that vein from the foot of the hill, tun
of moving up above, indicating an at
neling into it, while Porter's Mine,
tempt to come down the ladders. We
which had never been worked, was on
coulti easily detect the slightest move
top of the same hill, one hundred feet
ment up the shaft.
northwest.
Porters men made many attempts to
• • • •
descend, usually at about two or three
I took him up to the top of the hill,
('clock in the morning. Sometimes
showed him the location of the quartz Francis Smith, died 1908.-- Photographed they got down many feet, only to be
vein, and told him where I thought he
in Rome, Jan. 28, 1876.
driven back by the smoke, which we
had better sink a shaft for develop
quickly started up. They were almost
ment. On coming back to my office,
smothered at times before they could
be expressed a desire to go into my water, I cried, “You get out of this get above it, as it was driven down by
woiks on the Briggs Lode and see what mine, or I will kill you on the spot!"
the great fan.
such a mine looked like. He seemed
He. much excited, said he would go
This contest for the possession of the
surprised when he saw that ths partic out and meet me in the courts.
mine was watched all over Colorado,
ular ore proved to be a fine lot of rich
"That is right,” I replied.
resulting in many decided comments
material.
He got into the bucket. I pulled the and heated discussions night and day. j
Porter started work on the top of i ell rope, and up he went, arriving at Pcrter kept his iffort to smoke me out
the hill, where his Gregory Extension the top of the shaft. 204 feet from the of the mine and go down and barricade
claim ran parallel to my Briggs quartz bottom, covered with mud and water against me, thus holding possession.
claim. He was continuing this work When he emerged at the top of the hill But he failed, and after about fifteen or
-when, one Sunday morning, a carpen a crowd of miners and boys collected twenty days, men were seen tearing
ter whom I knew, by the name of Van there began to yell. That evening the down the building that housed tiie
Camp, came to me with a secret he newsboys, going up and down the great fan. When it was exposed to
thought I ought to know. .He said that gulch, called out. "General Lee surren view, it created many queer comments.
Porter had sunk a shaft on the Greg dered to General Grant: Smith whipped In a few days both building and fan
ory Extension about Sixty feet deep, Fitz John Porter!” The excitement in were demolished.
and then finding the vein “pinched" the mines was intense, and the town
Porter iirnneilifilely left for the East,
and not promising, had changed his was awake all night, the streets filled nd never returned again to Colorado.
course from the perpendicular to an with men, women, and chidren until
This ended the fight for a mine. If
angle of forty-five degrees, pointing late hour.
Porter had been successful, it might
toward my Briggs Lode, which he
XIV.
have resulted in compelling me. as
would reach if he continued.
Porter got out an injunction against manager for tho company, to return
It was Sunday, and no miners were me, restraining me from Interfering tl e money received from the stock
nt work. I went with Van Camp to
vith the working of his mine. I was holders.
the top of the hill and then down by- promptly haled into court and admitted
The following December, 1865. I
bucket and windlass into the works as all his ccusations. The injunction suit turned the management of the mining
far as Porter had progressed. And was held before the b'nited States Cir company over to D. D. Belden, brotherthere, sure enough I found that he cuit Court and Judge Stephen S Hard in-law of my brother Francis. Physi
bad changed the course of his shaft ing brought up from Denver for the cally much broken down, and with
to the eastward at an angle of forty- purpose. This old judge was a broken- nerves shattered, I went East to New
five degrees, and had gone ahead on down politician from Indiana who had I ork to report to the company what I
that angle about fifteen feet. It showed secured his appointment from Lincoln. had done. I never returned to the
bis intention of getting onto my Briggs He had his rooms with Porter's attor mines as manager. The money realized
Ixide. He had hired Van Camp to neys in their office building.
from their sale was the foundation of
plank up the inside of thp shaft so
The judge issued an injunction the greater fortune of the Smith broth
lhat no one could see where it left his against me, ordering me. "< penalty of ers.
mine. On striking a richer-looking the law. not to interfere with Porter’s
vein, he could work there for a year occupancy of the mine. This ousted me [Continued In Next Issue—Begun Jan.
or more, perhaps, and I would know end put Porter in possession.—a most
30; back numbers can be supplied.]
retiring about it unless I drove my tun atrocious and high-handed proceeding
nel on the quartz vein of the Briggs on the part of the court. My lawyers
5. It is logical that pouring drugs
Lode. But I would not have been were Henry M. Teller of Central City into the stomach will not cure catarrh
likely to do this, for I found the vein later United States Senator from Col in the head. Hyomei. medicated air,
stronger on going deeper.
orado. and Moses Hallett of Denver, reaches the seat of the disease. Guar
Porter’s whole purpose was as clear later Chief-Justice of Colorado.
anteed by all druggist.—adv.
as daylight. He wanted to strike a
Teller said to me, “Smith, you now
rich patch of ore where he would not Lave the court to fight as well as Por
FULL LINE OF
be molested for a year or two. and so ter."
make a good showing. And if it was
Mr. Teller.” I asked, "what do you
COLUMBIA RECORDS
discovered, he would claim that he advise me to do?"
had followed his Gregory Extension
He answered, "Fight them both to a
59c
vein. He wanted the Inside of his finish!"
shaft planked up so that miners or any
I proceeded to do this as follows. The
75c
one else going up and down his works inking of Porter’s shaft down into my
could not see the change in the direc tunnel made a perfect chimney. I saw
$1.00
tion of his shaft from the perpendic lhat by accumulating in the tunnel at
ular.
the bottom of the shaft the most in
• • • •
STONINGTON
flammable material, and toy kindling a
I told Van Camp to go ahead and fire the smoke would ascend up the
FURNITURE CO.
plank up the shaft as Porter had di- haft and make it impossible for any
L. MARCUS
lei ted. That night I called up my fore one to descend by ladder or bucket
313-315 Main Street
man and asked him who were his best from the top. I also secured several
ROCKLAND, MAINE
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workmen. I said I had derided to run pungent things to put into the tire, as
iny tunnel in the quartz vein on the these would add to the danger of at
Briggs Lode into the mountain where tempting to come down the shaft.
* • « *
my elght-houndred-foot claim was. in
oixler to see what I might find. He said
Porter, finding it impossible to get
he had good men for the work.
down into the mine, had the judge, who
The next day I went down into the remained in Central City, issue a war
mine to see at what point we should rant for my arrest. 1 was duly ar
start to drive the tunnel. We fixed the rested and taken before Judge Harding
point at about sixty feet above the in a one-story log cabin, the only
bottom of our works, as it showed such courthouse in town. When charges
rich ore there. I told my foreman to were preferred against me, 1 denied all
start work the next morning, and to of them. The trial lasted for several
keep three shifts working continuously days, and the excitement all over the
Wz
th fam
night and day. I knew that Porter, fol mines, caused by the judge’s attempt
lowing the incline of his shaft, would to oust me from the mine and put Por
ouh
foowirt
soon break into the top of my tunnel in ter in possession, resulted in filing the
•the quartz vein of the Briggs Lode,
courthouse to overflowing.
The miners pushed the work, and at
In the meantime. Porter’s lawyers
the end of two months had reached a had sent to Denver for military assist
in tfa,
point thirty feet or more beyond the ance. They urged Colonel Moonlight
line where Porters shaft would strike who w’as in command, to come to Cen
(Poit.
in upon it, I then ^topped further worjt tral City and assist the court in en
'on the tunnel and awaited evidence.
forcing its man late. The colonel sent
It was not long before we could hear a lieutenant in command of a squad to
Filter's miners drilling over our head
investigate. As I saw the squad pass
at
foauty a/nd
Finally my foeman cam, to me and up the gulch, 1 surmised their mission.
announced that they would blast through Colorado was then a territory. The
tlie top of our tunnel that afternoon. 1 lieutenant looked about, talked with the
n'ranged to be on 'the ground at that lawyers and with some of the leading
time.
citizens, and returned to Denver with
'mrbtfpr pwuMjnd.
After Porter's miners had mad? a the report that there was nothing to
Jorge hole through the top of the tunnel warrant military interference.
i/nfoimatiarL.
and had come down into it, I told them
When the last day of Me trial came,
that they could quit further work as I it was announ- cd that the judge in
SfoTVJurthLadvnMrcould work my own mine without their tended to send tne to jail. That would
i sslslanee. Accordingly they went up give Porter, his lawyers thought, u
in their bucket to the top of the hill. A chance to get into the mine, barricade
little later Porter came rushing into the tunnel, and keep possession of the
my office close to the mine and said mine. In that country, and at that
"rimlth, you have discharged my men!' time, possession was called ten points
I replied, "Yea, and I should not think of the law.
you would be surprised.”
The final day's trial lasted until af
Then I opened up on him, recalling t
ter ten o’clock in the evening. Th“
him that he had brought letters of in room was packed with miners and citi
troduction to me, that I had treated zens. I conferred with Teller and Hal
him like a gentleman, and had even lett, and we agreed that Teller should
taken him down into my mine on the "open up” on the judge for his complic
Briggs Lode, where I showed him the ity in the case. Teller, Hallett, and i
i lehness of the ore. "And now." said I were sitting on the front seat, directly
W. H.
“you have deliberately tried to rob me facing the judge. The time had come
of my mine by driving your shaft down when tihc judge was about to pose
Rockland, Me.
into my Briggs Lode, where you sentence on me. Teller said to me,
126-Th-tf
thought you could work and I not know “Shall I go for him?"
it for a long time! I have watched
Hallett and 1 both replied, "Give it
your work from the beginning."
to Him! ”
Then Telle,' arose, and remarked to
Porter colored, and said, very red in
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GLdVER CO.

A Service as Ceaseless
as the Tides
is a good foundation for dividends
Banks Close on Sundays, and so do stores; the grocer says,
“We have some ordered”; the coal man tells you “wait
awhile”; the merchant can shut up shop and move to an
other town; the manufacturer may retire; industries close
down for slack periods,
But the power company, serving all the people all the time
with all the electric energy they can use NEVER closes
down, NEVER moves away.

And because it is serving all the people all the time, with
a product they are never willing to be without, its earn
ings come steadily in.

Steady and adequate earnings mean continued dividends.
Central Maine Power Company has ALWAYS paid its divi
dends. It has paid 65 without interruption.

Central Maine Power Co.
Augusta, Maine
Invest in a company supplying an essential service
to a prosperous people. Buy Central Maine Power
Company 7'c Preferred Stock.

Without any obligation on your

We have a special circular which

part whatsoever, send in this

tells how to judge a security.

coupon to learn why this se

Sccurties

Department

Central

curity is a safe and attractive

Maine Power Co., Augusta, Me.

investment.

Relief. His gift will guarantee the life
or one child for more than two years.
....
Charges that because there is no com
mittee on veterans’ affairs in the House
of Representatives, the government is
losing a great deal of money were
made by Congressman Hamilton Fish,
i of New York, a member of the AmeriUrging upon the nation’s lawmakers J ran Legion, at a recent hearing when
,
,
..
’the annual appropriations for- the
the necessity of liberaiizat.on of the , Unitpd suteg Vete|.an8> Bureau were
present Federal regulations governing beinK discussed. Mr. Fish stated that
the care of the war’s disabled, John ’Congress is not devoting enough atten
Thomas Taylor, vice-chairman of the tion to the affairs of ex-service men
American Legion’s national legislative and that a sub-committee gave only
omtnittee, appeared recently before a two days’ hearing to the Veterans’ Bu
House committee in the first hearing reau, which spends approximately
off this nature since 1921. Mr. Taylor if,00.000.000 a year, more money than is
expended by the War or Navy Departasked:
That the word “pulmonary" be inent. The American Legion is urging
stricken from the act governing care of the creation of a Committee on Vetertuberculosis veterans, so that approxi . tits’ Affairs because it believes that it
mately 1000 mei suffering from tuber- is tlie only effective way in whieh to
uiosis of the bones and glands can re obtain adequate consideration of exceive government hospitalization and service legislation, according to John
Thomas Taylor, vice chairman of the
compensation.
That the time limit be extended to Legion’s national legislative commit
five years, wherein a man can auto tee.
....
matically have tuberculosis or mental
Georgia led all other departments of
trouble rated as of service origin.
That the time limit, now expired, be the American Legion in membership
extended to August 9, 1926, foT the dis renewals at the end of January, accord
abled to receive certificates of disabil ing to Legion national headquarters in
ity, where the injury has been rated at Indianapolis. Other leading depart
ments. in relative order follow: Idaho,
less than ten per cent.
That the time limit be extended from Iowa, South Dakota. Delaware, Illinois.
1926 to 1931 in which conversion of Indiana. Kansas, Nebraska and Utah.
♦ « ♦ •
government insurance policies may be
Au offer of $25,000 and a naural park
made.
It is expected that leaders in Con and farm of 388 acres near independ
gress will conform to the Legion’s re ence has been made Io the Kansas de
quest for tlie creation of special House partment of the American Legion by
and Senate committees to consider vet Daniel Dabney, an oil man of Mont
gomery county. The offer was for the
eran legislation.
• • • •
purpose of founding a home for the or
The American Legion of Oklahoma is phans <r[ veterans of the World War.
backing a bill now before the legislat The land is valued at approximately
ure, calling for the return to Oklahoma <25 000. Mr. Dabney’s gift is a memo
hospitals of all Oklahoma war veterans rial to his two sons, who died of influ
suffering from mental diseases. The enza after they had completed their
bill calls for an appropriation of $100,- overseas war service with the 35th di
000 for a building in which veterans vision.
will be segregated from other patients
with mental and nervous diseases.
Fifty Oklahoma men are scattered in
hospitals of other States.
....
Tlie American Legion of Idaho is
pressing a legislative program, includ
ing appropriations for a veterans’ wel
fare commission, the establishment of
au American Legion museum, making
Aimistice Day a legal holiday and an
anti-alien land ownership bill.
• • • •
A bill has been introduced in the In
diana legislature authorizing boards of
county commissioners to convey to the
American Legion real estate or build
ings 'for use as war memorials. Such
conveyances may toe made on petition
of at least 100 freeholders in the county You Can Peel TherA Right Off
in which the real estate is located.
No matter how long you’ve had your corns,
• ess
how bad they may be, whether hard or soft, or
Robert Dillon, veteran of the war and what you have tried, believe this—“Geta-If’
American Legion member dying in will end corn peins at once, and quickly you
lift the com right off the toe or foot, with
Denver of tuberculosis contracted in can
the fingers. It ends callouses, the same simple
the service, shortly before the end do way. Millions use it. Money back guarantee.
nated *57.50, his insurance money, and Coats but a trifle—everywhere. B. Lawrence
$100 compensation to the Near Bast A Co., Mir., Chicago.

AMERICAN
vlEfnns)

“Gets-lt” Tames •
the Wildest Corn

WEST LINCOLN
Joseph F. Wiley
Joseph F. Wiley for 40 years a res
ident of this town, was found dead in
his stable January 20. Death was duo
to heart failure. Mr. Wiley was born
in Hope April 26. 1850. He married
Belle Carleton in 1873, who survives
him. Two children were born to them,
one boy who died at the age of 4. the
other Mrs. Emma Simmons of West
Simsbury, Conn. He also leaven to
mourn his loss one brother John of this
town, two half brothers Albert L of
New York and Seldom IL of South
Union, one grand-daughter Mrs. Lura
Norwood and two great grand-child
ren, of Hope.
Besides being a prosperous farmer

lie was Fish and Game Warden for
several yeans. And was very success
ful in doctoring animals.
The funeral was held Tuesday, Jan.
23, at his late home. There were many
beautiful floral pieces, which showed
the love and esteem in which he was
held.
Oil! why do we weep for a friend who’s gone,
Oh wily do our tear drops faflt
He has only answered tlie great command.
Answered our Saviour’a call.
In that far-off city beyond -the skies.
Key olid file gates of Heaven,
He will meet all Ills dear ones, by and by.
Where a crown of fife be given.
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ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK
ROCKLAND, MAINE

By saving one dollar, the possibility of acquiring hundreds be
comes real. The beet reason for saving now ia, the elder you grow
the less you can earn, and it’s the dollars saved early in life that tell
when the future days of need shall arrive.

Deposits ars received from one dollar to five thousand dollars.

WANTED
to exchange new furniture for your old. We must keep our second
hand department filled, and are willing to exchange new modern
furniture for your old; aleo ranges and muaical instruments.

V. F. STUDLEY
279-285 MAIN STREET

M-tf

